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v. Ghachra ana
R. Crockett

The Library Ci~culation and Finding System discussed here is

implemented at the Newman Library at Virginia Tech. Virginia

T~ch is an aducational sanctuary that is located somewhere

between the Blue Ridge Mountains and the Appalachian Kountains in

~outhwest Virginia. We have a student population of 19,500 and

the faculty and staff add up to 5,000 in number. So the library

has approximately 25,000 patrons to serve. The library has a

collection of one million volumes and is growing at the rate of

approximately 10% a year, or 100,000 volumes a year. The manual

circulation system was becoming totally inadequate to handle the

225,000 circulation transactions that ve have each year. The

obvious route in which to go was to see if some of the functions

could be computerized.

In order to support circulation alone it is only necessary

to use absence files. Absence files imply that a machine

readable record be kept of only those items that are currently in

circulation. Typically, this would be anywhere from 5 to 15% of

the entire collection. Thus, a system based on absence files

would require 19S5 resources than one that is predicated on

having the entire collection in machine readable form. Very

early in the d~cision making process it was agreed to have a

system based on the entire collection being in machine readable

form. Whereas this approach is initially more expensive to

implement, it has some significant long t~rm benefits. For

instance, it allows for a computer based searching and finding

capability which would not be possible otherwise. It permits the

production of microfiche catalogs that can be easily distributp,d
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to locations within and outside the University. It allows for a

proper monitoring of the usage and trends in the library

collection.

The design and implementation of the system was divided into

two phasas. Phase I of the system involved the development of the

functional asp~cts of the system. Phase II, not yet implemented,

involves the development of management analysis reports and

statistics. Phase I is divided into four functional areas. They

are:

1. Circulation control functions

2. Searching and finding functions

3. Data entry functions

4. Backup recovery and other utilities

The circulation control functions included checkout and

checkin, holds/recalls, overdue notices and fines, bindery

control, and inter-library loan. One of the primary objectives

of the system was to provide a quick and efficient method for the

check-in and check-out process. In order to facilitate this it

was necessary to have a machine readabl~ record associated with ~

each item in the collection and with each patron using the

Library. Accordingly, a barcoded label was (or will be) placed

on each item of the entire collection. This barcoded label is

machin~ readable and uniquely identifies the item. The ID-

numbers of all patrons a~e also barcoded on the ID-cards. The

checkout process simply consis~s of running a light pen (which

reads th~ bar coded labels) across the label on the ID-card which

identifies the patron to the system. This is followed by running
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the light pen across the labels on the books to be checked out.

This Assentially completes the check-out process for the operator

since the system automatically assigns the due dates for the

items.

Whereas the check-out process is externally very simple, the

system performs several functions before it permits the

successful completion of the process. On reading the patron ID

card th~ system makes two checks. First, it checks to see if the

patron is delinquent.· If the patron is delinquent he has to

first clear his record or receive special permission to check out

the book. Next the system identifies the type of patron (staff,

student, etc.). Associated with each type of patron is a default

circulation period and it is this tha~ the system retrieves and

stores for SUbsequent use.

Upon reading the barcode on the item to be circulated, the

system first checks to see whether or not the item is allowed to

circulate. Reference materials do not normally circulate. If

the item is not allowed to circulate then the system blocks the

check-out process. Next, a check is made to insure that thg item

is not already charged to another patron. It would certainly be

undesirable to have tne records show that a given item is checked

out to more than one patron. Thus, an item has to be checked in

before it can be checked out. The system also retrieves the

normal circulation period of the item. The return date for the

item is determined by using the smaller of the patron circulation

period and th~ item circulation period. A prestamped return slip

is placed in the book, thus completing the check-out for that
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pa rticular i te m.

The check-in process is essentially similar except that the

patron ID-card is not necessary for check-in. At the time of

cnack-in, if the book vas overdue then the system automatically

computes th~ fine. If the patron is able to pay the fine, this

is recorded and the transaction completed. If the patron is not

able to pay "the fine then a fina record is automatically created

for the patron and the patron is considered delinquent.

The hold/recall operation is closely associated with the

check-in process. Holds may be placed either at the call number

level or at the item level. (Simplistically speaking, a call

number hold means that a patron is willing to take any copy of a

given book and an item Dumber hold means that a patron wishes to

have a specific edition, copy, or volume). In order to place a

hold the patron gives the information to the operator and also

fills out his address on a notification card. The notification

cards are numbered serially and this serial number (or hold

number) is also identified to the system. During check-in the

system checks to see if a hold vas placed on the book being

checked in. If a hold was placed the operator is alerted and the

hold number is displayed on the terminal. using this ~old number

the operator pulls out the right notification card which is then

mailed to the patron, informing him that his book is now

available. The book itself is placed on the hold shelf.

When the patron comes to check out the book that was being

held, the system, during the check-out process, insures that the

book is indeed being checked out to the patron that placed a hold

~.
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on it. This act3 as a double check and insures that the patron

who requested the book first gets it first. There are many

situations in which such an operating procedure can be unduly

restrictive. Therefore, the system allows the operator to

override any of the built-in checks if the circumstances so

dictate.

procedurally, with one exception, the recalls are processed

exactly in the same manner as the holds. In the case of the

hold, the patron requesting the item waits until it is returned.

However, in the case of the recall, a notice is sent to the

pa~ron informing him that the item is needed by another patron.

Barring this one distinction, the tvo procedures are identical.

The system is designed to automatically generate overdue

notices. Unlike all of the procedures described thus far, which

are controlled by the use of a terminal, the overdue notices are

produced by a batch program. As needed a batch program is

initiated to generate overdue notices. A notice is sent to each

patron having items that are overdue. The information on the

notice includes the call number, title of the book, and its due

date. An overdue book also makes a patron delinquent.

The bindery control function produces the necessary reports

needed to determine what items have been sent to the bindery and

when those items are expected to be returned from the bindery.

Inter-library loans are processed as if the requesting library

were a patron, with each library being assigned a unique barcode

number. Thus, items are checked out'as in the normal checkout

process described above.
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Th~ searching and finding capabilities include an author

search, a call number search, an item number search, and an

author-title-date key search. Also, there are ways in which the

circulation £i13 may be searched to determine the status of an

item or what items a patron may have checked out. At data entry

time the system automatically generates an author-title-date key.

The author-title-datekey is 14 characters long and con~ists'of

three parts. The author data is used for the first part and

consists of 6 characters. Five characters come from the author's

last name and the sixth character is the first initial. In case

of corporate authors, the first six ndn-blank characters are

used. (In many cases a list of staridard abbreviations is used).

Eight characters are taken from the title. The first four

characters of the first word plus tvo characters each from the

next two words are used. The key does not need to be composed of

the parts given above. It may be formulated in any fashion as

long as it is fourteen characters in length. In additi~n, the

publication date, if kno~n, cart be used to further limit the

number of items displayed. In searching with the key use of

partial information is permissable. Thus, if the author's

initials are unknown then a '1' say be us~d instead. It would be

perfectly acceptable to use 51,? as an author name and initial,

implying thereby that the author's last name begins with S and no

further information is available.

In all cases, the search is hierarchic. The following

diagram explains the hierarchy.
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The author search or the ATD-key search both lead to call number

information. The call number search leads to item information

and the item search gives the detail information concerning the
item. Starting at any level of the search it is possiple to go

on to lower levels ~ithout rekeying any information displayed on

the screen. Each request produces a response of no more than 16

lines. If a 9~eater number of entries meet the search criteria

then one screen is filled up and the word "more 0
..

o • is

displayed ·in the bottom right hand corner to indicate that there

~ is more to comeo

The 80/20 rul~ of inventory control states that

approximately 80% of inventory carrying costs are due to

approximately 20% of the items in inventory. A similar rule is

surely true of library circulatior.sD A rather small percentage

of the total collection accounts for a large percentage of totai'

circulation. In order to get the system running it seemed

reasonable therefore ·to first capture all the data associated

with items that circulated. Accordingly, the following data
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entry and circulation procedure was established to support

initial entry of high usage data:

a. Barcoded item labels vere ordered in pairs.

b. For items that did not have a barcode on them the

?atron, at circulation time, wrote out only the call

numb~r on a slip of paper.

c. One barcoded label was placed on the item and its

duplicate on the slip.

d. Circulation was now completed for the barcoded item and

the slip with the item number and call number sent to

data ~ntry.

e. The data entry personnel could then enter the necessary

data for the item in circulation without delaying the

patron at the circulation desk.

The placing of the barcode on the book required some

conside~ation. Perhaps the best location for it would be on the

spine. However, the spine already had the call numb~r on it and

in many cases the spine was too thin to hold the label. The best

alternative, therefore, was to place the barcoded label on the

top left hand side of the front cover. This would be the most

visible and accessible location. In case of physical inventory

the label could be exposed and read-by merely tilting the book on

the shelf without completely removing it. The barcoded labels

are coated vith a protective coating to give them greater shelf

life.

Two formats are available for data entry. The short format

includes only the minimum data necessary for operations. This
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data consists of item number, call number, LC card number,

location, and circulation period. The LC card number is included

because it acts as an access point to the MARC records. This

will permit, at some future date, the extraction of full

bibliographic records from MARC files. The long format consists

of the data shown in Appendix A. Data may be entered on-line or

by a combination of batch and on-line processing. Both

formattable and non-formattable screens are available for data

entry.

A three pronged approach is being tried for data entry.

First, the circulation data is being captured as the books

circulate. Initially only the short form is used for these

items. Next, complete data is being entered for newly acquired

items and for items processed during a shelf by shelf conversion.

The third approach calls for capturing the complete data by

extracting it from the MARC record using the LC card number.

This last approach has yet to be implemented.

Since many of the operations for this system are on-line, it

was imperative that proper backup and recovery procedures be

included as an integral part of the system. In order to have the

most reliable recovery procedure it was decided to log every

update transaction on a system log. Further it was decided to

put tne log on a tape drive rather than a disc drive. Whereas

tape logging is slower than disc logging it is significantly more

reliable. If logging were done on disc then a disc crash would

lose both the data and the transaction log causing an

"unrecoverahle" problem. Since no hard copy is kept on many of

9
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the Library transactions this situation would be unacceptable.

Also in order to maintain the integrity of the data base

contents various reports listing the contents of the data base

are available. These reports include author list, galley proof

list, and holdings list.

Summary

To summarize, the Library Circulation and Finding System

provides for the following capabilities:

1. Creates a new record or modifies an 6xisting record for

each item in the library.

2. Creates a new record or modifies an existing record for

a patron.

3. Provides a check-out facility which performs the

following checks:

a. identifies delinquent patrons

b. identifies items that may not circulate

c. automatically determines loan period ~

d. allows for loan period other than normal.

ij. Provides a check-in facility which performs the

·following:

a. automatically clears patron record

b. identifies items on hold or on recall

c. keeps track of fines.

5. Provides a procedure for holds and recalls.

6. On a periodic basic prints overdue and recall notices.
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7. Providas access into data using the following:

a. Patron number

b. Item number

c. Call number

1. Autho~

e. Author-Title-Date kay.

8. Provides for backup and recovery.

q. Collects statistics and does housekeeping chores.

'1 1
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Jay Denny

My name is Jay Denny and my job at Hewlett-Packard is as follows. I am

responsible for all s.Ystems engineering services worldwide.

My objective is to discuss: 1) a Perspective of Computer ~stems Group;

2) why this organization is of benefit to you; and 3) how your local Hewlett-Packard

team that we" have allocated around you is coordinated and supported by Computer

Systems group. The next two subjects I would like to talk about very specifically

is Customer Engineering division, and the Systems Engineering Services program.

Here you see that our group is actually broken down into two basic enities.

Each division has a marketing, research and development, and a manufacturing team.

The various divisions are: 1) General Systems (3000); 2) Data Systems (1000); and

(disc and magnetic tape), and Terminal Products Division. Divisions are Hewlett-

Packard I S way of managing our business. One of the newest divisions is Customer

Engineering Division. The other portion of Hewlett-Packard is the Field Marketing

Organization. That particular organization I s job is to 1) support and assist the

customer and 2) sell Hewlett-Packard products. That is made up of three basic

employees. The sales representative, the system engineering personnel, and

customer engineering personnel. As you can see, Paul Ely, our vice-president,

keeps us operating as a single unit.

Each one of the divisions are profit centers. A general rule of thumb in

Hewlett-Packard is to break down every particular portion of our business into

some manageable enity. When these profit centers become up around 100 million

dollars, we start looking very careful~ at ways to break them apart to manage

that business more effectively.

As our customer, you are surrounded by three of our representatives. l1Y

objective is to give you e brief idea of the jobs of those three people, the

management team supporting them, and briefly, the functional team that is supporting

them. The real benefits of our organization is not going to be visible unless

it really does assist you as customers.
12
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The sales representative. This person coordinates the team. His direct

management is the district sales manager, regional sales manager, and national

sales manager. The national sales managers are Jim Schnider and Bill Ricmon

(408/257-7000) •

The system engineering personnel. These are involved in technical education,

technical evaluation, and technical information. His immediate responsible

boss is the district sales manager and the regional sales managers. I am

responsible worldwide for this organization (Jay Denny, 408/257-7000).

Customer engineering. The CEts are responsible for preventive maintenance

and repair of the system. You can see that their organization structure is

district CE manager, regional CE manager, customer engineering service manager

(Tom Iauhan, 408/257-7000).

Every member of this team has organizations supporting that team. For example,

if you ask your sales representative a question about the product (the price,

the technical features, specifications) that he cantt answer, a sales support

organization within each division assures that he gets the answer to you on a

timely basis, typically in a couple of days.

The systems engineering personnel also have support organizations. If you ~

ask them a technical question that they cannot answer, they have an organization

at the factory that they may call to get the technical answer for you.

Customer engineering. Customer engineering has a series of support mechanisms.

If the customer engineer cannot resolve your problems, he has an immediate manage

ment backup team, but he also has a product specialist supporting him. If that

team cannot resolve the problem, the divisions have a support mechanism as well.

Why is this important to the users group? Why is it important to you as the

customer? When you are talking. about having a new feature added to my fortran
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compiler or a new feature added to my cobal compiler, this is a development project.

The divisions are responsible for all development. The users group has set up

the right channels to discuss those subjects with us. Your interface co~ttee

definitely does have a good channel in the division. If you are concerned about

operational problems or you would like to give us operational hints of how we can

do a better job for you, the field marketing is responsible for assisting on these

subjects. If you have a question about the level of support in a particular geo

graphy, the field marketing team is the right people to interface with.

I thought I would spend most of ~ time now talking about two specific enities

of the group. The first is Customer engineering division or Customer Engineering

Service. Customer engineering is a service that our customers will always utilize.

If you donlt utilize these services either through service contracts or a time

and material basis, most potentially your system will not function correctly for

you. So Qy definition, all customers will have a service contract on a 3000

product now.

Recently we looked at our customer engineering organization arid said we would

like to put more management focus on it and get some more research dollars into

doing a better job for our customer. So we formed a division. The major advantage

here is, as I said, is this is Hewlett-Packardls way of focusing in on solving

problems. It is the first Services division at HP. It is divided into marketing,

engineering, and manufacturing. Marketing is responsible for setting the policies

so HP has consistent policies, pricing, CE support. Describing the services to

our cusomters so you understand them and your expectations are not raised beyond

the level they should be. Additionally, logisitics are of concern to marketing.

Where do you put these people? Where do you put the inventory? Where do you put

the tools? When do you train them?

14



The engineering department of the division is the science of reliability.

Development of CE tools. Customer engineering tools (software or hardware) helps

HP do a more effective job for you. Manufacturing is really the field located

customer engineering organization. This includes both the people and part

inventory to help you locally.

I think it is important to understand that the impact of this division won't

be seen by the customers for a year. Initially, in the first six months what

you will find is that HP may have clearer policies. But, new customer engineering

tool~ to help us do a better job for you is a development project; and it is like

any development project, it is going to be some time before you see the benefits

of this program.

When do you use customer engineering service as a customer? Call customer

engineeri~~ if: 1) a peripheral does not work properly; 2) the system halts or

a parity light is on; and 3) when an operator can no longer control the system.
\

Does everyone know the~r local customer engineering managers? Please try to meet

this individual over the next three months. How many of you mow your regional

Customer Engineering Manager? We have five regions: M[dwest, Canada, west Coast,

Southern, Eastern. If in an event you become extremely dissatisfied with Hewlett-

Packard (I am not suggesting that you do this as a normal operating procedure),

please tell us about it, and don't wait until it is too late. When management

knows early enough about your situation we can help.

If as you are going through the year, you find you might be a little bit dis-

satisified with the overall service program. It isn't that your system has been

down, but there are some things you can point to. For example, maybe we don't always

put the bolts back together right, your lights are burned out. When the customer

engineer comes around, mention it. The immediate responsibility in your area is

15



the Customer Engineering District ~1anager and he is an individual you need to get

to know.

How is sales involved in my service problems? Sales sold this equipment.

The philosophy of our company is that we service things because we sell them. The

regional CE manager has a dual responsibility to the regional sales manager. But

when you have a specific down system, the motivating enity to come up with game

plan and to make sure your system is operational within a reasonable period of

time is the customer engineering organization.

Supporting the customer engineer is the Products Specialist team. The product

specialist's job in customer engineering is to be highly software intensive on

MPE. By definition, if your system halts, it is an MPE failure. There are two

types of failures. 1) Hard failure. You found one that is really a hard one.

You try a warm start. It will not come back up. It could be a hardware failure

at that point. It could be a very hard software failure.' In that case, call in

customer engineering. Regarding software failures, we immediately assign a design

engineer in the lab to resolve it.

The second failure mode is when it is intermintent software failures. They

are very complex to find. If you left your system down and called our customer

engineering, the chances are there is not enough information left at that point

to solve that problem today. Instead, please use the warm start mechanism. The

objective is to take some data from that particular problem, get you back up on

the air into a production environment as soon as possible. And, we try to corrolate

that data at the regional levels. Now, if you can imagine, we get a nwnber of

these failures, we corrolate them, it gives us symptoms, then we can get to the

specific portion of the software that is failing.

16



When you have a repeatable MPE error, it crashes your system, it is to our

advantage that you make sure that we know about it. If it is repeatable, we

can find it at the factory and fix it.

I think it is important that you understand where we are. We havenlt done a

100% job. But, do not tolerate an extensive down period of time. I talked to

a gentleman last week who said a portion of his system had been down for eight

weeks. That is intolerable. There is absolutely no other way to put it.

System engineering. I am going to talk about the system engineer. If you

recall rnf discussion on customer engineering, briefly, I said that basically it

was a service that you would all want to buy and couldn It do without. System

engineering services are different. We do not just help you to be successful by

training your staff, helping to make them more productive. Our objective isn It

to hide from you our system capabilities or to keep you unaware. In fact, our

objective in this area is that we expect you, as a customer, to allocate one of

your people to become, in effect, your personal system engineer. What that means

is we need to train your people to become talented technically. The objective of

System Engineering Services is to train your personnel. Requirement for this

service varies from customer to customer depending on what your 1) specific

application is and 2) specific talent is. So, it is what I call a discretionary

service. We provide the opportunity for you to get your staff trained, but we

canlt tell you what services you must take. If you donlt take the training, we

assume basically that you are so talented that you don It require them.. Planning

3ystem Engineering requirement at lIP has not been effective. This is lI\Y personnel

chapter. Today we roughly have in the North American continent fifty-five 3000

system engineers. We have done a lot of hiring to get to that number and they are

not all well trained. But, they can provide the basic set of services typically

required.
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Customer training in a technical center. What is a technical center? We have

reestablished the roles of the technical centers, or what you might have called

previously the training center. Their roles will expand over time and provide a

complete set of services. A developmental program is under way which is to help

our customers learn quicker and more extensively about the system in our normal

training center environment. Advanced courses you can send your staff to. They

are not here today, but they are going to be here within three months. Technical

centers are those places that the training is going to be available at. Another

method of taking a course is you may purchase the course to be taught at your

facility. Unless you have a staff of five or ten people, this may not be a cost

effective way for you to get training. We are looking at alternative ways to make

it easier for you to train your staff.

What is phone-in consulting? I would like to think of phone-in consulting as

admittedly our training courses are not going to answer all the questions, and our

docwnentation is not going to answer all the questions. This is a vehicle that we

tried to design, to come up with, to augment training. I believe it could be a

valuable tool if you use it. As an example, your staff is stumped on a problem

for four hours. And, if they could pick up the telephone and get an answer within

an hour, they could be productive again. Now, we would like that to happen. I

believe that this service is a reasonable tool for you to utilize. What I said

initially was that your going to end up with a system engineer on your staff,

eventually. At some point in time you will be self-sufficient, theoretically.

Eventually all of you should, if your program is successful, not have a requirement

to call more than three or four times a month.

Now, I said over time you would become self-sufficient. The fact is, that is

not really true. You have proven, beyond a shadow of a doubt, that you will not
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be self-sufficient. You promote your people, move them to another installation,

and suddenly the same training problems reoccur. It is a real problem.

System Engineering time. This is just your ability,' if you prefer, to

utilize our SEts onsite so they may assist your staff. For example, how to

potentially design a particular portion of the data base you have decided to

implement.

The training material and tools. I believe we have to provide you with access

to training material and tools, like video tapes in the future, that will help

you train your internal staff and help us train you.

On the subject of subs,ystem bugs. I think that is a point that I heard a lot

of conversation about. And, sometimes it is confusing. Our experience has been

that the majority of the time that our customers feel they have a subsystem bug,

it really is not a subsystem bug but they really have a misunderstanding of our

products. It turns out that".e:15otrt"·fifteen percent of the time there is actually

a bug. Probably another ten percent of the time, a total of one-quarter, it is

a documentation error that misled our customers. When that happens, a system

engineer is responsible in assuring that that bug is resolved. Where are we today?

I think it is important to understand that today our program is running very lean.

What that means to you, it may require that when you have a subsystem bug, you

have to help us in ways. The way we define the subsystem bugs, I would like to ask

for your help in two categories. If it severely impacts you and your operation I

want it resolved as fast as we possibly can respond as a company. To give you an

example, we have resolved these problems in three to five days. That has been

redesigned and back installed. However, if it is a simplier problem which does not

cause you harm, please avoid using that portion of the software if possible. If

you help us determine those that· are critical to you, we definite have the

resources to help you.
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A situation that could occur is as follows: we delivered a mit tape with the

objective of making a better, more reliable system. What we actually did we

accidentally introduced a new error which affected all the production programs.

What should you do as a customer in that situation? One thing you can do is go

back to the previous mit tape. Don't be afraid to tell us that it is critical.

I don I t want you to do a workaround for fifty or sixty days and you are required

to undo all those workarounds to utilize the patch.

If you have any inputs that will assist SE programs, I would like to have

them. MY address is as follows: Jay Denny, System Engineering Services tlanager,

Computer Systems Group, 11000 Wolfe Road, Cupertino, California 95014.
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HP has new provided you a total solution for APL. Final stages

of product development for the terminal entails actually putting

it on the price list and making it available. This will occur

in November and delivery will begin soon thereafter.

The HP 264lA APL Display Station, interfaces similarly as our

other 2640 terminals to the 3000. It was developed in conjunction

with HP Labs and some of the other major APL users around the

country. We have the terminal in the lobby and after this we will

show you some of the key features of the terminal. For those of

you who are not familiar with APL terminals let me tell you a

little bit about the HP 2641A. It has a 128 character APL set,

a full 64 character overstrike set and 64 character Roman set which

is optionally expandable to 128 character Roman. Also, it will

support one optional character set. What that means, is that it

will support one of our three alternate character sets. These

are the line drawing character set, a mathematical symbol character

set and the large character set, which was just recently introduced.

With the large character set you can type characters on the screen

that are about three characters high and three times the width of

characters that normally you see on the screen. It operates up to

9600 baud as a standard ASCII teletypewriting terminal or as an APL

terminal. Additionally it has all the features of the recently

introduced HP 2645 High Performance Terminal that features multiple

and standard communications protocols. Also, it features eight

user definable soft keys. These eight function keys have been

designed so you can execute up to an 80 character sequence from

one key. You may ask what is the benefit? One of the key benefits

is that you can tailor the terminal to your application. For

example a whole computer log-on sequence can be stored under one

of these keys. There are many other benefits of this terminal that

you may want to see and I would be happy to show you after this talk.

Price? A lot of you are going to be surprised. It is only $4100

without tapes, with tapes it is $5700. It works very well with the
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3000 system and with other system~ that support ASCII APL terminals.

Another of the key features of using the 2641A with the 3000 APL

system is that when you log on to the 3000 many of the frequently

made system calls such as variables, or functions will be auto

matically loaded under a soft key. This happens to be a very ~seful

feature; and one that you can ch~nge at any time.

Overstike. I would like to talk a little bit about this. When

overstrikes are performed we access an alternate character set and

display the actual overstrike character. They are very clear and

well defined.

It will also display an "out" character, when you try to perfonn

invalid overstrikes. What this means is that with the 264lA you do

not have to wait until you transmit this program to see.your error.

You can see and correct it on line.

To date we have tested the terminal on a number of non-HP timeshare

systems and it has worked perfectly. Are there any questions? I

will be happy to answer them.

Q. ON THE QUESTION OF UPGRADES, WE DO HAVE 12 2640'S AND WE INITIALLY

HAD ORDERS FOR 12 2644 t S. WE FOUND IN OUR APPLICATION THAT THE

2400 BAUD RATE HAS NOT BEEN FAST ENOUGH, SPECIFICALLY FOR

DISPLAYING SCREENS AND WE HAVE APPROACHED DIFFERENT WAYS SUCH

AS DRAWING PORTIONS OF A SCREEN AT A TIME, TRICKING THE SYSTEM

AND USING A SCREEN ALREADY'UP AND ERASING SPECIFIC FIELDS OF IT.

WE WOULD LIKE TO HAVE 9600 BAUD. WE UNDERSTAND THE LIMITATIONS

OF THE 8080 CHIP VS. THE 8008 FOR MICROPROCESSOR. ARE THERE ANY

PLANS TO UPGRADE A 2640 TO.A FASTER PROCESSOR TO ·.ALLOW A 9600

TRANSFER?

A. No.- We are currently offering the 2645A which operates to 9600

baud.
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Bill Foster i

Bill Foster of He~lett-Packard'sGeneral Systems Division was the first

company representative to address the group. The topic of his presentation was

"The Future Directions of HP3000 Software." This includes the research and develop-

ment of 2000 and 3000 soft~are trends and to some extent the hardware trends. At

the beginning of his talk he mentioned that the user requests for improvement,

correction and development would be seriously considered by HP (he was talking about

the results of the Users Group questionnaire). Specifically, HP would consider the

top 20 items on the list, but would also consider the rest of the list from an

"ease of triplementation" point of view.

Getting back to the topic, Bill stated that MPE was Hp·s greatest accomplishment.

He said that HP would continue to enhance and improve it. Some of these improve-

ments would be in the from of ne~ commands. Another area of improvement would be

the implementation of firmware or micro-code instead of software for some of the

commands. He used the HP3000 Series II as an example of some of these ideas.

A major part of Bill Foster's time was spent talking about the Series II. He

discussed some of the differences between the Series I and the Series II and the

reasons for these differences. Some of these differences are: a larg~memory, a

semi-conductor memory, a larger virtual stack area and the expansion of the number

of processes allowed to run at anyone time. These improvements increased the

speed and reliability of the Series II machine.

The Series II has the capacity to expand the memory to a full 512K, and it is

made of semi-conductors which allows the memory to be self error-correcting. A

log is kept of all memory errors s.nd isused to point out problems before they become

major. The largest memory reduces the time spent s~apping and thus increases the
i

overall effectiveness of the computer~ The memory management system (uses of CPU

time) also add to the performance.

Finally, Bill stated Hp·s objectives as being: to decrease the price of its

products, increase the performance of these products, increase their reliability
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(both hard¥.are and software), increase the abilities of MPE amd IMAGE, and to build

interfaces to other machines besides IBM.

NOTE: Tim Robbs attended the HP meeting as a recorder. The above is a

summary of Bi11 Foster I s speech bJr Mr. Robbs.
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Gil Drynan

Many <Jf' JOu kno1,1 ron a:; onQ who likes toys and that at each of these meetings

1. br j np' a to.y. Thi ~ tj me I brought a new t()y a.nd a new system. The new toy i 5 the

large screen video system that you have seen in use during these sessions. This

vid. 0 system is used at Boeing as a training aid and as a "show and tell" service for

visiting firemen who come to see the system which I will present shortly. We will

soon place the large screen system in our management information center as a manage

ment display tool.

The large screen display system consists of an adds envoy, a portable 5" CRT

that has composite vidio output \Ulder the RSl70 spec, and a videobeam projector. The

videobeam projector is a color TV set that projects onto a 4' x 6 1 screen and has

~ connections for a TV tape recorder. It is sold to taverns and to the guy who has

nothing else to do with $4000 than buy one of these for his living room. We did have

one problem with the thing. It is designed to work as a TV and not as a terminal.

Therefore, it is setup with overscan rather than under scan as is found on computer

terminals. The solution was for us to realign the videobeam. No small task as it

is really three TV sets. One for each color, red, green and blue. We also had to

go in and remove one circuit card and bypass the card as it buggers up the whole

image when data is displayed.

~ ~e made one other modification this one to the terminal. Our presentations work

off carriage return, so we added a remote carrage return key.

Now to talk about the system we developed at the Electronic Support Division of

the Boeing Aerospace Company in Seattle. On screen you see an agenda for this pre-

senation.

Let us look at the corporate st~ucture of the Boeing companies. All of the u

Boeing are wholly owned by the Boeing Company. As is the company I work for, the

Boeing Aerospace Company. Some of the other companies are the Boeing Commercial

Airplane Company, Vertol, Boeing Computer Services, and others. The Commercial Air

plane Company manufactures 747' s, 707' s, 737' s, and our most popular airplane the 727
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which we are currently producing one every other day. The Electronic Support Di.vision,

ESD, supplies electronic systems'for these airplanes. The Commercial Airplane Company

is our largest customer at ESD. Another item of interest is that we are a custoner

to BGS and BCS is a customer of ours. The Electronic Support Division of the Boeing

Aerospace Company is the location we developed and installed our manufacturing system.

ESD produces electronics packages for its own products and for other Boeing companies.

Now for a brief description of our hardware configuration. Our HP3000 is a CX

which we use very heavily in a multi-user environment. We have a 7905 swapping disc,

3 ISS 47.5 mbyte data discs, two 1600 BPI tape drives, a 200 LPM printer, and two

16 line terminal controllers with 30 lines connected. Seven of those lines are dial-

up and the others are hardwired. ~

We built our s,ystem around certain philosophical ideas. The system must be

online as much as possible and any data input will be edited online in every way

possible. Data entry is not just that, but includes edits for known spelling, usage

in the present context, etc. We want to tell the person at the terminal about the

error right then, not some time latter, because at the moment of input that person

can usually correct the error. If we cannot correct the error we do not want the

input until he knows the correct input. Our idea is to check a partnumber for accuracy

at the moment of input, and not after a screen is filled. You have wasted the time~

inputting the balance of information.

In designing the system, we started with detail flow charts and the~ started

programming in fortran. The PMS system is a heavy user of image with some direct

access files.

Now to the modules that comprise the production management system. The first

module is a master schedule. The schedule that shows when we will deliver those part

numbers or assemblies that are known as ,end items, or they might even be purchased

parts in the case of spares. The master schedule lists only the part numbers we are

going to ship and the shipment date. No schedule file is maintained on sub-pieces.
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This is handled by MRP.

Thebill-of-material module contains that information relative to making an

assembly. Nothing extra. It is basically what I call a pear tree. A record consists

of the assembly part number, the component part number, and how many of that component

is used on that assembly. We get into such things as assembly notes; but for the

interest here I will not go into those items.

The inventory control module maintains such things as store bin location, quantity

on hand, reserved quantitites, lead time, min, max, pansize, and all such buzz words.

Shop order control comes into play at the time a shop order is ready to be

released. Shop orders are automically released unless there is a shortage of parts

for that order. ·If there is a shortage then our production control group must decide

whether to wait for the parts to arrive or start the order short those parts. The

classic example is the knobs on the TV set.

Purchase order control. Here we keep track of the purchase orders we have

requested. Their schedule, and the status of the purchase order for expidite action

when necessary.

Material requirements planning. We use a regenerative MRP. A little later we

will display in detail what happens in MRP. Basically, MRP combines the bills-of

material and the master schedule resulting in recommended schedules for all sub

assemblies and purchased parts on the way to dev~loping schedules MRP will first

consider inventory on hand and then combine orders to make economic order quantities.

Applied job routing and standards provides for the job flow and the information

required for performance measurement.

Now let's look at MRP and what it really does. I was saying it works with an

assembly and here we have assembly A. It consists of Parts C, B, and K, as you see

on the screen. We will keep the definition of the assembly up in the corner for

reference. Up in the right hand corner you will notice a schedule for one unit of

assembly A as marked by the 'V'. 30 we know we must have an assembly available by



that, point inttt,ime. And, of course, with reorder lead time we have to look forward

and plan to have that order released at that point. Next, we have to plant parts to

go on that assembly. Some of the parts are make and some are buy. Again we ask is

~he supply sufficient to satisfy demand? If not, we have to plan and order for those
",,,.--.

1 / -'.~. parts. Some are assemblies, and we go out and plan orders for their subparts, and on
~,.: ,~ . -.

down the tree.

Now, that is basically what MRP does. It looks through the bill of material and·

plans all the orders needed to make the end item for the ori.ginal demand. Of course,

there are usually multiple demands spread through time. MRP must consider all of those

demands and apply order rules to combine orders when applicable.

The system is image data base oriented and contains three image data bases and a ~

set of auxilliary files we think of as a fourth data base. The first data base is

our primary data base. It contains product structure, the master schedule, open orders,

and recommended orders. There are 23 data sets and about 23 megaqytes of disc space.

The second data base is information relative to current job charges. Five data

sets, two megaQytes and designed to work real fast. ay using a unique data base for

shop charges, locking conflicts are kept to a minimum and response time is maximized.

The third data base is used for performance on completed work. This data is used

for performance reports, is not updated too frequently but can be used for management ~

costing games with out impact on the production data bases.

There are ten auxilliary files consuming about seven megabytes. They are direct

access files. We use direct access files to miniDdze the size of the image data bases.

The best example is the way we use an internal part number. Ne had to allow for a

twenty-four digit partnumber. Now if we were to use a 24 digit partnumber in image

our data base would be 60 percent larger than it is.

(There goes another 47.5 megaqyte disc.) So inside the system we work with an

integer number that represent s the human recognizable partnumber. The integer part-

number is the disc record number corresponding to the real partnumber. To convert an
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internal parttlumber to a real partnumber takes only on disc read. To get from a

real partnumber to an internal partnumber we use an image manual master data set with

no related detail data sets. In this case, we take advantage of the fast hashing

algorithm provided ~ image.

That is our system in a nut shell. I will now run a couple of our programs to

demonstrate how we believe an interactive program should be written tor an online

environment. Anyone who would like to see more or talk in more depth may contact

me for a birds-of-a-feather session.
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Jim Gunderson

I am Jim Gunderson, director of Data Processing for the Multnomah COlL"1.ty

Intermediate Education District in Portland, Oregon, to an educational service

bureau in Portland. Telephone number is 503/255-1841 and ~ mailing address is

P.O.-Box 16657,97216.

We have recently replaced an IBM 360 model 40 with two HP 3000' s. As part

of our analysi s on the management of a multi system shop, we came up with the

idea of building some swithces for the I/O gear so that we could create an I/O

pool. In one case, we wanted to share one of our three printers between the two

systems. In a second case, a tape drive was to be shared between an HP2000 and

an HP3000. Our specific problem was that we had an Op Scan 100 for test scoring,

which produces an 800 BPI tape, and an IBM System/? that we use for touchtone

telephone data collection, which has a 1600 BPI tape. In a third case, we wanted

to share the card reader between the two HP3000's.

Six years ago, we installed an HP2000 and subsequently a second 2000, each

of which had one tape drive. One 2000 was upgraded to an access system. In that

environment, we wanted to get Qy with only one tape on each 3000, and somehow use

the 800 BPI tape that was on the 2000. \~e located an early-retired CE who agreed

to build the tape switch initially. HP provided the cable schematics and we

proceded. For simplicity, we used relays rather than solid state components. With

pluggable relays, standard electronics, we took a very conservative approach and

the switches have worked perfectly for a year. Physically, they are about 6 inches

high Qy 12 inches wide qy 18 inches deep.

We did the same for the card reader.

Finally, in order to allow our data control clerks to use either 3000 from a

single terminal, we have had several smaller switches built for both the HP2640

and the DEC IA36. It is possible to log on to both systems and use the switch to

access either one qy simple turning a knob from I to II.
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In an environment of multiple systems, it is very feasible to build these

little devices in order to prevent loading all systems with all the I/O.

Switches are not particularly inexpensive. Furthermore, HP's GE's get

nervous when they see the boxes sitting there because they are not sure where the

maintenance is being paid.

We had to buy tape, printer, and card reader controllers for each .3000. We

have a card reader controller on each s,ystem and a cable which comes out of the back

of each controller into the switch and from there to the device. It is still

significantly less expensive (perhaps 40%) than buying I/O for all the equipment.

The cables will run from $.300 up to $1200. To get the switches built, we

paid from $400 to $500 for the components plus labor. The terminal switches were

$65 apiece. The man who did the work for us is available to build them for any

one who wishes. He is not particularly in business, but he has the resources

and the capability to provide the devices. In addition, he can also test them at

our shop in a live setting before he sends them on.

We would be happy to provide, additional information.
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Tom Harbron

This is the installation management forum. It is designed to be an interactive

session. It has several purposes. I have had three people volunteer to work

with me on the installation management committee, but none of them seem to be

here at the moment. But, input from others who would be willing to make contri

butions in this area would be appreciated. As we go through the session here,

I think you will get some feeling of the nature of the topics.

What I would like to do here in this session, is first of all, outline the

mission of the installation management commdttee, solicit your suggestions and

ideas along these lines. And, then in the time remaining, we could have a little

question and answer session on topics of installation management. There are

enough people here that we can find answers to most of the questions.

I would like to introduce Robert Young from the National Institute of Medical

Research in wndon, who has volunteered to work with us. This is quite helpful

because many of the problems European users face are quite different from those

that we in North America have to deal with.

The mission of the installation management committee, as I outlined back in

the newsletter of July, involves three kinds of activities. First of all, let

me say thisis not an exhaustive Iist and I am quite willing to amend it and add

to it, as we go along. What I have outlined here are three kinds of activities.

One is meetings. We really didn't get a chance to get organized before this

meeting. But, before the next one we can have some papers and sessions on

installation management. If some of you have ideas and want to give a paper on

that next year, please let me mow.

The second thing is developing some standard operating procedures. There are

a wide variety of things. To take one, for example, system backup procedures.

How do you do this? How is it managed? And, we have had some questions on that

here in this meeting. There are a lot of things like this that would be helpful
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to many people to have; not just do it this way, but here is a variety of different

procedures that are used qy different installations. Take your pick.

The third activity that I think is going rather well, is the columns in the

newsletter on topics that have been suggested, or in some cases that have already

been produced, I have about a dozen of them here: backup procedures; connecting

terminals, either hardwired or through modems; resource accounting, which goes

into the question of billing and all of that; documentation; what to do until the

CE comes; locality; virtual memory and structured progranmdng, which are two

different but related topics. I don't like the term, but I have not found a better

one, vendor control, that which we have been discussing for the last hour is in

this category. Hardware error detection on the Series II, which has some tools

that were not available on the Series I; data design base. You take essentially

the same programs and run it on data bases that are slightly different in design

and it makes a world of difference in performance. Segmentation also heaVily

impacts performance. Those are some of the topics we have on the list anyway. I

am sure there are a lot more that will come along.

Those are the activities. Now the subjects, and I am sure it is only a

partial list: s,ystem integrity, operating techniques, hardware utilization, pro

gramming practices, s,ystem measurements, disc space management, data base design,

etc.

The question is if and when we get replaceable disc packs, how should those

be managed? I think we will have to have some information from HP on how it is

going to be implemented before we can do anything on that. But, when the time

comes it will be an important aspect of disc management. I can see potential

problems in handling that. You take a pack off and a file a guy needs is gone,

and why is it gone and what do you do about it?
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I thank you for your input. It has been most helpful. I will thank you even

more for substantial input in the forms of contributions to the newsletter columns,

papers to be given at the next meeting, SOP's, or if you have any other substantial

cont:ri buti on.
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lli McCracken
s

After lunch the Users Group was addressed by Hewlett-Packard's General ~ystems

Manager, Ed McCracken. He spoke on the "state of the General Systems Division."

He specifically addressed the question, 1I~'[ill HP survive in the computer business? 'I

He answered that HP would survive and would strive to lead the industry.

l~ase I of Hewlett-Packard's development began in 1968. This is the year that

planning and development of the HPJOOO started. HP invested heavily in SPL (System

Programming. I.a.nguage) and in the MPE (~fu1ti-programming Exeuctive Operating System).

Phase II started in 1971. This phase was signaled by the introduction of the first

HPJOOO's. This was the pre-CX 3000. Phase III, in 1973, showed an effort in the

direction of general cleanup. Improvements were made in the hardware. The MPE

and subsystems were becoming more reliable. In 1975 the HP,3000 computer system

made its first profits and contributed to the earnings of the company. In 1976 there

were other important events. One of these was the introduction of the new Series II.

The second was the creation of a separate division to maintain and improve the CX

model.

Ed McCracken went on to list HP's general objectives for the future. The first

objective is customer satisfaction. Hewlett-Packard will try to improve in four

areas to keep their customers satisfied. These areas are: the general cleanup of

the product specifications, increase in reliability of their systems, increase in

responsiveness of the company toward the user, increase in effectiveness of customer

and employee training, and production of better system documentation.

The second objective is to be increasingly professional. The introduction of

the Series II is an example of this effort. The Series II has relatively few

problems, and is much more reliable than the Series I. Before the announcement of

the Series II, HP had 50 test sites in operation using the new computer. The MPE

is compatible between the Series I and Series II computers. These areas show HP's

attempt to offer the customer a more professional job.
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The third objective is to make the required effort to meet sales, profit and
ii

shipment goals.

The fourth objective is to create a program capable of meeting all of the

divisionis long range goals. This means increasing response to the users; to use

MPE, which is considered a corner stone, to make a maj or contribution toward growth

of the division; and to produce increasingly more powerful machines. It has been

found that HPcan produce a 30% increase in computing power without an increase in

cost in their machines each year. The subsystems will continue to be developed

and improved. The division is making an effort to develop its own disk drives.

Hewlett-Packard will not produce a computer which is more expensive than the Series

II. They will compete with the industry at this level.

The fifth and last objective is to develop a new division. Production capabili~

will be increased by a factor of three. The number of employees will double from

300 to 600. A new facility is to be completely developed at Santa Clara. Also the

number of engineers in the field is to be doubled to provide better customer service.

This effort is to make the division self supporting.

Ed said, "Hewlett-Packard I s General Systems Di.vision is manufacturing the

highest quality systems possible, and is leading the industry in the market place."

About 50% of HFI S systems are sold to the smaller companies, and this part of the

market is growing quickly. The rest of the sales are to the large companies for ~

dedicated work or to O. E. M. houses. About 97% of all profits comes from sales

of products and services and 3% from the sale of stocks.

The 'division has three profit centers. The first is the center headed by

Dave Sanders. Among other things, Dave is responsible for the support and main-

tenance of the Series I machines. The second profit center is made up of the technical

centers. These centers offer technical services and education. There will shortly

be two of these technical centers, one on the east coast and one on the west coast.

The third profit center is the customer service. The customer service will increase
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their personnel and strive to provide better services to the customer.
~

NOI'E: Tim Robbs attended the HP meeting as a recorder. The above is a

summary of Ed McCracken t s speech by lA.r. Robbs.
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Sex really does fit with the computer! I am thinking in terms of, perhaps,

the secretary, perhaps yours, perhaps another. She walks over to the

terminal where you have given her a task to perform., she sits down at that

terminal, and prepares to enter some data. Of course, the first thing she does

is snag her stockings on the inside wall of the terminal cabinet because it was

made of very rough paint. She then attempts to log on. You had told her to

log on with HELLO, MANAGER:SYS, slash, password. She is a pretty good

typist but on the terminal she is a little shaky so she mistypes the password.

What does she get returned? ERRS. It means your entry is not acceptable;

your Password is incorrect. But, why doesn't the message say that? There

are other ways of looking at cryptic messages, too.

Let's consider her background. She is probably some nice young girl

who is very morale, obviously attended church her whole life, minded her

parents, yet the computer might have come up with some other messages using

such words as ILLEGAL or BAD. Consider the psychological ramifications

on this poor kid who has just sat down to her first job and you have given her

this task. Rather traumatic. My favorite is the error message you get

when at the console, no matter what you do if your input is not acceptable, the

system responds with INVALID.

Can you identify the real problem? Sure. It is PEOPLEWARE. In

contrast to hardware and software. For those of you who have known me for

the four or five years that I hav9 been associated with the Users Group know

that my favorite topic is PEOPLEWARE. This is really the human factor or

user interface. This area concerns all the same hardware and software
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aspects of design, development, integration, production and maintenance. Some

of the items involved are used in dialog at the terminal, user manuals, user

problems and their handling, user support, user communication. Specifically,

this involves psychology at the terminal. A hardware related example might

consider the RETURN key. Why call it RETURN? Why not ENTER or SEND?

Some people have put ENTER on the key because that is what the user does.

Let's go one step further. How about coloring the key? What color should it

be? How about green? How about the break key? How about red? Ever try

to find that break key on the 2640? It is buried among several other keys; I

always hit the wrong one. Or,why not use a two -color ribbon? For hard copy

~
dialog you could distinguish between your input and the computer output. This

idea makes it very simple to see "who" has done what. Of course, .if you

suggest that to some manufacturer you know what they are going to come out

with - -red and black. And all your input is going to be red; how about green

and black. Why don't ma,nufacturers take the human factor more into accoWlt?

Well, there is a simple reason. First, it is expensive. If you recall, an

early military system, something I started out with in computers, the SAGE

systcrn. The Semi Automatic Ground Enviromnent was supported by the US

Government and that is probably why they had enough money to implement

human factor efforts. For every three programmers there was one psychologist

on the staff to sit down and analyze those people who were going to use the air

defense display system. Those airmen third class didn't want to know how the

computer ran, but they sat at this silly thing and had to punch the ring button

at the right time. The color of the lights, the seating arrangements, the

location of the buttons, were all done by the human factor personnel who also

generated simulation exercises.

Furthermore, the typical manufacturer of computer systems does not
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understand the user or tJ1C user problenl. He does not employ human factor

analysts or psychologists, generally. Yet the most important element of

the computer system is PEOPLE. Without them there is no need for computers.

Right? What I am really saying here is th..lt I feel that what we need at this

point in time is to make the computer bend to the needs of the user not bend

the user to the needs and rcquircrncnts of the computer. Certainly the

manufacturer's concerns for hardware and software are essential. I wonder

really what a user is to HP? You might ask Ed McCracken.

But what sells computers? The answer is siInple- -hardware and soft

ware. Those of you who are managers, what do you look at, the hardware

s pccifications. What will the software do for me? But, unless the user, the

user sitting down at the terminal, can be a success; and that is the key to our

world here, success; with the computer, simply and easily, the most

sophisticated computer system in the world is of extreme diminished value.

When you are at th~ terminal what is the mean time between confusing,

misleading, nonexistent responses from the computer system? Or, for that

matter, HP? How often do you spend extra time trying to find out what the

problem is? What really went wrong? When information is not in the manual,

you guess by trying this and that. My engineers spend a lot of time sitting

there and going through lemmas to determine just how that FORTRAN state

ment really works. Consider the error message "parameter in error." Why

didn't they just give the parameter in error? There is a whole string of

Parameters in FOPEN, 15 or something I ike that. How do you know which one

is in error? Why not point it out to the user? .

The data processing situation right now in the world is as follows:

hardware costs are going down for sure. Bill Foster said the other day that

~oftware costs are going up. HP is petrified at the amount of software and they
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don tt want to write the users t software. It is expensive. The use of batch

processing is going down; the usc of interactive processing is going up, e. g.

time sharing, online. We all have HP3000 computers - -interactive proces~ing

is one of the basic elements of the HP3000. Sit down at an HP3000 tenninal

and do what you want to do. Ycs, it can process batch; but, I think most

people here will use the HP3000 more interactively.

Up at the Birds of a Feather session last night we were talking about

terminals across the nation feeding into a computer, all interactive, online,

ready to go. The problem as pointed out by the H,ughes Aircraft Company

DP manager the other day, sort of hit me. He was saying the problemis not

the cost of hardware, at Hughes we have two mM 370/165 computers with

three megabytes of core to fill this room and another room full of mag tapes

and terminals all over the place. What he is saying, and I believe him, is

that the cost of the software development is going up, but one of the highest

costs is the transfer of information from the user to the system. and from the

system back to the user. That is the area User Interface.

What is the computer manufacturer doing to enhance the user interface?

In the future more noncomJX1ter oriented users will be interfacing directly

with computer systems. They will be scientists, managers, housewives, and ~

kids. They all want results. They want to perform their tasks easily and

simply. The thought process, that process that goes on in the mind, for the

end user is different from the computer scientist. We here are generally

computer science oriented. That user out there is not! Computerese should

not be necessary at the terminal. Besides, why not make it easy for the

computer scientists? Should I really have to guess if the numbers output by

a PMAP are octal or decimal? Why not at least put a percent sign in front?

Even though I BIn a computer scientist and I have a master t s degree in
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computer science, doesn't mean that I magically know all the magic things

that you output from the computer. Make it easy for me. Make my job so I

can get my work done.

Shouldn't the computer system designers consider what the needs of the

user are? Who is doing research and development in human factors today?

How many manufacturers arc actually having people do work out there, doing

research, taking a look at the end user criteria? Are human factors a real

high priority concern for manufacturers? Certainly not for most hardware

manufacturers • Today I feel we do not really have friendly computers, let

alone forgiving systems. Friendly is being able to come up with good vocabulary

so that users can easily deal with computers; and forgiving, in the concept that

I make an error and the computer doesn It return with abort, percent sign,

and garbage. How do we get there from here? It is clear to me that some

human factor analysis needs to be performed. Sure I realize that most

manufacturers do not understand the tasks. It is only natural that the most

knowledgeable person to perfonn this is the user. The implication is good,

frequent, free flowing, information between user and manufacturer. No

longer can systems design criteria not take into account the human factors.

No longer can manufacturers generate design specifications in a vacuum.

Manufacturers must swallow their pride and break the NIH barrier. NIH; not

invented here. And, heavens, heavens of heavens, the manufacturers must

make, must initiate personal, direct contact with the user to, watch it

gentlemen, to see what his or her requirements are. On the other hand, the

user needs to make the manufacturer aware, aware of the problems at hand and

help other users get around the current problems through dialog, through

documentation.
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How do we implement this approach? The Users Group certainly provides

one medhnn for user exchange with user and manufacturer. Another medium,

and I think probably of equal importance, is the Newsletter. You are going

to have to spell it out and contribute your ideas, your problems, your techniques,

your solutions. Nothing in the computer system is obvious, no program is too

simple. Bill Bryden and I were joking about that the other day. "I will just

whip up this simple program, " he said. Three hours later he was still debugging

and it was just a simple program. It is difficult to get from here to there.

Only through corrimunication, from you the user, the person most closely

related to the computer system, can we, I mean we - -user and HP- -become a

success in an easy and simple marmer. In another of the Birds of a Feather

sessions last night, one of the fellows was talking about a COBOL routine

or a COBOL statement and the code generated. He was talking about the in

efficient code the compiler generated. He knew exactly that this statement

generated inefficient cod<=: and that another statement generated much more

efficient code. That is great, that is good for him, but what about all of you

out there? You are going to have to put it in a Newsletter, you are going to have

to express it in meetings here up front. HP cannot do that for us •. We must

do that. The user has the responsibility to fully describe his. problem. Not

only to describe his probl~ but to justify them In terms of both his .needs

and economics then generate as full a solution as possible. Just yelling about

the problem is not going to get the solution and ma~ufacturersare not going to

pay attention unless they have a real understand ing of what that user need is

and how they can apply the solution to meet other user's needs. Very

definitely economics is HP corporate objective number one. You MUST make

a profit.
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Your suggestions cannot be used by the manufacturer unless they make

the manufacturer a bigger success easily and simply. More important your

description of how to use a system, techniques, application solutions, learned

infonnation about the system is invaluable ·to other users, and ultimately your

success. We have got to be careful about our relationship with the manufacturer.

We cannot just-beat on the manufacturer. Truly the greatest burden is on the

user. You must be thorough in your analysis; you must site good examples,

provide good solutions, provide good alternatives. There is not only one road

to these problems for a solution; they are not answers; they are solutions.

You must write good documentation. I know that hurts. Mostprograrnmers,

most EPers do not write. Why, I do not know. Certainly there is some fear

to commit themselves to paper. But, documentation has got to be learned. In

fact, it seems to me that if I had a lot of programmers under me, one of the

first courses I would send them to is a writing course- -not computers--writing;

how to communicate! When they have a problem they must be able to put it

down correctly.

Second to last, we have got to gather concensus. That is what our

questionnaires do.

Of course, last, we must be reasonable and businesslike. I realize

that this is very frustrating. It is very frustrating for me at times and I do

get carried away in terms of not being businesslike. But dealing with these

manufacturers we must approach them in a reasonable fashion. Likewise,

the manufacturer must realize that we are business people and approach us in

a straightfoIWard and honest manner. If you do not do these your good energy

is wasted and you only perturb the manufacturer. Throughout the relationship

I have had with Hewlett-Packard, I have gained a great respect for that

corporation. I have been very personally involved with it through the
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Users Group. I have a high respect for the corporation, its people, and the

way they handle themselves. I think they do it a little bit differently and

I think that makes a differencc. Their aim is most definitely an aim for

quality. We can say how come you don't do it like DEC does; there are

reasons HP is a higher qual ity corporation in many ways.

Well, what are our conclusions here? Significant progress, advancement

of our computer system is best made with full cooperation, understanding

and easy communication bctween users and users, between user and D'l8llufacturer.

Until the perfect system is gcnerated, we must accept the current status of the

system. Only you can expose the real user teclmiques, problems, and required

solutions. That is you n'Ulst grin and bear it.
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Uirry l'1eyer s
I am going to run through this much faster than I had anticipated. I am going

to give you the background of an HP3000 application in an environment that I think
is foreign to n'ost of you, a jail. In fact, the largest single correctional facility in
the world, Cook County Jail.

The system· we are going to talk about is called CIMIS--the Correctional
Institution Management Information System. It is a decision making tool that will
be used by everybody from the warden, for making major policy decisions, down to
the line officers who make the thousands of decisions every day controlling
population movement.

The system accomplishes this through a series of data base inquires and
modifications called transactions. This raises the first topic that should be of
general interest to you. We are going to talk today about transaction processing on
the 3000. We never intended to put 192 terminals on the system, but Gary Green
liked that number so much that he included it as the title of our talk. You are
going to find out later that you could have 192 terminals on a 3000, or even more,
depending upon the environment in which you are processing transactions. We will
have a minimum of 41 terminnals on-line simultaneously, growing to between 60
and 70 by December of 1977.

One of the major things we are going to try to do here this afternoon is make
sure you understand what we are talking about when we say "transaction
processing". Alan Dale is going to deal with that in a general sense which, I think,
will be most interesting to many of you.

I am going to give you an example of one specific type of processing that we
are going to do on the 3000 to use as a benchmark for conceptualizin~potential
uses for this technique in your own shops. I am going to begin by explaining, very
rapidly, why we are doing this and how we evolved to the 3000 and the SRI front
end/message control system to be described in a minute.

In the fall of 1973, two events occurred that placed us on the road that lead
here today. Firstly, a new administration came into Illinois after the 1972
elections. They had just completed a period of transition and familiarization with
the headaches that they had inherited in state government. They had their set of
goals and objectives upon which they had campaigned and more than a full measure
of problems and frustrations particularly in the area of criminal justice.
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The second event was that David Coldren and myself were just. finishing

working on a ~2 rnillion U.S. Department of Labor program to improve the quality

of services, particularly manpower services, in the State's correctional institutions.

Dave described our emphasis in Illinois on operationalizing justice. To

reiterate, that means trying to achieve equal treatment in the criminal justice

system, making decisions based on fact, on the record, and subject to review. That

is the Justice Model.

The experience that Dave and I had in corrections indicated that in this

particular criminal justice system c<?mponent, decision makers were not receiving

the kind of information that supported good decision making in terms of what we

thought justice model objectives should be. Dave and I suggested an information

system be developed and made available to the widest possible audience in the

custodial environment with the emphasis on line staff and their decisions affecting

living locations, work assignments, disciplinary actions, and the like. In custodial

environments, such issues are critically important as evidenced by demand lists

presented by inmate groups involved in prison disturbances before and after Attica.

Yesterday, with groups of users cheering them on, a few people suggested

that HP misrepresented the number of users that could be adequately supported on

a 3000. We will have over 40 initially, as I said, and it is ambitious task. But, it

wasn't the first thing we tried to do.

In the first effort, we wanted to determine if it was possible to implement

anything that involved line staff directly in an information system targeted toward

decision making. Line staff in a major Illinois penitentiary reported entry, exit,

assignment, and housing changes to a three-person CIMIS staff who updated a

system of files that constituted an end-of-day picture of the institution, that is

what it would look like the first thing in the morning when they unlocked the doors.

We called this the "snapshot approach". From these files, reports were generated

at night and distributed to staff the folle'wing morning. Our objective was to give

line decision makers a11 relevant information that related to their' particular areas

of concern. For example, the hOllsing committee at Stateville Penitentiary had a

complete housing map that was produced daily. They used this to balance the

population across cell houses while considering issues of security and specific

inmate proximi ty.
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This "snapshot approach" operated effectively, but at significant dollar cost,

with data base changes forrnated off-line through an intelligent terminal and

processed in batch through the resources of a service bureau. This is the schematic

(slide) of the computers that were used at the McDonald-Douglas Automation

Company. Access was, at this point, limited only to CIMIS personnel and the

update cycle occurred once daily.

In our second effort, we sought to maintain more than the most recent

"snapshot" of the institution so that the top management could periodical1y review

the decision processes of line staff. A monthly management review cycle was

implemented in which a series of "snapshots" were retained in a "photo album

model" via the use of a mini computer in a transaction processing environment.

This environment, which I might add, effected a 90% cost savings in data

processing charges vis a vis the service bureau, used screen formats to access and

. r:edit onHne records of any particular inmate. The primary role of the system,

, however, remained that of dis·seminating information to the decision makers

through daily hardcopy reports.

In the initial mini-computer configuration, access continued to be restricted

to CIMIS staff while updates throughout the day were made possible at a marginal

cost of zero. The once daily report cycle prevailed for some time. We used IV

Phase System IV/70 hardware, and these systems are still in place in two Illinois

institutions.

The next step in the evolution was to change the role of the system from that

~of an institutional mirror to the operational c~ntrol mechanism that we had always

intended it to be. With eIMIS, by this time a proven product, the institutional

managers took the next step of placing terminals in a control center environment

so that all decisons effecting housing and assignments were cleared through elMIS

before actually being implemented. A cycle of daily movement, planning, and

control began to take shape. The concept of planning in a correctional institution

was unheard of to this point. No longer was access limited to system staff.

Rather, line staff maintained up-to-date files from a single control center

throughout the day. For example, at Menard Penitentary the security shifts do not

change untH the institutional headcount, by gallery, is reconciled with the

headcount in CIMIS. Since the guards in Illinois are unionized, that consitutes

about 300 people being paid time-and-a-half while awaiting shift change.

Additionally, officers become extremely irritated when required to stay after

completing their eight hour shift. The cost of bad information in the system

became significantly greater.
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Retaining the thirty day management review capability (the "photo album

model" that I showed you earlier), file updates began to occur with increased

frequency e~ing the CIMIS system into what we caB the "moving picture model" of

institutional status in which hundreds of "snapshots" of the institution are recorded

each day yielding a dynamic picture of institutional movement and decision making.

That is our history.

It brings us to the status of CIMIS currently under development on the 3000,

real time inmate tracking in the Cook County Department of Corrections.

Remember, in our parlance tracking is defined as the thousands of population

control decisions made daily in an institution, the analysis of which forms the basis

for all management decision making. Far removed from the active, but fairly

stable environment of a penitentiary, the Cook County Department of Corrections

is perhaps the most fluid correctional population anywhere in the United States.

We have 60,000 people booked annually, many of them every Friday night. We have

about 400 people going to court every day. We have an average daily population of

6,000. Now you might say, New York has more people than that in jail, and they

do. But, they have eleven facilities spread all over the five burroughs. All of the

facilities I will show you in a moment are on a contiguous fifty-six acre site. We

have substantial scheduled movement to work assignments and court (since a jail is

primarily a warehouse for court in which ninety percent of the 6,000 inmates are

unsentenced). We also have significant unscheduled movement such as, lawyer

visits, family visits, and the like.

In the summer of 1975, a rash of escapes at the Cook County Department of

Corrections prompted investigations by the Sherriff's Office, the press, and

citizen's groups, resulting in charges of inadequate population control, poor middle

management, and poor administration and planning. Our agency was called in and

responded with a package of five managemet support programs, ranging from an

internal affairs division to a middle management development program, with the

keystone in the program package being CIMIS. I want you to make no mistake, as

you might begin to think that perhaps we should be locked up, we embarked upon

this project in an atmosphere of crisis. In Chicago today, the only person whose

picture appears in the paper more than Mayor Daley or Snoopy is the Director of

the Cook County Department of Corrections. The Department is a "hot" issue.
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Given the success of the penitentiary based CIMIS, and given the R&D role of

ILEC/CJIS dessribed earlier, we were given the task of tailoring the CIMIS systelTI

to the Cook County Department of Corrections. Specifically, we were told, track

inmates real time, produce periodic and on demand management reports, and

monitor staff adherence to procedures. This last point is particularly important as

it is a direct reflection of decision making, and it was both the major criticism and

defense of the operation of the Department of Corrections. Critics claimed no, or

at best, vague procedures existed to guide staff in their decision making, and the

administration claimed that it could not adequately monitor staff adherence to its

established procedures.

The Cook· County Department of Corrections, as I have shown, is composed of

five contiguous divisions distributed over a fifty-six-acre site. The numbers on the

slide refer to the different divisions. The first being a male division, maximum

security, bonds of $5,000 and up. Division number two represents a male a division

for less serious offenses with bonds below $5,000. Division three is women.

Division four is a new work release center and an overflow area for division one.

The three crosshatched areas (slide) represent buildings now under construction

that will add another 1800 beds by December 1977. This is our growth requirement

for terminals. Each division is separately administered but all report to the

director of the department who is located onsite.

To develop the notion of inmate tracking as a transaction process on the

3000, and to hopefully make the general description of the message control system

more meaningful, I would like to present a simple illustration of a CIMIS

transaction on the 3000. To do this I have to define three terms.

T.he first is sphere of control. Paradoxically, the more narrow the sphere of

control in a custodial environment, the safer the inmates, thus enhancing the

freedom you can have in the atmosphere of confinement. There is simply no justice

if a correctional institution is less safe than the most dangerous street corner in

Chicago or the Baltimore Hilton. Examples of spheres of control at CCDOC are a

tier (sixty cells and a day room through which inmates can move during the day),

or work assignments, like the bakery, in which the supervisor has the responsibility

for a crew of inmates. A sphere of control is an area in which .inmate movement

options are limited, but not totally restricted, and in which specific line staff

members or a single member have custodial responsibility.
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with, and thi~ is very important, rules or procedures to govern such changes,
"

personnel authorized to make such changes, and a given line staff member to carry

them out. An example might be moving an inmate from his tier to the dispensery

past cer.tain check p~ints. When an inmate passes an accountability point, his

location and status are altered in the CIMIS files, which are maintained in an

IMAGE data base.

The final term is administrative area. These are primarily records offices

which effect changes in the inmate's status by scheduling court appearances,

recording changes in bond, and the like.

Our analysis of the Department of Corrections' spheres of control, account

ability points, and administrative areas led to the terminal configuration shown on

the slide. You see forty-one "T's" with the numbers indicating the level above

ground. You will note no terminals are shown in the three buildings still under

construction. It has not yet been made clear as to how these facilities will be

.administered and operated.

As I said before, the jail is a warehouse for the courts. Now I am going to

illustrate two transactions that are going to be typical in CIMIS, relating to the

daily court call process.

Each morning, men are "dropped" in accordance with the scheduled court call

from cell blocks that are composed of four tiers connected by a stairway that runs

into a subterranean level called "boulevard". There is no other route off these

tiers. "Dropping" simply refers to moving the men from the tiers to the

"boulevard". A "boulevard" officer calls for a single cell block at a time for one of

two holding areas. The first holding area is for the criminal courts building which

is connected to the jail by a tunnel. The second, since we are a centralized holding

facility for the whole county, is used for men awaiting vehicles for transportion to

suburban or downtown courts. For example, if ten inmates from A Block are to be

dropped to the suburban holding area for transportation to the suburbs, the

boulevard officer at this post will type on his terminal, "/Drop, A,S". That means

that he is going to drop A Block to the suburban holding area. This transaction does

a variety of things. First of all, it records that all ten of those inmates are no

longer on the tier. They moved from one sphere of control to another. Secondly, it

indicates that an action was taken in accordance with a schedule that was made up

the night before. The third parameter "S" it indicates that they are going to the

suburban holding area.
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turned over to transportation units that may service as many as ten sUDuroan

branch courts. "Phus, by entering "/Dispatch, Court Code 1, Court Code 2, ...,

Court Code 10" the holding area officer will record that the inmate is being

transferred to the custody of an external authority. When he types this transaction

a format comes to the screen. He will type in the badge number of the

transportation officer who is also signing for the inmates that he is taking. In

addition, the system wilJ record that a dispatch was made in accordance with the

schedule, and record the departure of a group of inmates from the global sphere of

control of the department. One note about jails and judges, you are dealing with

separate administrations. If we send those ten people to court in the mornIng, we

don't know who will be coming back because an individual could be in jail this

morning with a $1 million bond for five counts of murder, and he could go into

court and have the charges dropped. Therefore, he does't get transported back in

custody like somebody who is still under indictment. He goes home. You nev.er

know who is coming back when you send inmates to court.

These transactions are, of course, simplifed. They use the IMAGE data base

sub-system. Multiple data base accesses are associated with both transactions and

this, far more than the number of different terminals talking to the 3000, is the

limiting factor in our systems' performance.

Upon completing our analysis of the system at the Cook County Depatment of

Corrections, RFP's were let with the specifications shown in summary on the slide.

I won't read them aU, but HP could meet all but the first, "62 simultaneous

terminals as a minimum". Our options included: 1) Trying fewer terminals. We

went back and took a look, but fewer terminals would have diluted the spheres of

control so far that they would not have been productive. In addition, there would

be no growth potential to accomodate the new buildings. 2) HP could offer no

solutions, save many dial up terminals within the 32 simultaneous terminal limit.

Given an extremely unsophisticated users group, guards, and an environment often

referred to pre-twenthieth century, this was unacceptable. We had neither the in

house expertise nor the time to develop our own front end. Therefore, we looked

for vendors (option 3). One was Westinghouse Learning Corporation. They were

talking about building a transaction processing front end to a 3000 but they were a

couple of years a way. There was a Canadian firm as well, the name I don't even

remember, who wasn't even sure they would proceed with the project, and there

was a company called Systems Research, Inc. (SRI). We decided, based upon what

we saw being developed on a 21 MX, a front end and message control system, that

we would go with the 3000 with a 90 day no-penalty cancellation clause. This was
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and see what ...would happen. At the conclusion of the 90 day period we faced a

decision. SRI was developing a 21 MX front end to a 21 MX transaction processing

system for a medical application. Secondly, SRI had experience that they could

demonstrate in writing other transaction processing systems, and, of critical

importance, after three months of playing with the Skokie HP Sales Office's 3000,

(when it was up) we realized that the number of terminals was not a terribly

difficult hurdle to surmount. Rather, process control and message control within

the 3000 were more critical. SRI was modifying software that they had developed

for a Burroughs' system to control messages internally. Unfortunately, by the time

the 90th day came along, and it went to day 90 before we said "go", SRI was only

able to demonstrate a small portion of the interface between the front end and the

3000. We basically took a calculated gamble on SRI.

The results have been a structure for coding that have permitted four

programmers, totally inexperienced in transaction processing, to write independent

transaction modules in two to three weeks per transaction with that time frame

decreasing rapidly. SRI, unfortunately, hit a dead end here and there that delayed

implementation, but, this was not unexpected. HP is not quite as predictable; we

found that once in a while MPE or, worse yet COBOL, sticks up its head and goes

"surprise!"•

We know right now, for example, that if we don't get our hands on COBOL C

pretty soon, we will be in serious trouble due to symbol table overflow. However,

right now we are confide':lt that CIMIS in the Cook County Department of

Corrections is going to be a reality, and that you can do transaction processing on a

3000, (even on an MX) with a lot of terminals, by using some common sense in

writing the code and by -using the SRI front end-message control system.

D~pendjng upon your application, you can probably do it too, with even as many as

192 terminals.

Before I introduce the message control wizard, Alan Dale, let me say that we

are so confident, that we have ordered two 3000 Series II's that will provide a much

more elegant, efficient, and trouble free transaction processing environment to be

used in the Illinois State Department of Corrections with a network of 21 MX front

ends.

'I am going to let Alan Dale tell you generally how this message control

system works and how you can perhaps apply it to your application.
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Lanny Norensberg
"

I am here to speak on SPSS. Many people have called me to say that they would

be here to listen. SPSS is not up yet, however, we are looking forward to getting

something up in the near future. Unfortunately, it is a slow process. As you know,

SPSS is now up on various 360's, 370's, CDC, PDP 10's. and other machines. There is

a "version" on the 2000 written in Basic, but it is not a version sanctioned by

SP3S. As of now, there is no version on the 3000.

About two years ago, in response to an internal need that we at NERA had, I

contacted SP3S to see what could be done to implement the system on the HP3000.

They said the only thing they could do is send me a tape and a McGraw-Hill book and

their best wishes. And, that is what they did. They sent me a tape with 93,000

source cards.

The problems with SPSS are as follows. Before FORTRAN B, much of the task was

impossible. It could not be done without spending large sums of manpower, money,

time, etc. The problems are as follows. Before FORTRAN, you did not have options

such as entry; if that option was needed, and SFSS has used it considerably, you had

to rewrite the subroutine. And, considering that there are several hundred subroutines

in that package, this was a mammoth task. Also, you never know if they just stay at

that entry point or whether they actual~ go back to the beginning of the subroutine.

You have to trace everything down. We were spending a great deal of time on it.

Also, it must be realized that we cannot devote six people to this effort full-time.

We are a profit organization. MY computer department services the economists at

NERA. SPSS is just a sideline. We initially went into it to serve ourselves. As it

turns out, we may end up servicing the entire Hewlett-Packard community.

Some of you may not know what SPSS is. It stand sofr "Statistical Package for

the Social Sciences. 1t SFSS was developed by the National Opinion Research Organization

at the University of Chicago. They developed it for their own internal needs and

found out that it was very marketable. However, as I pointed out at the beginning,

it was marketed for the IBM360. Eventually, they moved it up to the 10070 and then

eventually others converted it to the other machines.
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•Only one of the problems with SPSS was pointed out. There are several others.

For instance, many of the key routines were written in BAL, which is IBM's assembly

language, which makes it impossible to run those routines on our system. We either

have to convert them or forget about them. Where we can, we are choosing to forget

about them, at least for the moment. Where we are able, we hope to convert them.

The only problem here is to find out what those routines do. SPSS, on many long calls

to them, and in some letters to them, has been unable to tell us completely what

those routines do.

Now that we have FORTRAN B, some of the problems I mentioned before, such as

entry, double integer and a few others have been solved. But, not all the problems

have been solved. For instance, they use LOGICAL *1 quite often. The question arise~

as to whether logical one is used as a character or is used as a logical. I have

found both instances in subroutines. The same variable has been used as a byte

character and as a logical. The question is how to convert it. Do we create new

variables, have two variables running down the line, etc?

There is another problem with SPSS. Apparently, at least, our compiler has been

flagging it. When on subroutine calls another subroutine, it passes the variable

either as real, double precision, integer, etc., in the same d~ position. They

will call a routine five or six times all with different parameters. The FORTRAN B

compiler flags this.
~

FORTRAN B, as soon as it gets the first subroutine call, looks .

at the parameter list, keeps a record of it, and then when it gets the second sub-

routine call it says, "Something is wrong." This subroutine call does not match

the first one, and flags it. This means I have to go back to the original routine

and find out why it wants it in one of these formats and rewrite the subroutine call

to make sure it gets the data that it wants at that precise moment. It is not very

simple, especially when you have several hundred routines and any 80 of them at one

time may be calling the same subroutine. It is a huge problem.
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Over the summer, I had two and one-half people work on it full-time for two

~onths just trying to figure out which subroutine called which subroutine. We are

finally getting to the point where we may lock that problem. Now we have to resolve

it.

These are only the minor problems. Then major ones start. The version we have

is version six, which is l56K version that is on 360. We should have no problem

fitting in the same size data base simply taking advantage of the virtual memory

aspect of the 3000. They rely totally on the whole thing residing incore. We can

segment the program a little better than they can. But, one of the fears in segment-

ing it, is that we will oversegment. If it takes one-tenth of a second to call in a

segment, if you oversegment it, especially if you are calling a subroutine a thousand

times, you can end up running very slowly. So, that is one of the problems we have

to solve.

I have requested that Hewlett-Packard provide some aid and assistance in this,

only to be turned down. They are not a very helpful company, especially since they

seem to be vending the SPSS package for me. I receive calls from around the country

from people saying that a Hewlett-Packard salesman has told them that I have a finished

product and that I am selling it. And, the Hewlett-Packard salesman seems to be

selling the 3000 on the basis of my product~ This I find very distasteful, considering

the fact that when I call them up and ask for help they turn me down saying it is

not one of their products; it is one of NERAls products and they do not want to be

bothered with it. But they seem to be doing a very good job of marketing it.

What we are hoping for eventually is to come out with a small ·version of this

package, not a full version. From our analysis, of not only our work at NERA, but

from discussions with others dealing in economic research, I have discovered that

there are two main programs everybody wants. One is a regression analysis--a super

sophisticated one. And the other is a cross-tab with all its accompanying routines.

The other things that SPSS has are nice and people would like them, and hopefully we
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in a high production shop, or intend to use it in a high production shop where you

will be able':to get them up, but immediately we are striving to put up a stripped

down version of regression and cross-tabs. If we are lucky, and everything goes our

way, and the 3000 is cooperative and stays up, and the staff is still available to

me, I hope to get something up sometime before April.

Admittedly, it will not be as neat to use in some cases as SPSS. We will have

to take away some of those super fast read routines, at least temporari~, until we

substitute them with SPL routines that can read a little faster. In the meantime,

what we will do is stay with FORTRAN, get a nice, neat FORTRAN version up that will

read your data, that will read your control cards, strip them down, analyze them,

etc. I do not guarantee that it will run fast. For those of you that are using it

~
must meet instantaneous deadlines, I do not believe the first version will be for you.

In fact, it may not even be for us. We have an interest to speed it up. The first

version will just simply produce accurate regressions.

We are going to have to ~end much time augmenting the system. Every subroutine

has to be gone through with a fine tooth comb to figure out exactly what it does.

Then we must take out the unnecessary things. These are the problems we are going

to face with SPSS.

It is now September 30. Tomorrow is October 1. Some of you have talked to

me over the past six or seven months and always hear a new deadline pushed out in

the future. But, consider the compexities of it and consider the fact that we keep

finding more problems. Every time we correct one bug, we recompile it only to find

out that the compiler missed several other bugs along the way.

There is another problem we have. They use hexadecimal throughout. They use

it in data statements. FORTRAN B flags hexadecimal in data statement. A core-to-core

conversion or reading it from some dummy file must be used just to produce the same

results they do. They have character strings throughout. We have to make sure we are

reading the same amount of characters they are reading.
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I have tried to trace down several routines myself only to get lost in what the

main control cards do and where they go. The manual is simply the same manual you

can buy in any bookstore. The documentation SPSS has supplied is nil. All they have

are quite a few comments in each program, which are good. But, as you can see we are

running, slow.

In the meantime, what NERA has done (if any of you want to send us a letter,

we will be glad to make some of these available to you) is to develop some of our

own internal routines to compensate. We have developed our own internal regression

programs that do much of what SPSS does but without some of the output, and without

the same need control cards. We have also developed our own cross-tab package. We

had developed these packages before we contacted SPSS. We just polished them up a

little bit better since then. If anyone is interested, feel free to write to me at

National Economic Research Associates, Inc., 80 Broad street, New York, New York 10004.

SPSS is not the only package we viewed. For instance, we looked at IDA. At

Rockville, Maryland, we had converted IDA from 2000 BASIC to 3000 BASIC only to find

out it was a "bomb. 1t IDA did not serve our purpose. It works on small data sets,

it was difficult to handle, no one wanted it. IDA is an interactive data analysis

package. It is something they developed on a 2000. I think Chicago also did that.

It is available at NYU's computer center; it is available on several others. You

can get it for whatever the contributive library costs you. IDA is on one of the

reels and there are about 30 or so BASIC subroutines. You can compile it. There are

still problems. You have to figure out what IDA does. Just like SPSS. There is

very little documentation on it. It is only a user1s guide. But, it is simpler to

put up than SPSS. For many of you who work on small data sets, that may be an

advisable solution. Simply take the programs, compile it. The only thing i.s, of

course, if you are going to compile it you have to figure out the entry points of

each subroutine. And the entry points are not known in advance. You have to trace

it down as we did. We do not have it completely worked out, but I will be glad to
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send you what we do have. Again, you can contact me for that and you can finish

working on it yourself. If I ever get a working version, I will put it into the

library.

Besides SPS3, we looked at ECON. We are converting ECON. As soon as we get

it completely converted, we wi.ll put it into the library. It is a little simpler

than SPSS. There are fewer routines, very little source code, and as soon as we

finish it we will distribute it.

The big question is why did NERA get involved in all of this? We are a profit

organization. We are not a university. we are not a public research firm. We are

a private research firm. We work for utilities; we work for major corporations in

antitrust. We are a firm of several dozen economic analysts who analyze a company's

situation, not as a market study, but as a litigation situation, such as an anti.-

trust or rate setting case.

We were finding out that many of the antitrust cases require several years of

data over several companies. We were analyzing 10,000 observations, 20,000 obser-

vations--which may not seem like much to many other companies, but to companies like

NERA, which was used to something like 60 or 70 observations at a time, it was an

immense task.

Our economists found themselves using these large packages. Now we were

obtaining the Hewlett-Packard 3000, a considerable investment. We had a decision to ~

make. Do we continue going outside while we had this computer sitting inside or

look to use it. Many people were using SPSS. They suggested we get it. We got it.

Unfortunately, it is not in a state to help anybody.

I have discovered one thing in ~ life; there is no such thing as portability.

IBM will prevent that. They go out of their way to prevent that. They do not care

what the standards are; they come with IBM standards. Meanwhile, everyone else is

developing along the other standard. Hewlett-Packard, however, should have come out

with some of these standard items a long time ago. Entry, for instance, has been
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standard fo~ a long time. Why it had to wait'for FORTRAN B, I do not know. We con

verted a spline program which we received from some university; and fortunately it

was a small one. It had entry allover the place. I had to resubroutine the thing.

You must realize that SPSS was specifically written for a 360 and it took

advantage of whatever features IBM had. For instance, routines were written in BAL.

You cannot expect Hewlett-Packard to convert to BAL. However, you can expect Hewlett

Packard to implement LOGICAL *1. I can expect them and do expect them to implement

the hexadecimal data statement. That is a problem. We get many packages like that.

RAPE has that, TSP has that. I could go through a whole list where they wrote BAL

routines. What are we going to do? Perhaps, if Hewlett-Packard were a nice company,

which lately they have shown otherwise, they would sit down and write a little assembler

or something that would transfer BAL to SPL. Easy enough. They have much manpower

out there. Let them do it. They want to sell these packages. They want to sell

their machines. Other conversion programs have been written. I, myself, would under

take it if I knew BAL, but I do not know BAL well enough.

IMSL provides a package of subroutines. When I was at the Federal Reserve, we

had purchased that package of subroutines. Our business is not to market SPSS. We

are putting it up for ourselves. If it happens that it works, we will market it.

We are not out to market it, per see We are not going to make a profit on this

thing. Most of the people who want it are universities and their rates are low. Ne

are doing it for ourselves. IMSL is a good package. Remember, they have also written

them for IBM systems. You will have to convert them. We had to convert them for a

Burroughs 6700. And, a Burroughs 6700 is a much more powerful machine than any of the

IBM machines that are used for the ISML package. There are many other packages out

there. For those of you that have needs that are immediate, there is nothing wrong

in going into the scientific subroutine package now that it is totally converted. You

have the 1130 subroutine package which is an 3L on the system. You have all these

things. There is nothing wrong in writing your own front ends.
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People are reluctant in writing their own programs these days. It is the

calculator generation. No one knows how to add one plus one. They know how to press

one, enter, plus one. That is all they know how to do, but they cannot add one and

one on a piece of paper. One of the things that you have to learn is that if you

do not have a package, do it yourself. That has been my philosophy. Do it your-

self. You lift up a pencil and paper, you write out the code and you have a front

end. The subroutines are available allover the place. They are public domain.

They are free. You do not even have to pay exorbitant fees for them. Some are good;

some are bad. You throwaway the bad ones. If I came out and said SPSS was up,

alive and working, and I guarantee it, you would accept it as is? When we received

our 3000, I had a staff sitting down for days testing out every bit of a FORTRAN ~

compiler to see if every single part of it worked according to specifications. And,

it did not. I learned a long time ago not to believe anybody. You mean you are going

to believe manufacturers? If you are interested in a regression package, you can get

the Jampler and Longley test data. It is vel~ good test data. Immediately, you can

tell if the programs are bad. At the Federal Reserve, I had someone sit down and

make up phony data and sit there and calculate the things Qy hand. The whole staff

calculated it out to twenty-three decimal placed by hand. And then we ran the data

through our regression programs to get the exact same results.

As I was saying before, just as a quick summary, SP3S is a very difficult package

to convert. I may be somewhat masochistic in doing it. I may also be more than that,

but, I am not making any total definite promises. May I suggest that nobody buy a

3000 on the basis that I will have SPSS up. I can think of many good reasons to buy

a 3000 for those of you who are potential customers. It happens to be what with all

my kidding (there are many faults in the system) better than most choices you can make.

But, if your sole purpose for buying the 3000 is because I am going to have SPSS up,

may I suggest that you forget it.
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I hope to~ave SP3S up. I am going to try. ~e are working on it. If we can

get something up in the near future, you will have it. But, as you can see with all

the problems 1 am having (1 probably have not even encountered half the problems yet)

because as soon as 1 get a clean compile, 1 find out there are a thousand other problems

in the system. So who knows when we will solve that. If you do want some of the

packages we have developed, the regression package, the cross-tab package, contact me.
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f1y nrunei n :jtnn 0hel.l and I work in the Mn.rketlng orgnnization of the nenernl

~y::;tems Division. I would like to briefly go through an announcement of a new

subsystem on the 3000 Series II: an APL compiler. Announced last week at an APL

users convention in Canada, it took approximately 15 man years to develop this sub

system. APL was developed at our HP Advanced R&D facilities in Palo Alto, and it

will be marketed by General Systems Division. It runs under MPE, and is currently

being tested at Ya:e University. By the way, the reason why it runs only on the

Series II, and not Series I, is APL involves such features as four word floating

point, and special instructions that are only available on the Series II.

Now, what is the significance of the APL Compiler? We feel that it is quite

~ a significant advancement in that it is the first example of a full scale, full

capability, APL on a relatively II small" computer.

The next slide mentions a couple of the features that we are quite proud of.

With APL there is a feature called work space, in which all programs, data, variables,

etc., fit into an APL "environment". Typically on other APL offerings this is limited

to 80Kbytes and has been significant resource restriction. With APL!3000 we have

implemented a relatively unlimited work space. (It is limited only by the size of

disc storage on the system.) As a comparison between the typical 80Kbftes working

space, AP~3000 starts each user with a work space of 800Kbytes. There is special

hardware that assists the implementation of this dramatically larger work space.

It consists of several chips which fit onto the extended instruction set board. These

chips implement 11 new instructions which implement the virtual work space.

Another unique feature of HP's APL is a coexistent editor. Typically, APL

Editors are primitive, however, HP's is a sophistcated one similar in many respects

to the Text Editor. While it doesn't have all the capabilities that you can find in

the Editor/3000 advanced features, it is a little cleaner for some of the more simpler

commands. For instance , it has an undo command; if you don't like what you have
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modified with the APL Editor, you can say "Undo it", and the text will return to

its original state.

APL/3000 coexists with our MPE file system. It also has a feature that makes

it tlie very significant APL announcement. That feature is called a Dynamic Incre-

mental Compiler facility. APL is typically an interpretive operation, whereby each

line of code is interpreted a line at a time. Machine instructions are generated,

then executed and then the next line of source is interpreted Qy the interpreter,

machine instructions generated, executed and so it goes a line at a time.

With APL/3000, as a line is interpreted, the corresponding instructions generated

are saved. During the next pass through that· part of the code, an evaluation is made

as to whether the object code has changed such that a reinterpretation of the source ~

code would be required. Of course, if need be, the source code is reinterpreted and

new instructions are generated and executed. However, if it so happens that the line

need not be reinterpreted, then reinterpretation does not occur. It simp~ executes

the previously interpreted instructions. So with APL/3000, the first pass through

the program might be relatively slow as i,a typical with all interpreters. But,

the second pass through the program and the third and fourth, etc., will probably be

much more rapid since APL didn't have to interpret all the instructions.

feature is a Dynamic Incremental Compiler.

This

In short, we see this new subs,ystem of the Series II as being a significant

advancement for users of APL. The availability of an APL this powerful on a machine

the size of the HP 3000 is really a significant achievement, and makes APL even more

effective in solving the problems that APL users have today. And, \tie also believe

that if you take a look at APL, it might make your life a little bit easier, too.
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3tan Shell

t-ty name is stan Shell, SE and Training Support Manager at GSD. Today I would

like to talk to you about our role in training and software support, and some of

the other areas that touch on User Services.

I would like to keep this as interactive as I can, as it is important that we

get a dialogue going. So what I will do is very quickly skim through some of the

topics I am going to be discussing, allow you to organize your questions, and then

ask them at the appropriate time.

First, I am going to talk about the philosophy of support, repeating a little

bit of what Ed (McCracken) said in the last meeting. Next, Itll be talking about

the role of the Customer Engineer, System Engineer, and the Product Specialist, in

both the field and the factory. Then, I'll touch briefly on the service division,

CX and pre-CX systems and customer training and the Eastern and Western technical

centers. Itll also cover phone-in consulting services.

In the last meeting, Ed briefly mentioned that what we want to do in providing

user services is to be competent partners in your success. If you are successful,

then so are we. Conversely, if you are not successful with your installation, then

we have problems.

In addition to providing you with services that you need, we would like to

maximize the impact of the services that we provide. We would like to make the

services that we provide satisfy a majority of the user comrriunity. For instance, if

someone would want assistance in interfacing a solar energy cell to a 3000, that might

be one that we would look at with caution. However, if there is something that we

are not doing, that we should be doing, and it would benefit the majority of users,

that is what we want to hear about. We also want to know where we are not doing a

good job.

There is a little bit of confusion that exists in the user community about the

HP representatives that the user may interface with; specifically, the Customer

Engineers, the Systems Engineers, and the Product Specialists. It is pretty easy
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to identify a salesman. It is kind of his job to identify himself. Where things

may get a little blurry is in the area of wWhat does the SE do?", and "What does the

CE do?", and "Who is this person called a Product Specialist?"

The CEIS, of course, are the individuals that are primarily hardware oriented

and provide you with support, primarily of a hardware nature. In the factory at

GSD, we have a group that parallels the CE group in the field. When there are

problems that cannot be answered in the field, the factory is where the field should

turn for assistance.

Product Specialists are the superstars of software knowledge • • • in MPE.

These are the individuals who will be called in by the CE when you have a problem

Once again, we have a Product Specialist group j n thein your operating system.
~

factory that is responsible for training these product specialists, and for providing

backup when they, in turn, need help.

The SEI s are yet another group. They have not spent years with the operating

systems like the product specialists, but they are concerned with helping you with

subsystem software problems. Also, they work in a sales environment. SEt s can be

found in the presales environment during technical discussions. In a postsale

~
I have about 30 seconds to talk aboutLet ts talk about ex (and pre-CX systems).

environment, if you have trouble with COBOL or IMAGE, it is your SE that you turn

to for assistance.

this support, and I am sure you have about two hours worth of questions out there.

So, let me start by saying that we will support ex and pre-CX systems. I think Ed

pointed that out in the last meeting, and I would just like to reemphasize that.

There is a group in the factory that will specialize in assisting the field in

sati sfying problems relating to ex and pre-CX systems, MPE and hardware areas. Now,

for subsystems. It would probably make sense to look at the fact that subsystems

on both Series I and Series II are essentially the same. There are some minor

differences related to four word floating point and double integer, but FORTRAN is
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FORTRAN ••• there is one FORTRAN compiler. There are t~o compiler libraries that

will cause a program compiled in FORTRAN on a Series I to have a different object

code than a FORTRAN program compiled on a Series II. But, it is still one subsystem

and it will still be supported out of ~ group in the factory, and, of cours~ your

local SEe

I would like to briefly talk about some of the ways that I think you will be

getting better quality support from your SEl s • MY group is charged with responsi-

bility of training new SEl s and, also, with advanced training of experienced SEl s •

There are a couple of things that are coming out that will provide the SEl s with

more tools to solve your problem.

The training that ~e have for the HP SEr s right now is a little thin. We

havenlt in the past done enough to prOVide them with the proper tools. We will be

offering to our SEI S , in the very near future, three to four new training packages.

A couple of the courses will be related to programming techniques, and one course

will be devoted to system performance, system evaluation, and system optimization.

What we are attempting to do is put together a cohesive package so that the SE can

converse more knowledgeably on what to expect from a system in a Particular situation.

I think this will make the SE more valuable to you on a consulting status. I wou~d

anticipate in two to three months, we will be starting to train our SEls in the

performance area.

We will be looking very strongly at providing specilization courses for our

SEls. In my mind, at least, it makes sense for our SEl s to begin to specialize more

in the commercial environment or the scientific oriented products. What we will be

doing is putting together specialization packages to train our SEls so that they can

more adequately support you.

On customer training, the eastern and western technical centers will be the area

training sites. The courses we currently offer are held at these centers.

Training on the 3000 follows an interesting course. ~hen I started working at HP
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it(4 years ago), the 3000 was visualized as being a super mini type machine with a

problem solving, scientific orientation. Therefore, I can recall back three or four

years ago, we were gearing our customer training in that direction. We had, in the

preparation stages, classes that were going to address such things as I/O drivers,

MPE internals, etc., for the knowledgeable user. Well, we found out the 3000 was

also a very good general purpose commercial system. Having a relatively high technical

conten~ courses for a customer from an RPG installation might confuse them. Also,

not only was it difficult for some of the commercial customers to comprehend it,

but it wasn't necessary to solve their application. So, we took a look at customer

training and fashioned courses a little more for general purpose commercial community.

Now it is becoming evident, as our customer base is growing, that we are in the~

situation where people need more information than we are communicating in our customer

courses. There are some of you out there who have some very sophisticated tasks

that you would like to accomplish. Our training has not effectively addressed that.

But, we will be offering such courses in the near future. One month from now will be

the debut of a class tentatively called Series II 3pecial Capabilities. It will be

programming oriented, as opposed to the syntax orjented ones we have had in the past.

For example, we will cover how to utilize some of the intrinsics that are available

to users, how to use the debug package, etc. It is probably going to be difficult for
~

individuals that purchase a system now to take our introductory classes and then run '

right into our advanced user class. I think eventually we will have an intermediate

course for users. So, essentially, for those users who are not interested in complex

utilizations on the 3000, we still have our basic courses that we teach on an intro-

ductory basis. For those of you that are interested in more advanced techniques on

the 3000, we wjll have offerings in that area also.

We will also be offerine, at selected installations, on-site training. The

maj orj ty of on-site trainine \-lill be done by professi.onal instructors out of the

Western Technical Center.
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Thi;, sli~ mentions PIGS. "~~hat is phone- in consulti ng? The servj ce that it

wi 11. offer .i:~ to a.nswer ~pec i. fi c problem:) t.hat you lUi ght havo, where the nn:";wer t.o

your problem, hopefully, i ~ no longor than {:\ tclerhonc call awny. The j ndl v.i dua.l ~~

on the phone will have access to our fa.ctory SE group. If they get into trouble

with a question you "have, they have the factory SE group to fall ba.ck on. If the

factory :')E group cannot answer the question, assuming it is appropriate for PIGS,

then the Lab, of course, is available. That is what the individual manning the PIGS

phone will have as his method of information of retrieval. He has full access to

our 3E group and in turn, the I..a.b to answer customer problems.

Now, let's talk about software problems and PIGS. I think one of the significant

offerings of PIC3 is to allow you to have immediate response to problems you are

encountering with your software. The phone-in consulting service will be the focal

point for the software problem reporting system at HP in relation to the 3000. It

will be a funnel, a filter, and will allow the customer when he calls PICS to

immediately describe his problem and get an immediate response, "Yes, that is a known

problem," or "No, it is not."

Here is how I envision the system working. You are out there and you have a

problem. ~lell, what you can do with PIC:; is to call the Tech Genter and descri be

your situati on. Now, if it is a simple problem, the PICS 3E \.,ri.ll try to give you

~ a work around and "Jill submit a software problem report if necessary.

Now, let's take something a little more complex. You have multiple discs with

a complex data base. You rlm thi f: program for half an hour and you get the '..lrong

answer. ~~bat is wrong there? Unfortunately, this type of problem you are not going

to be able to describe over the phone and have the PICS person verify it. It is

obviously of a much more complex nature. What we will have to do at that point is

have the PICS individual contact the field SEe The appropriate field individual will

travel to your installation, and wjth you the customer, reduce that problem to a

manageable entity. And, at that point, the customer with the SE's assistance, will

fill out a problem report and send it in, if appropriate.
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Kenneth Van Bree

Before I start, I would just like to ask a question of you out there. How

many of you have used APL? How many have used BASIC? Now, the toughy. How many

have used APL on the 3000? No one? That is because up until last week it was not

available on the 3000. We announced APL on the 3000 last week and it will be

available in November.

Since I assumed that most of you were not users of APL, I thought I would start

out with some very basic questions. The first question that popped to my mind as a

question that someone might ask is What is APL? APL is an acronym and it stands for

A Programming Language. They really went to a lot of work to figure that one out.

~ This language was developed at IBM and has been available from IBM for the last

few years. It was developed around 1967, 168, and it was not actually supported

by IBM until a few years ago. APL is an interactive language. It differs from

languages such as FORTRAN and COBOL in that you don't have to specifically request

that the system compile your programs. Most versions of APL are interpreters. But

the new version of APL available as APL\3000 is actually an interpretive compiler.

It compiles code as it needs to and keeps the compiled code available in the work

space. I will get into that later.

Another question that popped to my mind is Who can use APL? Most people can

use APL. It is a very easy language to learn and to start programming in APL is

quite simple. We have some people working ..... I should have prefaced my remarks

by saying 11 m from Hewlett-Packard Research Laboratories in Palo Alto where the APL

program was generated. I do not work directly for the General Systems· Division,

but the product we developed in the labs will be available on the HP-3000 system
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and will be supported by General Systems. We have one fellow who ;s about

12 or 13 working with us at HP. He comes in every day and he sits down at the

terminal and writes APL programs. He picked up APL by sitting at a terminal and

playing with it. You can start at a very elementary level because of the inter

active nature of APL. You can simply type 2 + 2 and you get back an answer. You

don't have to first define the fact that what you are dealing with ;s integers and

that you want an array that contains two integers and all sorts of things like this.

You don't have to get into that level of detail in order to do useful programming

in APL.

-
The third question I have here is What is APL good for? APL is a language which

because of the power built into the language, can be used in a wide variety of

applications, both in the scientific world and in the business world.! will have

some examples of that further on. I just wanted to go into a list of some of the

features of APL that make it a powerful language. (See slide 1).

One of the first features that I have already mentioned is that APL has a

calculator mode of operation in that you can sit down at a terminal and type

statenlents in an algebraic language which are executed immediately on the machin~

There are powerful primitive operators in the APL system which allow you to deal

not only with scalars, which is the normal data type that most other programming

languages deal with, but you can deal with arrays as an entire entity. You can

define an array and then you can define operations on an array which allow you to

do some very useful things.

There is another feature of APL\3000 which is only available on a few other

APL's in the world. We have a virtual workspace. The concept of a workspace is one

that sometimes is confusing to people. So I have a little slide here that illustrates

what a workspace looks like. (See slide 2). In most languages you deal with a
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series of programs that interact with data that you have stored in some other

part of the system. For example, you may write a COBOL program which reads and

writes into files which are available on the system. You tend to use files to

hold the data and programs have to be grouped together in order to provide a

useful system. But, in APL we have what is known as a workspace. An APL workspace

contains not only your data but the programs which you are working with. All of

these are named-objects in your workspace, and the workspace itself has a name. So

what the workspace is is a collection of both program and data objects, that you need

to solve a particular problem. The idea of ~aving a workspace and collecting together

everything you need to solve a particular problem makes programming much easier. You

don't have to rely on the file system or link editors and segmenters and a lot of

other things in order to get a programming job done in APL. So this relates back

to the earlier question which I posed. What is APL good for?

The concept of a workspace and the ability to group things together like this

and the interactive mode in which APL runs, allows you to write and debug programs

much more rapidly than you can in any other language.

I just returned from an APL conference in Ottawa, Canada, where HP announced

~ its APL. At this conference there was a fellow from Europe who was discussing the

usage of APL in Europe. What he did was to go into several small companies that

were using APL in Europe and find out the kinds of applications they were using

it for. He looked at the number of lines of code generated by the various companies.

He came to the conclusion that the total amount of program development time spent

by these companies was three times less than it would be in any other programming

language. So, what is APL good for? It is especially good for cutting down the

amount of time the programmer has to be involved in actually writing an application

or solving a problem in APL.
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Let me go on and talk about some more of the other features of the APL\3000.

I have talked about the primitive operators) the virtual workspaces. We have

interactive debugging in APL. What does t~is mean? Let's suppose you write a

program and it has a variable V. And this particular variable you have forgotten

to define. You know what happens in a FORTRAN, or ALGOL, or SPL program? If

you reference variable V that you haven't declared the compiler gives you an

error and stops and won't let you go any further. Well, in APL when you get to

the point where you are trying to use the value of V, the APL interpreter realizes

there is no value for V. It prints out the line in which the particular instance

of V occurred, puts a pointer under the variable V, and tells you that it has a ~

value error. It doesn't know what the value of V is. At that point, you can enter

the value of V and continue the program from where you left off. If you have a

syntax error, mismatched parenthesis or something like that, at the point the APL

system finds this error, it stops and points to the place at which it found the

error. It tells you it has found a syntax error. You can go in and change the

program where the error occurred and continue from that point or some other point

in that program. As you sit and debug your programs in APL, the entire power of APL

is available to you in the debugging process.

We have a built-in editor in APL. APL functions and APL character arrays can

be called into the editor. You can make changes and delete lines. The flavor of

the built-in editor in APL\3000 is very similar to the editor that already exists

on the 3000. The editor in APL knows about APL data types and it knows about APL

programs, so you never have to exit the APL system in order to edit programs or data.
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Another feature that we have in APL 3000 which doesn't exist in any other

APL that I know of, is that we have two languages which coexist, and operate on

the same data. You can write programs in either of these two languages. The two

languages are APL and APLGOL. APLGOL is an ALGOL-like control structure that is

placed around APL statements and I have an example of that later on. What APLGOL

tends to do is make the flow of control in your program more readily visible to

someone who is reading these programs later on. You can also put comments in your

APL program and that doesn't hurt you, because when the APL system recognizes a comment

it simply ignores the comment from then on. The comment only takes up space off line

in the disk and is never actually swapped into the main core where it would take up

room. The only time it is swapped in is when you are back translating an APL program

in order to edit it or change it and then you would 'want to look at the comments

and see what they were.

The last feature of the APL\3000 that differs from other APL's ;s that it is a

dynamic compiler. By that we mean that it compiles instead of actually interpreting
•the code. The first time it sees a line it has never run before it compiles some

code for that line and that code is kept in the workspace. When you come back to

run the function again it just reexecutes the compiled code. We have seen speed-ups

on the order of two or five to one, depending on the exact proolem, between a compiled

and a noncompiled version. The first time you run a function it is noncompiled and

it will get compiled as you run it. From then on it will stay compiled providing

the types and shapes of the variables involved do not change. If they do change,

the systeln automatically knows it has to recompile code because the code generated

before is no longer valid.
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I would like to show you a couple of examples of the kinds of things you

can do in APL. I have one slide here that illustrates the calculator mode of

operation. (See slide 3). At the bottom of the slide it shows how to calculate

an average in APL. This illustrates both the calculator mode of operation and the

powerful functions available because we have here a variable Xwhich has been assigned

the vector of values 100, 86, 75, 95, etc. This statement sets up the variable X

and allocates storage for it to be placed in without the user having to get involved.

You can then calculate the average of those numbers by summing all the elements of X

and dividing by the number of elements in X. Since X is stored as an APL data type ~

which is a vector, the APL system knows about its length and knows how to add all

the elenents of that vector. These operations are available within APL and you

don't have to write a separate program to do them.

To give you a little more of the flavor of APL, I have an example'here of a

problem that actually came up in the research lab where I work. One of the fellows

wanted to calculate the following integral. It is a fairly standard integral. It

is the SIN(T) over T. He wanted to find the value of that integral from zero to X

where Xwas 3.2. Now this integral does not have a closed form solution. So one ~

way of approximating the integral is by taking a summation. You simply divide the

interval up into a number of little spaces, each one of width dt, and then you evaluate

the sin at each of those points and add the whole thing together. So a series

approximation for the integral, taking advantage of the fact that some common terms

can be cancelled, looks something like this. (See top of slide 4). As an exercise

I programmed this example in APL and BASIC.
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The BASIC solution for this problem is very similar to the FORTRAN solution

or the Al~OL solution, for that matter. (See middle of slide 4). First you have

to declare the variables and tell the system what they are going to be. (Line 10).

In this case we are going to use long floating point. Otherwise, the answer would

not have been accurate enough. Then we had to initialize some variables and

set up a little FOR loop which says FOR I = 1 to 4. (Lines 20 through 30). Essen

tially, what we did was to evaluate the integral for 4 different values of the

increment of sun~ation, ox. We wanted to compare the value of the integral we got

to see how small a value of OX we needed to give us the appropriate accuracy we

were looking for. So you have an outer FOR loop that does the four different values

of ox and then there is another FOR loop, FOR I = 1 to L, where L is the number of

things you are going to sum. (Line 70). You then do a sum which is S plus the SIN

term (Line 80), and store the answer when you are done with this innermost FOR loop.

(Line 100). When you are all done you can do a matrix print Y (Line 120) which in

BASIC prints out the entire array of the four solutions that are shown here. So

this problem is about a ten or twelve line program in BASIC.

That same solution in APL is given in one line. (See bottom of slide 4). What

I did was write a function which could then be called with the different values of OX.

The first three lines are a request for a display of the function FUN, and then the

fourth line calls the function with the various values of OX. The answers are printed

out automatically.
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What I am trying to show here is that the amount of programming involved

to do the same thing in APl as opposed to BASIC is significantly different. I will

read the APl solution from right to left because that is the way APl operates.

I generated 3.2 which was the range over which we wanted to do the summation.

I took OX and divided it into 3.2 and then I took the index generator in APl; (\)

it generates all the numbers from one to the maximum number that we want. Essen

tially I generated the integer indices that were needed and assigned them to a

variable I called XSI. Then I added a -.5 so that the series of integers becomes

the series of half integers .5, 1.5, 2.5, etc., that is the denominator of the

expression. The numerator of this fraction that occurs as one term in the series

;s the same series of half integers multiplied by OX, which is the increment size.

So we t~ke the SIN of OX times this list of half integers and divide that by the

list of half integers and then the whole thing is summed using the reduction operator

in APl. The result is put into R. R is the result of the function. When you run a

function the result is then available to be assigned into something else. Since

I didn't assign it in the line where I called the function, it simply gets printed

out on the console. In APL. if you don't specifically assign something to a variable~

it will get 'printed on your console. You don't have to write a special output state-

ment to get things to print out for you. That is the flavor of the APL solution of

this problem. I might point out some other differences.

In BASIC, the greater than s1gn (» is the prompt that tells you that you are

ready to input another BASIC command. However, in order to get a program which you

have written to run you have to enter the command RUN. (See line following line 120).

In BASIC you are normally in a function definition mode. In order to actually run a
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program you have to get out of that mode and tell it to RUN. In APl you are

normally in an,execution mode. In order to define a function you have to flip into

the function editor so that you can actually define a function.

There are matrix operations available in BASIC but you have to preface

the statement by MAT to signal the BASIC interpreter that a line contains a matrix

operation (e.g. line 120). In APl all of the variables here can be matrices and in

most cases they are. APl treats matrices in the same way it treats scalars, etc.

You don't have to do anything special to get it to handle matrices.

~ I have another example which is a little more lengthy, but it is fairly straight-

forward. It shows how APL can be used in the business community. Here is an example

of the kind of things that are fairly easy to do in APl. We have here some data

which is revenue for several different salesmen for several different products (See

slide 5). Each number in this matrix represents the revenue generated by a particular

salesman for a particular product. For example, Smith sold $140 worth of shoes,

$19 worth of hats, Hall sold $659 worth of pants, etc. We have another matrix

which represents the expenses each salesman incurred when selling each of those

~ products. So these two matrices can be primitive data objects in APl. You can talk

about relations between the matrices.

These matrices were entered into the APL workspace as shown in Slide 6. You

simply state that the revenues are going to be a 4 x 5 matrix and here are the

numbers. You input the numbers and can ask for the matrix of numbers to be printed

out and it is printed out in the format that you have specified. It is stored

internally as a matrix with four rows and five columns. To calculate the commissions

(See slide 7) you subtract the expenses from the revenues and that is the actual
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revenue each salesman has brought in. Then you multiply that revenue by the

appropriate constant you are using for commissions. In a single line of APLyou'

can generate an entire matrix of commissions for each of the salesman for each

of the products.

Let1s calculate the profits (See slide 8). In order to get the profits you

take the revenue and subtract from that the sum of expenses and the commissions.

A single APL statement calculates the profit. The result is a matrix of profits by

salesman and by product line. If you want the profits by product line, what you

really want is the sunl over the rows, and that gives you for every row in the matrix

the total amount of profit for that product. If you also want the profits by sales

person, then you do the sum over the other coordinate of the matrix which is to say

you sum down the columns. And, in that case you get the profits by salesperson. If

you want the total profits, that is the sum over all profits. In APL this is written

+/+/PROFITS which gives you the total profit for your company. By taking advantage

of the array capabilities that are available in APL, you can structure your problem

in such a way that it is much easier to think about and much easier to extract

information out of that data base by the operators that are available in APL.

I said earlier that we have two languages which coexist within our APL system,

both APL and APLGOL. I have a brief example that shows the difference between the

two languages. (See slide 9). Here are two identical programs called Toss and "Flip.

When you call TOSS, it prints out either IIHEADS" or "TAILS" based on a random number

that it gets from the APL system. In APL the function would look like this. (Top of

s1 i de 9).
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In line 0 we have Toss, which is a function name, and COIN is a local variable,

local to that function. COIN is assigned a random number between one and two in

line 1. Then line 2 determines whether COIN is equal to 1, if so you print out I

the string 'HEADS'. If COIN is 2 you go down to line 5 and print out the string

'TAILS'. That is the way it would look in APL and that is probably not the clearest

way to structure your program.

In APLGOL, this function looks very much like the ALGOL procedure you might

write to do the same thing. If coin equals one, then print 'HEADS', otherwise print

'TAILS'. Essentially, what APLGOL does is generate the appropriate branch state

ments that are needed to get this function to work within the APL system. As I said,

the APL and the APLGOL functions are compatible. You can call one from the other

and you can write your programs in whatever 1angcage.you feel comfortable with.

Another fact that came out of the talk on APL usage in Europe which I referred to

earlier was that people tend to write large systems of APL programs as collections

of small procedures of ten and forty lines each. These procedures do specific things

and they all have names, etc. This feature is very helpful in debugging your programs

because you don't have to bring in long, long, long source programs of many thousand

of lines and try to correct an error in line 1500 of some incredibly long program.

If you keep your programs snort, it is much easier to debug and to find out the flow

of control within your system.

Let me just recap by going back to one of the earlier slides (See slide 1 again).

After recapping, I can answer a~y questions you might have. The features of the

APL 3000 are: 1) This is the only true calculator mode language that is available

on the HP-3000. 2) It has very powerful operators built into the language. For
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example, there is an operator available in APL which will sort a string of numbers

in ascending order. You don't have to write your own sort procedure to do that.

3) You have virtual workspaces which allow you to collect together all the programs

and data which you want to use to solve a particular application. 4) Interactive

debugging which helps you write programs faster and debug them more quickly.

5) The built-in editor which allows you to edit both programs and data within

your APL workspace and keep it in a fashion that is compatible with APL. 6) The

coexistence of APL and APLGOL in the same workspace environment, 7) The dynamic

compiler which speeds the execution of the APL programs so that you don't continually ~

pay for the interpretive overhead.

At'this point I will open it up to any questions anyone has about the system.

Q: Can you call FORTRAN subroutines from APL?

A. You cannot at this time write a FORTRAN subroutine and call it from APL. However,

you can access files that may have been generated by a FORTRAN program.

Q. Do you have an interface to IMAGE?

A. We don't have a connection to image. We do have a connection to the file system,~

only, at this point. However, we are looking toward connections to image and other

languages as a possible future extension.

Q. It sounds like APL has reduced the distinction between code and data which is

built into the 3000. .Is this true?

A. We found that a lot of the newer programming languages that are becoming available

and a lot of the features that are required for people in the university environment,

etc., tend to go away from the concept of distinct code and data. One thing, for

example, you can do in APL very easily, is write an APL program which can, from the
input it receives, write another APL program and go off and execute that program.
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This is one of the reasons why we went to APL. I might just add that one of the

reasons why I got interested in APL originally is because I had an application where,

based on information I got from the user, I needed to write a program which would then

do some special things for the user. I wi~ote an application in about three months

in APL which then took about eighteen man months to translate into ALGOL. What this

program does is take input from the user and generates an ALGOL program which runs on

our system. That was a much more difficult task in ALGOL than in APL. However, there

is still a distinction between code and data in your workspace. It is a fairly rigid

distinction. You can turn a piece of code into a piece of data and then work on it

as a piece data and then turn it back into a piece of code. There are safeguards in

the APL system that do not let you read the code directly as data; you have to actually

go through a system operator that will turn it from a piece of code into a piece of

data. It will still give you protection.

Q: How do you interact with the file system in APL?

A: The way we interact with the file system is through a concept known as shared

variables. You can take a variable in your workspace and specify that this variable

~ is shared with a particular file on the 3000. Then every time you assign to this

variable you put something out to the file and everytime you read from the variable

you read something in from the file. Essentially, we give you access to all of the

file controls which are available on the 3000.

The reason we have not put a lot of effort into designing a file system, as

many of the other APL systems have, is because we felt that since we give you a

virtual workspace, you should be able to store all the data and programs you need in
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the workspace without having to go to a file to do it. We also wanted to give

you the full capability of the r~PE file system. We don't have any special operator's

which store an object as an APL data object which then cannot be read by anyone else

unless they know what APL data objects look like.

Q: Is APL good for writing simulators?

A: APL is very well suit~d for writing simulators. As a matter of fact, one of

the things that one of our fellows in the lab did for fun was to write a simulator

for the INTEL 8080 microprocessor. The simulator has all the commands of the micro

processor as an APL function. He can run that simulator in APL and he can also

produce 8080 machine instruction. The HP-264l terminal has an 8080 in it and you can

actually download instructions into the 8080 and run them right there. This was

kind of an interesting APL program which wrote programs for the terminal and could be

used to change the operations of the terminal. We are not necessarily recommending

that you do that.

Q: What kind of protection is available in APL?

A: When you load your workspace, yo~ load in all your functions. If you want to ~

copy a particular function, you can say )COPY followed by a list of functions from

the particular workspace. APL will tell you which ones it couldn't copy. There

is a protected copy which will not wipe out a function by the same name in your

workspace and if you use that feature APL will tell you which objects it was unable

to copy.

If you lock a function, then no one can get in and alter that function.

We have some interesting additions to our APL system in the area of local

variables. If you have a variable declared as local in a function, it will shadow

whatever value the global variable had when you are running inside the function.
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However, it is possible during debugging or un~er program control to go back and

find out the value of the global variable. In most APL systems that is not possible,

but in ou~s it is.

Q: How much dp you pay for all the power of APL?

A: You do pay some costs for the interpretive overhead, i.e. the ability APL gives

you to fi x up your progra'ms when you have an error. HO\'J much you pay depends on

your particular application. Again, let mc refer to the paper on the European APL study.

~ They foulld in some systems the costs was essentially the same, because the amount

they spent on additional CPU time, they saved on being able to program their solutions

more quickly. A typical program only took about three or four minutes of CPU time

to run, but it had to be run once a month and updated continuously. They found that

APL was cost effective in that case. In general, you do pay something in overhead

for all the power available to you, but it is not that bad.

Q: How big is APL?

A: APL is a subsystem on the 3000 similar to BASIC, etc. It takes a fair amount of

code, but code is shared between all APL users.

Let me just say I will be giving a demonstration of the APL 3000 on our 2641

APL terminal at one of the birds of the feather sessions this evening. If you have

further questions please come to that session and we ~/ill give you some online

demonstrations of the system over the phone lines to Palo Alto. I will also be glad

to answer your questions after this session. Right now we are about out of time.
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FEATURES OF APl 3000

1. CALCULATOR nODE OPERATION

2. .POWERFUL PRIMITIVE OPERATORS .~

3. VIRTUAL WORKSPACES

4. INTERACTIVE DEBUGGING

5. BUILT-IN EDITOR

6. APL AND APlGOl

7. DYNAMIC COMPILER
~

#
I

•

,

SLIDE 1

•
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APL OTI'IER LANGUAGES

m

".

-- Data

,.---------------- HEWLETTSPACKARD

i,
I

i (/)
r r
! d
; 00 r-I""I; -..J ,. ,
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~------------~-------- HEWLETT!JPACKARD

A'~""'L~,o:·.;·\;:;} ;~
" ''';., ;," h·"

* MANY OPERATORS AND FUNCTIONS

* NO HIERARCHY OF OPERATION
(,/)

I
~

*00 t=1 HANDLES ARRAYS AS EASILY AS SINGLE NUMBERS
00 f'T1

\.N

* CALCULATOR MODE OPERATION '

CALCULATING AN
AVERAGE IN APL

X+100 86 75 95 73 97 85 90
AVERAG8+(+/X)fp.f
AVERAGE

87.625

J

.8.
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r'

r•..

(N -~)J)(~ 3.2

·S;(3.2) !::!. <; SIN [(N-Y2J JxJ
'N;r (N-~)

BaSIc ·50/uf ion
>LIST
ARPADB

18 LONG n,S,Y(4)
28 Ofl)-.1
21 0(21-.81
22 D(3J-.~01

23 O(4J·.~"AI
38 FOR 1=1 TO 4
58 L-CEI(3.2/D(I))
68 s."
78 FOR N-l TO L
88 ScS+SIN(N-.S)*O(I})/(N-.S)
98 . NEXT N

188 Y(I)-S
1)0 NEXT I
129 HAT PRINT Y

>RUN
ARPAf)B
1.85152~5~qSlg127L+An 1.8S14021827741AqL+'~
1.8Sl40eg17321872L+9~ 1.8S14008991A1899L+eR

APL Solufion
r

OCR'PUN'
R+PUlI DX
R+./(10DI.ISI-.5).-.5+ISI+,r3.2tDI

PV, .1 0 PVN .01 0 'V6 .001 0 'U6 .0001
1.851528522
1.851402173
1.85t-0091
1.851400897

SLIDE 4
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EXAf'lPLE

As A SALES MANAGER OF A SMA~~ COMPANY

YOUR REVENUES AND EXPENSES ARE:

.
(,I)

r..-.. RTf:VENU8S
'-.0 t::'
0 rn

Vl. ,IO:V F: S SIrfIT!! ~'/I LL HARRT HALL
SHOES 190.00 140.00 1926./')0 14.00 1LJ3.00 . ;

• IHATS 325.00 19.00 293.00 1491.00 162.00
PANTS 682.00 14.00 852.00 56.00. 659.00
BOOTS 829.00 140.00 609.00 120.00 87.00

. ~

EXPENSeS .. I

JONP.S SMTTlf ~ALL HARRI HALL
SF/DES 120.00 65.00 890.00 54.00 430.00
HATS 300.00 10.00 23.00 802.00 235.00
PANTS 50.00 299.00 1290.00 12.00 145.00
BOOTS 67.00 254.00 89.00 129.00 76.00

..

.J
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THESE WERE ENTERED INTO .AN APL
WORKSPACE AS FOLLOWS:

".

~.

•
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.')

l

287
-73
48·2.132

10.318

40
646.282

41.272
-9

971.76B
253.26
438
q87.76

TOTAL PROFITS

PROFITS+RRVE'UES-RXP8NS8S+CO~MISSTO~

PROFITS

+/+/PROFITS .
3122.266

PROFITS BY PRODUCT LINE

PROFITS BY SALES PERSON

PROFITS
65.66 70.35
23.££5 8.442

592.816 285
71~.756 114

+';PROFJTS
1396.68~ -320.20R 1274.788 638.554 132.45

'+/Pl?OFITS
180.778 858.434 393.72 1089.~34

~-------------------------HEWLETTlpACKARD

.'

'---------....;.....--------------------,..,.,. ..



TWO IDENTICAL PROGRAMS
THE APlGOL ONE IS EASIER TO READ

APL

"/

•

Ill!

( 0 ] . PROCE1) [I REFLIP •COIl/ ;
[1] COIN+l?2;
(2] IF COIN=l TKEN
(3) 'HEADS'
(4] ELse
(5) 'TAILS';
(6) END PROCEDURE

(0]
[1]

. (2]
'( 3]
(4)
[5J

APLGOL

TOSS;COIN ....
COIN+l?2
+(-COIN=l)/T
'H8.4DS'
+0

'1: 'TAILS'

TOSS
TAI~S

TOSS
HEADS

TOSS
HEADS

TpSS
TAILS :

TOSS
..

TAILS

, .

FLIP
H8ADS

PLIP
TAILS·

FLIP
HJADS •

FLIP
TAltS

.J J



NEW PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENTS

WILL WORKMAN/HP

(I
J,
!

f'
I

,I

r
I

DISTRICT SALES MANAGER - ROCKVfLLE

Before I announce the HPIOOO System, let me apologize for

the delay you probably experienced during registration. About

a week ago with Gary Green's encouragement, we decided to go

"on-line" and provide a data base using our 3000 System in Rock

ville, Maryland, to handle registration and later for sorting

the data for the USERS GROUP. As you probably observed, we were

running behind schedule on the implementation.

Well, what about the HP System 1000? You are obviously

aware. that we have a 3000 System and possibly the System 2000.
"

At our Data Systems Division in Cupertino, California, they

decided it was time for the System 1000! What is it? The System

1000 will be announced in a press release on October 4th and

followed by feature articles in the trade press during October

and November. The System 1000 utilizes the newest member of the

2100 minicomputer family and will be used for a broad spectrum

of computational, data acquisition and control, measurement system

and operations management applic~tions. The major features of the

System 1000 are the faster 2lMXE processor, a 264SA CRT Terminal

with dual mag tape cartridges for program and data storage (no

paper tape~), IMAGE 1000 for data base management, desk-style
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configurations, on-line microprogramming support under RTE and

lower prices!

So we see it replacing, in some r~spects, various config-

urations that you might be familiar with • the 9600 family

of data acquisition systems, including the 9640. The System.

1000 will be the primary nomenclature for minicomputer systems

corning out of the Data Systems Division in Cupertino, California.

Let me try to compare the three families of computer systems

that we now have on the market. The 3000 Systems that you ure

familiar with we see as a general purpose business data processing

system for on-line plus batch operations. The ACCESS 2000 System

which has been seen as a 32 terminal T/S system supporting BASIC

.•• has been enhanced to support RJE using HASP capability

(IBM 370) and a data entry library to support formatted data

entry operations. The System 1000 that we are announcing is

seen as a computation/instrumentation/data acquisition and control/

operations management system for dedicated applications that can

be written in ASSEMBLY/FORTRAN/BASIC with limited data base

management requirements. The System 1000 should be important to

owners of the HP3000 as a "front-end" processor for real time data

acquisition/control applications and data entry/operations manage

ment applications in a distributed system environment.

At time of introduction, we will have four different models

of the System 1000. Looking at the slide, you will notice that

the physical configuration is based on a desk. The 2lMXE pro

cessor is in the left-hand bay with the disc and disc controller
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in the right-hand bay. The system console is the 2645A CRT

Terminal with dual mag tape cartridges. This ~onfiguration,

using the 7905 (15M-byte) disc and 64K-byte of memory in the

2lMXE processor with RTE-II software, is priced at $37,500.

The Model 31 uses the 7900 (5M-byte) disc in an up-right

cabinet rather than the Model 30 desk and is priced at $33,500.

The Model 80 System 1000 includes a l28K-byte 2lMXE pro

cessor, same disc and console as the Model 30, desk with single

bay cabinet housing a 1600 CPI 9-track magtape drive, 200 LPM

line printer with RTE-IIloperating system and IMAGE 1000 data

base management software (with QUERY) and is priced at $62,600.

The same equipment configured in dual cabinets (no desk) is

identified as the Model 81 and is priced at $63,600. Delivery

for all models is running from 8 to 12 weeks. If you compare

the System 1000 pricing to our 9600 family and the price/perfor

mance compared to our competitors ••. I think you will find

that HP is becoming more aggressive!

Let's take a closer look at the 2lMXE processor! As the

2100 minicomputer has matured, we have had the opportunity to

explore microcode implementation for speed and efficiency. Our

analysis of the 21MX processor showed that most instructions

could be implemented in 4 microcyc1es rather than the six currently

used. Therefore, on the 21HXE, we have used variable microcycle

length instructions to optimize the speed of the machine. As a

result, the "XE" processor runs about 60% faster than the MX and

many FORTRAN programs with floating point operations is running
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about twice as fast. We have achieved this speed improvement

for approximately 10% increase in price over.the MX! Another

important feature of the System 1000 is that microprogramming

of the lKW WCS option is now supported under the RTE operating

system. Users of the System 1000 can write and debug 2lMXE

microcode from the system console or another terminal.

As far as future enhancements for the System 1000, ~e are

working on software to link the System 1000 RTE to the 3000 MPE

for program-to-program communications, remote terminal access

to the 3000 via RTE and file transfer. On the processor side,

we expect to announce faster memory and floating point hardware

during 1977 to provide a significant increase in speed.

For those of you not familiar with the HP2645A CRT Terminal

announced September 1st • • • I would like to describe some of
"

its features which led to our decision to use it as the System

1000 console. The 2645A CRT Terminal uses a new microprocessor

(fNTEL 8(80) which provides significant speed and memory addressing

capability over the earlier 2640 and 2644 CRT Terminals. The ~

2645A CRT Terminal supports up to 9600 baud asynchronous communi

cations in half and full duplex modes. We have also designed a

new data communications card for supporting IBM bi-sync in non-

HP computer environments. The eight special function keys can

now be programmed to initiate the transmission of up to 80 char

acters for complex commands to the computer system, for controlling

and formatting data on the mag tape cartridges or for issuing
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"log-on" commands when connected to a time-share network with

single keystroke operation. These "soft programming" capabilities

of the 2645 CRT Terminal can be dynamically loaded from the

computer or mag tape cartridges and w~ll be used on the System

1000 to initiate system commands like a FORTRAN compilation using

one keystroke ••• making the RTE operating system "friendlier".

The mag tape cartridges will be used for loading system diagnostics

or for program/data storage that the user can take away from the

system for security reasons.

Let me summarize • . • the System 1000 will be the ma in systc.'m

offered by Data Systems Division. As the year evolves, you-will

see a number of enhancements, certainly in the 2lMXE processor.

We will be announcing additional distributed systems software

that will provide a powerful link between the System 1000 and the

3000 System you are familiar with. The System 1000 is. aggressively

priced using a desk-style configuration.that will fit better in

the commercial DP environment. We look forward to providing 3000

owners a broader solution to solving your instrumentation and data

processing requirements with the System 1000.

That is all I have for new product announcements. I will be

happy to answer any questions •

QUESTION • . . Will the 2lMX minicomputer be discontinued?

ANSWER ••• No, not in the near future. The 2lMX will

remain in production as we add enhancements

to the higher priced 2lMXE processor. This

will give our customers a broader range of

alternatives.
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NOTE: As of March 1977, liP is announcing the following cnhance-

ments to the System 1000:

1) Models 20 and 21 using the new RTE-M memory~based

operating system with an entry price of $21,100 for

the Model 20 which can support up to 608K-bytes of

4K RAM semiconductor. memory and the HP- lB.

2) New s12K-byte flexible disc drive ("floppy") for

an additional $4,500.

3) Faster 4K RAM 16K word memory (20-30%) with price

reductions on the current l6KW memory modules.

4) RTE-M/BASIC for programming in the BASIC language

from several terminals.

Delivery of these new System 1000 models and the hardware/soft

ware enhancements 'is in the 8 to 10 week range. The Model 31

has been reduced to $21,500 and the configurations and prices for

the System 1000 are shown in the followin~ table:

TABLE 1. HP 1000 Basic Configurations ~
I

Model 30 Model 31 Model 80 ModelS1

21MX E·Series

Desktop Upright Desktop Upright

64 64 64 64

304 608 304 608

RTE-II/RTE·1II RTE-II/RTE-III RTE-III + IMAGEl1000

Upright

Model 21

64 64

304 608

RTE-M RTE-M

Desktop

Model 20

Processor

opt. Expansion To

Cabinet---------:.....-__-:......::-_--_-:..._---=-~
---_-...:._-_-...:~-

Main Memory
Sid Size (KB)

Operating System

Standardl
Optional

Disc Subsystem
Type .
Capacity (MB)
Opt. Expansion

Flexible Disc (optional) Cartridge Disc

512K 512K 15M 5 or 15M 15M

2048K 2048K 365M 365M 365M
15M
365M

System Console 2645 Display with Dual Mini cartridges (110KB)

Standard Peripherals
line Printe~

Mag Tape

Base Prices

None None None None 200~1250 Ipm

None None None None 800-1600 bpi

21.000 22.000; 36,500 31.500 62.000 63.000

or or or

25,500 26.500 36.000
•
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Hobert Young
ARTHUR - JOB and PROCESS Monitor for ex and Pre-ex Machines

6!
II

I must start, of course, by offering nearly all of you here congratulations

on the 200th anniversary of the out-break of organized crime. It is organized

crime as far as I am concerned because your ancestors were rebelling against my

monarchy. From the tone of the meeting, it would appear that the spirit of

the Revolution has not died but, instead of it being directed at George III, the

imperial power, remote and majestical, is now Hewlett-Packard.

The origins of ARTHUR, like King Arthur himself, lie back in the mythology.

The HP 3qoO was a mythological sort of machine to us when we first got it. It

had stacks and segments and a virtual memory and was a whole heap bigger than anything

any of us had ever tackled at first hand. In 1973, when we took delivery of

the machine, it came into our Institute as a mythological beast of unknown and

awesome temperament. The staff of the Institute were mostly traditional

chemists, that is they used the techniques of wet chemistry. In 1970 a new

Director arrived who introduced more physical methods and it was he who was

behind the selection of the HP 3000 for the Institute. Of the 600 scientific

and technical staff at the Instit~te, there were no more than 10 who had any

experience of computing of any kind at all at that time.

In those early days we used MPE 'B' and for the sort of work our users

were doing, this was quite adequate. However, as time went on and we trained

the staff, that is the Institute staff not the computing staff, these naive

users became increasingly confident and adventurous in their use of system

resources.. The first real bottle-neck was the absence of spooling. We over-

came this by prevailing ~successfully on Hewlett Packard to supply us with a

pre-release version of MPE 'C'. It was around then that our users seemed to

gain a lot of confidence in a very short period and we quickly ran into trouble

with other system limitations.

Repeated attempts to get Hewlett Packard to produce the necessary system

performance monitoring software were of no avail and it was vith considerable

reluctance that we decided to do this work ourselves. Fortune smiled upon us

and we were able to take:on a new member of staff in the Computer Laboratory.



\

:''-L
0•• ,

He came straignt to us from University where he had been studying chemistry.
(I

He had be·Jn do;ng some .... ~ work using ICL equipment but it was only as an adjunct

to his chemistry; by no stretch of the imagination was John Sowden a systems

progr,ammer. The other staff of the Laboratory were, of course,cammitted very

heavily to the existing work programme and Dr. MacIntyre, the Head of the

Laboratory at that time, dropped the problem into the lap of this new lad. It is

to his considerable credit that he was able to boot-strap h~se1f into the

position of producing ARTHUR in 9 months".'

Hewlett-Packard people were only of use to us at the casual advice-.leve1.

We were able to do the work only because we had already procured some

documentation (by a process I shall not mention here): a book of system tables,

a 'bedsheet' and a microfiche set, all of MPE 'B'. By using the~~ three sets

of documents and a considerable amount of native wit we were able to steer John

through the early stages and then he was able to fly on his own and produce the

necessary goods.

ARTHUR appeared in two stages. The first one monitored the system tables

and" produced a print-out on the consol of CPU times and stack sizes for any

in-core processes that ARTHUR had picked up. The work we really wanted from

ARTHUR was for him to forceably re-schedule work ~hich was being ~n from a

session and consequently in the CQ on our machine down to the DQ where we run

JOBS,. when that was appropriate. It is a characteristic of teaching a large,

naive user base how to use the machine with the power of the 3000 that the

users' programmes get bigger and bigger and bigger, so that without them being

too aware of it there comes a point where sessional users are using stacks of

20k or more. Efficiency of computation is not something you can introudce to

the naive user when he first closes with the machine. The introduction of the

idea of computation efficiency has to be delayed until such time as the man

himself becomes concerned about improving his throughput. Only then is he

prepared to learn more about the details of the use fo the machine; prior

to that such information would be considered by h~ to be useless.
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We released information whereby the sort of stack size and CPU time that

we considered to be legitimate for sessional work were explained, and by the

aid of ARTHUR we were able to have the results monitored. With the first

edition of ARTHUR we tapped people on the shoulder to have the ordinances

enforced, but when the final version of ARTHUR became available, it became

(\
quite automatic.

Re-scheduling is done on the basis of a Process since it is Processes that

take time and absorb resources. It is quite obvious that for a Process to

have any existence at all there must be means within the operating system to set

them up and destroy them. What we did not know was if it would be possible

to re-schedule a Process once it had been set up by the operating system. A

good look at the priviledged intrinsics in the microfiche set resulted in us

finding REMOVE and INSERT which do just what their names suggest.

A copy of ARTHUR on magnetic tape, and the listing of the software, written

in SPL are lying on the table outside and anyone who may wish to inspect it or

have a xerox copy may do so. The tape is intended for the User Group Library

but anyone who would like a copy before this becomes available should send a

tape to me at Mill Hill directly; we can only handle 800 BPI.

ARTHUR runs as a JOB and makes use of GETPRIVMODE and so does not appear

flagged as PRIV in SYSTEM DUMPS - HP shrug off PRIV USER mode DUMPS. It only

takes a few tens of seconds CPU time in 24 hours so is not heavy on resources.

You talk to it via the switch register and the console. The programme is very

well documented: I claim that as being my particular contribution, there is

hardly a line without a comment. (At this point the meeting applauded).

In the IBM Systems Journal number 4, 1975, there is an article entitled

"Performance Analysis of Virtual Memory Time Sharing Sytems": dear HP, can we

please have a similar article about the 3000 and NOT JUST FOR THE SERIES TWO

MACHINES.

There is a useful utility not supported by Hewlett Packard called OVERLORD.

Like ARTHUR, it runs as a JOB. Please, HP, could not ARTHUR and OVERLORD be
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This would improve the

o

taken up and become a cOMP.osite. suppoltedt:tilitY1

overall Qse of the ~chine without aSk~ng'~ to make alterations in the
~ I

operating system with unknown and indeterminate ef~ects throughout the system. G

. 'Upthe Revolution.

b
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'r om McShane
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--.Bell & IBM type
IiIIII modem modu les

.-

Modem
modules
on PC boards

~4 ""'4!~
16 channel multiple
data set system

~ 1 & 2 channel
~ stand-alones

The Vadic Corporation
505 East Middlefield Road
Mountain View, CA. 94043
(415) 965-1620
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~WHY MODEMS?

MOOIMB _rLf
IIJt~ __•.

...-._----' Telco
line

MOIH"M COMPUTFR

Telephone line MO-DEM is a contraction of the words modulator 

demodulator and is used to condition digital signals

for transmission over the telephone network which

was designed for analog voice signal transmission.

"The telephone network has a bandwidth of approxi

mately 300 Hz to 3300 Hz, so the modems used on

the telephone network must condition the signals to

fit within the band.
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End Office Receive Levels on Direct Distance Dial.NetWork

Expected receive level between telephone exchanges on the DOD network is

shown on a probabilistic basis. Subscriber loop loss at each end must be added

to the interexchange loss.
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Communication Modes

Communications terminology can be confusion. When

the term "communication mode" is applied to modems

the following nomenclature is used:

~ptex

Transmission in one
direction only

Simplex - transmission in one direction only with

no way of responding. Your home TV reception of

a signal transmitted' from the TV station is an

example of simplex communication.

Half Duplex - transmission in two directions, but

only one way at a time. CB radio 'operators either

transmit or receive, but cannot do both simultane

ously on a single channel. At the end of transmission

it is necessary to advise the other party when through

transmitting and ready to receive by saying "over".

Then the other operator can begin transmitting.

Transmission in both
directions but only
one way at a time

Transmission in both

directions simu'taneoulsy

Hillf
Duplex r

-Full
Duplex

·Per ASCII standard full duplex implies that the same data rate exists in bath directions

simultaneously; i.e.• 1200/150 bps is not full duplex, 1200/1200 bps is full duplex.

Full Duplex - transmission in both directions

simultaneously. In the CB example, if two channels ~

were used - one for transmitting and another for

receiving - two simultaneous transmissions coutd be

made.

HALF/FULL DUPLEX OPERATION

Terminal or Computer

Half Duplex

(implies that local copy is provided)

TERMINAL h I--.JMODEM~~
_____-'~B~~

Terminal manufacturers often use the terms half

duplex and full duplex to mean whether local copy

is provided or whether the far end loops back

(echoplexes) that which was transmitted. The

presence or absence of local copy has nothing to do

with the communications mode of the data link.

Full Duplex

(implies that no local copy is provided)

Means no local copy

TERMINAL .1
4

:: .1----.lMODEM~~
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HALF DUPLEX MODE

TO TRANSMIT

MODEM A

CA CB BA
105 106 103

MODEM A

CF BB
109 104

TO RECEIVE

MODEM B

CF BB
109 104

MODEM B

CA CB BA
105 106 103

Control signals required to turn on modem A's trans
mitter and cause modem B's receiver to respond are
shown in the top of the slide. The process is reversed
in the lower portion.

FULL DUPLEX MODE

MODEM A

CF CB BB BA
109 106 104 103

MODEM B

CFCB BB BA
109 106 104 103

Interface signals for transmitting and receiving data
simultaneously are shown at both ends of the full
duplex data link.
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Control "OF I:"

Datil Bit ar Mad<
(Logica! '1)

::",\i':!:.

.,,\:,

~:~t31ndard RS-232-C defines the interface between

'i:snTn~na~ equipment and data communications

'''::-~··i:.j;~(:;~r~(~ntempJoyong seroal binary data. Mechanical

1::'~~::Gtr~cai specifications are provided. The slide

-:~hf1 vo~tage transition levels at the interface

\:~J~lfH( a connectioll1l eX8sts between the terminal

i::,: .. "J i:'t1 r11 Un~catGons eqtllu~ment"

The
SA
BB
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF

;~.>":~; s~Qde shows the more common EIA interface

~;,;~Dd:s as they appear 081 the diagnostic panel of

\.,:~ ..i\D~~~rs sixteen channel muita chassis. Interna

·;·.!JGrila~ designat90ns per CC~TT standards appear

~r,; :p;arenthesos.



I INrr:nrACE rtllllplltt~1 or f"11T1I11;)1

1\ nS~:rJc

B. Bl!Il T1!It'phfllW

C. IBM
D. MIl. 18B
E. CCITT
F. Olhm

II. INTERFACE. r,:lllphnnl: I InU

A. Dial I)' ·.wll(;h ,u!two,k
B. Private. Ip.ased or dedicated linc

1. 2 wire
2. 4 wire

C. Voice grtJ<ie
D. ODS
E. Special Carrier

III. SPEED
A. Low speed
B. Medium speed
C. High speed
D. Very high speed

o to 300 BPS
o to 1800 BPS
2000 to 9600 BPS
19.6K BPS to 2501< BPS

Modem specifications inc~ude business machine

and phone line interface as well as speed, com

munications mode, and performance criteria.

IV, COMMUNICATION MODE
A. Simplex
B. Half duplex
C. Full duplex

2

3en
m
n

o

3

4.03.02.0

KHz
1.0

J

~ I
\ /
\ ENVELOPE DELAY DISTORTION / ---'-
~ /

" / ,

\ "~ ~
/ --4 /

\ /
\ .....",.

/', ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTICS

/I - FA - 1445 -
~ !.t..' 15.5dB~/

LINE SIMULATOR
I

~I--- /~
o

o

30

10

40

~ 20

IEnve~olPe Delay Dastortaon &. Attenuatoon

3002 OJIlncoll1lditooned vODes grade lOme

Because different frequencies encounter

different amplitude attenuation and

propagation delay times through the

telephone network, not aU of the band

width can be utilized for the transmis

sion of digital data. These differences

are largely immaterial in vonce communi

cations/I but can be very detrimental to

data transmission, particu~arlyat speeds

above 2400 bps.
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The subscriber loop is basically a continuous

loop of wire without amplifiers. At the

central office the transmitted signal (voice

or data) is sent to the far end office on a

unidirectional channel called the transmit

pair. This channel is simplex; one way only

due to the audio amplifiers which exist. The

far end transmitted signal appears at the near

end on the receive pair. The transmit pair

and receive pair are referred to by telco

personnel as 4-wire lines. Leased circuits can

be provided on a 4 ..wire or 2-wire basis. The

latter case involves combining the signals in a 2/4

wire terminating set (hybrid). The subscrib p

is a 2-wire bi-directional channel for dial up t,-.••

FOUR-WIRE
LINE

TRANSMIT PAIR

r-----------,
I I

I
I
I

I I'-- ....Jl

HYBRID COIL BALANCING NETWORK

II RECEIVE PAIR

~-@]~-~114~

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I AMPLIFIER I
L ~

2/4-Wire Terminating Set

r-----------------------,
I AMPLIFI ER I
I
I
I
I
I
I

'0 WIRE LINE

Bell 103/113·

Bell 103/113 Channel Assignments

A

Frequency (Hz)

Specifications

Data: Serial, hinary. asynchronous, full uuplul(

Data Transfer Rate: 0 lO 300 hps

Specifications and channel assignments for the full

duplex 300 bps asynchronous Bell 103/113 modem

are shown in this slide.

Modulation: Frequency Shift Kayed (FSK) FM

Frequency Assignment:
Transmit

Receive

Q.!:.!9.!:'ating End

1070 Hz space
1270 Hz mark

2025 Hz space
2225 Hz mark

Answeri~E.~~

2025 Hz space
2225 Hz mark

1010 Hz space
1270 Hz mark

Transmit Level: 0 to -12 dBm

Receive Level: 0 to -50 dam simultaneous with adjacent channel transmitter at

as much as 0 dBm

III



103/113
ORIGINATE/ANSWER

O~.
ORIGINATE/ANSWER

(Originate Mode)

ORIGINATE

iI------\) ('t-----)~.
ANSWER

ORIGINATE/ANSWER
(Answer Mode)

8J Originate Mode
tiJ 1070/1270 Hz

~ Answer Mode
~ 2025/2225 Hz

ORIGINATE/ANSWER
(Originate Madej

~,
\ The Bell 103 modem can transmit and receive in

either the low or high band. The ability to switch
modes has been termed "originate and answer".
The Bell 113A operates only in the originate mode;

,~he 8ell1138 operates only in the answer mode.

BELL 103/113 FAMILY
010 300 BPS

Or'

DIAL·UP

103A20rA3
Originate/answer
Single channel-self contajned
$25 to $36/month

103E Data Station-'Computer Site
Originate/answer
40 channels max
$25 to 535/month

113A Terminal Data Set
Originate only
Single channel-self contained
$10 to $16/month

1138 Data Station-Computer Site
Answer only "
20 channel incrementa-240 max
$12 to $20/month A~erage 516 to $~8,

'lEASED LINE

103F
Originate/answer
Single"channel"'.I' contained
$25 to $35/month

Bell 103/113 models and prices are ~own in
this slide. '
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Common

•
Acoustic Ys. Hardwired Modem

r------, I ~,

! I ljf:}~=
I I'"

r J Ir::::1 I I I Telephone Handset
~ I· I , I I Microphone

I I IModem L.J .
..l..-....I--:I~ Hardwired to ,. ~
- I I I Telephone LineIRCVR I·- .1 ,. Modem I

L J Acoustically .....--+-....
. I I Coupled

. I I .......-4+-~- .....

I I
... ------.... IModem .

Telephone Handset
Speaker

Acoustic Pad

Bell -202;
Bell 202 Channel Assignments

1700
Frequency (Hz)

Specifications

Data: Serial, binary, asynchronous, half duplex on 2 wire lines

Data Transfer R8t8: 0 to 1200 bps - switched network
oto 1800 bps - leased lines with C2 conditioning
Optional 5 bps AM reverse channel transmitter and receiver
. available for switched network unitl

Modulation: Frequency Shift Keyed (FSK) FM

Frequency Aaignment: Mark - 1200 Hz
Space - 2200 Hz

Tranlmit LweI: 0 to -12 dBm

Receive Level: 0 to -50 dBm switched network
oto -40 dBm leased network

113

Modems can be directly connected to telephone lines via a
IIhardwired" electrical connection. Where portability is
required low speed modems can be acoustically connected
via the transducers in an acoustic pad and the telephone
handset. There is usually some performance degradation
due to the distortion introduced by transducers reducing
the maximum speed capability and receiver sensitivity of
acoustic couplers compared with hardwired modems.

Bell's 202 modem provides for 0 to 1200 bps communi~
cation over the dial network and 0 to 1800 bps over
leased lines ~ith C2 conditioning per Bell's specifications,
but in practice the 202'5 do not require conditioned lines
even at 1800 bps. The 202 is half duplex with a two wire
circuit-(Ieased or dial up) and full duplex with a 4-wire
circuit. Optionally available is a 5 bps reverse channel
which operates in the low end of th~ 300 Hz to 3300 Hz
channel and- is primarily used for supervisory control.
For instance, this channel cO'uld be used to transmit an .
"out of paper" signal from a remote printer back to the
CPU to terminate data transmission until the paper could
be reloaded in the printer.

A significant factor to consider when using the 202 type
modem is the line turnaround time required for switchi~
from the transmit mode to the receive mode. Echo .
suppressors in the telephone equipment that are required
for voice transmission must be turned off by the modem
to transmit digital data. These echo suppressors turn on
if there is no energy in the band for 100 miliseconds
(.1 second). The modem ~ust provi~e a 200 ms signal to
the line to turn off the echo suppr~ssorsevery time it goes
from transmit to receive mode - hence, if short records
are being transmitted, such as in a graphic terminal
application, the turnaround time can slow your anticipated
1200 baud (120 character/second) throughput to possibly
60 characters/second or less on an actual basis. Also since
the CPU must be able to control the Request to Send lead
of the Bell 202 for half duplex transmission, you should
check your computer specifications to determine if this
control is available. Most mini's do not have the capability
of supporting·half duplex 202, but can support 103 line
disciplit1e.



202 DIAL UP.
WITHOUT REVERSE CHANNEL

106 106
CA CB

12001
2200 Hz

Rx

.WITH REVERSE ·CHANNEL

105 106
CA . . CB

12001 11~[jli~i1'jlillil
2200 Hz .

Rx

Tx

CF
109

Tx

Tx
SBa
119

PIN 12 Rx

PIN 11
SBA
118

This slide shows the interface signals required to operate 'the ~alf dup'lex
202 - with or without the reverse channel. .

BELL 202 FAMILY

DIAL·UP

202C5, 9 or 11
oto 1200 BPS
Single channel, self contained
Without reverse channet
$35 to 550/month

202C6, 10 or 12
Oto 1200 BPS
Single channel, self contained
With reverse channel
$35 to 560/month

202S .
Oto 1200 BPS
Singh~ channel. or up to 8 channels in one ~ouslng

Reverse channel optional
520 to 540lmonth

LEASED LINE

2020/202R
oto 1800 BPS
Single channel, self contained
$35 to $50/month

202T
oto 1800 BPS
Single chantllt or up to 8 in one housing
$20 to $4O/month

Bell 202 models and prices are shown in this slide.
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4800-------------....-----....
Half-duplex, 2·wire 0rratii"
Bit Error Rate =10-
Modem Speed =4,800 b/s
Time interval between blocks = 300 mSEC

Optimum Block Length

..-J
36001o---------~------+__+_---- .......

o
z
oo
wse
en
~

~
~
:>a.a2400

5 Low NOT due~ Low NOT due
~ to fixed line to increasing
... turnaround probability
<{ and fixed time of one or more
~ required for bits in blOCk
~ transmitting being in error,
w replies thereby causing
Z retransmission

1200 ......-------I~-----+_......----__t

This slide shows the effect of block length on net data
throughput. The curve is taken from an excellent
article on throughput which appeared in the July!
August 1974 ·issue of Data Communications magazine.

100 1,000 10,000 100,000

BLOCK LENGTH IN (BITS)

Effect of Block· Length on Nel
Dala Throughput (NDT)

Vadie VA3400
VA3400 Block Diagram

Specifications

Data: Serial, binary, asynchronous or synchronous, 'ull duplex

Data Tren.'. Rate: 1200 bps

Modutation: Dibit Phase Shift Keying (DPSK)

Transmit Level: 0 to -12 dBm

Receive Level: -15 to -50 dBm (or 0 to -35 dBm) simultaneous with adjacent
channel transmitter at up to 0 dBm

A block diagram and specification summary of
VADIC's full duplex VA3400 modem is sh~wn.
This modem operates at 1200 bps full.duplex on
2-wire dial up or leased lines. The full duplex·
line discipline makes i~ possible to simply change
modems and quadruple data speed over the Bell
103.

Channel Aaignment: Originating End
Transmit High Band
Receive Low Band

Phale Shift

Answering End
Low Band
High Band

Dibit VA3400
00 9(f
01 ~

11 1800
10 2700
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VA3400 FEATURES
1200 bps full duplex on dial up or 2 wire leased lines

Full duplex Protocol similar to Bell 103 (V21)

Abort timer disconnect

Loss of carrier disconnect

Remote controlled loopback

Echoplex operation

The slide shows the VA3400 features.

10: 1 Improvement in error rate compared to FSK 1200 bps Modems

Terminal break capability provided

E.liminates half duplex turn around delay

Positive indication of connect status

Simplifies terminal operation

Bell 20181C
Sp.-cifications

Data; Serial, binary, synchronous, half duplex on 2 wire lines

Data Transfer Rate: 2400 bps

Modulation: Dibit Phase Shift Keying (DPSK)

Transmit Level: 0 to -14 dBm

Receive Level: -16 dBm to -60 dBm or 0 dBm to -35 dBm

RTSICTS Delay: 0,7.6 msec, or 160 rnsec

Pha•• Shift

Dibit
00
01
11
10 •

201B/C
450

1350

2250

3150

Bell 201 modems are 2400 bps synchronous half
duplex 2-wire or full duplex 4-wire units that use
a modulation scheme similar to the VADIC
VA3400. The 201A is an obsolete 2000 bps
unit, 201 B is primarily for private or leased line
applications, and the 201C is for dial up applica
tions.

Note: 201A 2000 bps dial up Jines rep/BCfId by 201C.
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BELL HIGH SPEED
All Synchronous

201A
2000 BPS
Single channel, self contained
Dial-up
$55 leased; $70 dial-up

2018
2400 BPS
Single channel, self contained
Leased line
$55 leased; $70 dial-up

201C
2400 BPS
Single channel or up to 6, 12 or 30
In common cabinet
Dial-up or leased line
$55 leased; $70 dial-up

BELL HIGH SPEED

Bell 201 models and prices are shown in this slide.

203-0BSOLETE

208A
4800 BPS
Single channel, self contained
Leased line-no conditioning
$1251month

2088
4800 BPS
Single channel, self contained
Dial-up
$l60/month

209A
9600 BPS or multiplexed increments of 2400 bps .
Single channel, self contained
Leased line, 0-1 conditioning
$230/month Bell high speed as well as other Bell modems

are discussed.

OTHER BELL MODEMS
303SerI81

19.2, 50 and 230.4K BPS
Single channel, S8lf contained
Special 6000 & 8000 com lines

403Seri81
Up to 60 Char/Sec
Single channel, self contained
Leased or dial-up
$40 to $6O/month
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DATA ACCESS ARRANGEMENTS
Manual: COT - l000A

Manual only operation
$2.00 to $3.00/month

Automatic: CBS - l00lA or l00lF
Automatic operation
Voltage interface
$6.00 to $7.00/month

caT - l00lS or 10010
Automatic operation
Contact closure interface
$4.00 to $5.50/month

Functions

• Protect terminal and modem from line surges

• Provide DC isolation/impedance matching via transformer

• Protect network for excessive power to line

• Perform line transfer-handset to modem and vice versa

• Auto answer/dial (CST or CBS only)

Typical Automatic DAA Configuration

RING (CE) RING

oTR (CD) OH/DA

Data DSR (CC) CCT
Processing CTS(CB)

DAATerminel RTS(CA) Modem
Equipment

Tx Data (BA)

RxDaia (BB) oT T

l~• Carrier Det8Ctor (CF) line DR Una R

Connecting a non-telco modem to the switched
network has required the use of a protective
device called a data access arrangement (DAA).
During 1975 the California Public Utilities
Commission began certifying non-telco DAA's
so that independent manufacturers such as
VADIC could connect their equipment to the
network via a customer provided (VADIC pro
vided) DAA. The FCC is now proposing that
all the state PUC's and telephone companies
allow the DAA to be part of the equipment
provided· by independent manufacturers.

REPLACING BELL MODEMS

1. Leased line
No DAA required

2. Dial·up
, .DAA required

Until the California PUC decision in mid 1975
the non-Bell modem had to have a separate
telco provided DAA connected to it. The Bell
modem connected directly to the line, as
shown in the top of the slide.

\

BELL

TERMINAL _.-il
OR MODEM
CPU

r----------~------,I I
I I
I I

TER~~NAL ~""""'I---t MODEM ~......II!--~ ,r-o----
~U I I

I I
I . . I
~------ ~ J
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IBM Line Adaples
Specificatlona

Data: &.Ial. hjuluv. IIsvnrh,unou•• half duplox

Dltl T"".,., ~...: LI,"Il~d Ullht"Cat Adbl'ten • 0 to 134.li hl)S (St 600 hps)
Letlsed line Adapters - 0 tu 600 bpI
Shared line Adapters - 0 to 134.6 bps

Moclutatlan: Frequency Shift Keyed (FSK) FM

Specifications Summary

Line Mall. 8it '1W Mark Space Input Output Termination

Adapt.,
Type Miles Modulation Rate or Freq. Freq. Impedance Impedance 'Resistance

(kml 4W (Hzt (Hz) ohms ohms (ohms)

~ 4.75
FSK 134.5~ 1170 1830 3000 ~ As Req.

18 (7.85km) 4W 5000
Limited ~ 8.25

FSK ~ 2W 1000 2200
600 or 600 or

AsReq.
OlStanat 2A2 U3.1km) 800 8200 8200

28
8.25 FSK 600 '1W 1000 2200

600 or 8000' As Req.
03.1 kml 5000 5000

Leased ~ No
FSK 600 ~ 1400 2000 600 600 880

Line 18 Limit 4W

1A 2W
820 990

Shared
~

No
FSK 134.5 I--

1230 1400
600 600 680

Line
18

Limit
4W

1640 1810
2050 2200

IBM manufactures a line of asynchronous modems
which they call line adaptors for use on, leased lines.
The specifications are summarized on the slide.

CCITT Modems
V23 Channel Assignments

600 bps

TypeB
Phase Shift

390 450 1300· 1700
420 1500

fc fc

Frequency (Hz)

Type A
Ph8l8Shift

V26 Data Encoding

00

01

11

10

DIBITS

1200 bps

390 460 1300 2100
420 1700

fc fc

Frequency (Hz)

A

980 1180
1080

fc

Frequency (Hz)

(similar to Bell 103/113)

(similar to Bell 202)

(similar to Bell 201)

V21 Channel Assignments

A

(0 to 300 bps)

(0 to 1200 bps)

(2400 bps)

V21

V23

V26

Outside the U. S. data transmission standards are
set by the International Telegraph & Telephone
Consultative Committee (CCITT) which is a part
of the International Telecommuni,cations Union
in Geneva. Standards V.21, V.23, and V.26
describe modems similar to the Bell 103, 202,
and 201 respectively.
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Point-to-Point Network

Multipoint Network

Point-to-point leased line networks are similar to
what is shown at the top of the slide. All dial up
connections are point-to-point. Multipoint net
works have more than one remote station for
each central $t8tion.

Bell 801
Automatic Dialing

801C Touch Tone Dialer

PNO on 50 msec, then off 70 msec; i.e.,
approK. 1 sec to dial l()·digit number

Automatic dialing via the Bell 801.auto calling
unit requires a unique interface between the
business machine and ACU. This interface is
defined in EIA specification RS366. The
interface signals are as follows:

CRQ

DLO

PHD

DPR

NB1
Data Processing NB2 Automatic

Terminal
NB4

Calling
Equipment Unit

NBS
ACR

DSS

PWI

l
Modem

SOlA Pulse Dialer

PND on 100 InS times # pulses, then off 1 sec;
i.e., approK. 15 sec to dlal1~digftnumber

Phone
Line

120

CRQ
DLO
PND
DPR
NB1
NB2
NB4
NBS
ACR
DSS
PWI

Call Request
Data Line Occupied
Present Next Digit
Digit Present
Digit Value 1
Digit Value 2
Digit Value 4
Digit Value 8
Abandon Call & Retry
Data Set Status
Power Indication



NORMAl:;ACU CONFIGURATION

801 - -- 801
ADAPTER DIALER

~

,
~

RS232 -- -;-
ADAPTER -- MODEM -

· ·FRONT END · ·· ·
801 -: -- 801

ADAPTER -- DIALER
I--

t -
RS232 - --ADAPTER - MODEM ~

TEL LINE

TEL LINE

'Each 801 auto calling unit requires its own front
end 801 RS366 adaptor. A single modem is
associated with each dialer. The modem/ACU
combination is attached to a single phone line.

MACS Block Diagram

IDIALERIIIMODEM1-15 MODEM1MO~EMICHASSIS 01
VADIC's multiline automatic calling system is,~

diagramed in this slide. A single RS366 ACU I

port connects to as many as 60 phone lines.
Each MACS dialer, rVA821, can handle up to
15 modems.

MODEM -15MODEMs-1 MODEMICHASSIS 11

MODEM -15 MODEMsi MODEMICHASSIS 10DIALER

.TERMINAl

801 por 1 . t

DIALER IMODEMI-15 MODEMS~MODEMICHASSIS 00
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".~'

SYSTEM WITH RS232 TO
RS366 ADAPTER

VA831 801
ADAPTER DIALER

RS232 TEL LINE
ADAPTER

MODEM VADIC's VA831 adaptor enables a computer to
initiate the dialer and transmit dialing informa-

• tion - digits and supervision - to an 801 pulseFRONT END •·• or touch tone dialer via an RS232 modem·-11-,'- interface. All signaling takes place through
VA831 801

ADAPTER DIALER characters sent from the computer on Transmit
RS232 TEL LINE

Data, and received by the computer on Received
ADAPTER Data.

";;.":.~

MODEM

SYSTEM USING VA821 MULTILINE DIALER

MULTIPLEXER CONFIGURATION

When VADIC's VA821 multiline dialer is
used the RS232-RS366 adaptor requires
a dedicated RS232 port. The VA831
makes, it possible to have automatic calling
through a multiplexer port that does not
pass 801 interface signals. As shown in
the lower portion of the slide, an automatic
dialer can be located at the distant end of a
multiplexer link, and accessed through a
conventional RS232 interface without
hardware modifications.

TEL
LINES

VA831
DIALER
SYSTEM

t------- TEL LINE

1----- TEL LINE

MUX

M
o
D
E
M

MUX

RS232
ADAPTER ......-------......

RS232
ADAPTER

RS232
ADAPTER

FRONT END

FRONT END

.,.;~

.....~l;
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Diagnostics

l T
x

BUSin~ssl"·'" .(~...

Machlne
l
," ...--------..

....J Rx

Rx

Tx

,. f~

Local
Digital
Loopback

Near End
Modem

Analog
Loopback
(Local Test)

Remote
Analog
Loopback

Far End
Modem

Remote
Digital
Loopback
(REM Test)

I i'"

.....:::.

Analog loopback refers to connecting the
transmitter's (analog) output to the
receiver's input of the same modem. (For
full duplex modems the transmitter and
receiver must be switched into the same
channel since normally they are in
opposite channels.) The receiver demo
dulates the transmitted signal; agreement
between transmit and receive data thus
confirms that all parts of the modem are
working correctly.

Digital loopback refers to connecting the
receiver's (digital) output to the trans
mitter's input. A message sent from the
near end modem which is looped back
digitally at the far end and successfully
received is a complete check that both
modems and the communication link
are working satisfactorily.
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Vadic Modems-A Whole Family of Modules, Cards & Chassis for OEM's & End-users.

MODULAR CONCEPT FOR THE OEM
V,ldil:'s data set Inodules (Ht~11 103,202, IBM, CCITT) c.lre specifically dl~si~1Illx1 tnl
incorporation inside lenlntl:~ tenninals and data cornll1unication systerHs. TtH~ rlllldlllt:~s

combine sllperior perfofllldnce and low cost with pac"'aging flexibility thllt enables rdpid
and inexpensive custom printed circuit board configuration. Vadic's nl0dules also provide
broad applications flexibility-full transrllit/receive (with or without reverse channel for
the 202 and CCITT data sets), transmit only/receive only operation, switched or leased
lines, point-to-point or multipoint. Vadic manufactures custom circuit boards to EOM
specifications for interconnect characteristics and physical configuration. All VA300,
VA1200, VA2400, VA2700, and VA3400 Series modems as well as automatic dialers
are available in custom configurations.

MDS CONCEPT FOR THE END USER
Picture a whole new generation of computer-connected modem. hardware and you've got
Vadic's Multiple Data Set System (MDS). There's nothing like it for size, flexibility, and
performance. Bell 103,202,201 compatible modems, Vadic's unique VA3400, IBM
modems, and automatic dialers fit in seven inches of rack space-intermixed in any way.
And to put the system even further ahead, we built in display and diagnostic functions
that make troubleshooting an entire communications system easy.
We didn't stop there. We added a one- and two-channel chassis for terminal clusters and
multiplexer sites-with identical diagnostics plus cabinets to hold the modems and
associated telephone line connecting equipment.
In data communications, Vadic matches both ends of the line.

VA3400:
1200 BAUD FULL DUPLEX,
2-WI RE MODEM
Here's a modem to make you sit
back and take note-full duplex,
1200 baud on a two-wire circuit!
This precedent setting modem has
the speed of a Bell 202, with the
simple line protocol of the 103 and
can replace either one without any
software modifications; it can be
used on switched networks or leased
lines.

IT'S FAST
If your front end-and remote termi
nals are capable of 1200 baud
operation, you can make your data
system run four times as fast simply
by replacing 103's or Vadic VA300's
with the VA3400's. Take two min-

,-- utes to change board straps and a
VA3400 can resemble a Bell 202 or
VA1200. But since the V A3400 is
full duplex, with continuous carrier
in both directions, turnaround delay
is zero. On some systems th is means

.. substantial performance improve-
\ mente You can also make it easier to

deal with the disconnect and line
outage problems so common in half
duplex operations, because the
VA3400 incorporates an optional
abort timer that disconnects a call if
carrier is not detected within 12

" seconds of answering a call and a
carrier-off di"sconnect that automati
cally puts the data coupler on-hook
if. incoming carrier is lost.

1\

.ll.

ASYNCHRONOU~SYNCHRONOUS

VA3405 modems have an integral
asynchronous/synchronous buffer,
which allows use of the identical
simple line discipline used by Bell
103 or V A300 modems. The
V A341 O's are synchronous and offer
something new if you want to design
your 1200 baud system to have
higher throughput and lower line
costs.

VA3DO:
300 BAUD BELL 103
COMPATIBLE MODEM
Vadic's VA300 series features every
103 or 113 configuration offered by
Bell, plus system capabilities and
options not available from Bell.
Standard VC'dic transmitter and
receiver modules form the analog
functions of each unit. We add con
trols, interfacing, and diagnostics
hardware to create a family of
modems that give unexcelled perfor
mance and flexibility, yet hold their
own in price.

125

SWITCHED NETWORK MODE~
The VA300 family includes mode,."
cards completely compatible with
Bell's 103A2, 103E, and 113A/B
switched network models. In parti
cular, the VA305C/D card features
all the disconnect and control capa
bilities of the 103E with a bonus
automatic dialing, using Vadic's
VA801 type dialer. Applying
advanced circuit techniques, Vadic
packs full originate/answer operation
into the same space taken by answer
only or originate-only models.

LEASED LINE MODEMS
This series also incorporates 103F
compatible versions, right down to
programmable loc?1 te~t ~apability~
They can be used In orlglnate-onl)' "',!:}

or answer-only modes. "-

SPECIFICATIONS AND MODELS
There are 12 different models, plus
strapping options, in the V A300
Series-for all kinds of switched net
work and leased line applications.

~; .' ~'~7'~~:"~ ",.:. I



CCITT
COMPATI BLE MODEMS
Vadic also manufactures a complete
line of CCITT compatible low and
medium speed modems. Contact the
factory for information.

VA801 :
AUTOMATIC DIALERS
Dialers are numbered VA801 A and
VA801 C, following 8'ell designations
801 A and 801 C for pulse and touch
tone automatic calling units, °
respectively. These units are func
tional equivalents to Bell dialers,
with all strap options available.
Computer systems replacing Bell
dialers require NO software or
hardware changes. .

OPERATING FE'ATURES
Vadic dialers feature all operations
necessary for rei iable automatic
dialing, plus several functions that
optimize system performance:
Positive dial tone detection
Positive answer tone detection

(2025 Hz or 2225 Hz)
7 to 90 second abandon call and

retry timer
End of number code detection
Forced 1%-second hang-up
Full compatibility with all Bell 103

and 202 type modems
Field conversion between pulse and

touchtone dialers
Busy detection for early retry
CBS or CBT Data Couplers
Tandem Dialing (optional)
Inval id digit detection

LLA's-Leased Line Adapters
IBM's version of modems for lines
leased from a common carrier.

These IBM compC1tible 111(")(1erns Clll1

be rnixed with <111 olhl~r Vddil~

rllnrlurns in \1I1Y l:h~\ssis ~l/ld lth,ir
di{l~lnostic$ C(lptlbilities ,lIl~ r Iqtlt up
with all other MDS moderns.

I

VA2700:
IBM COMPATIBLE MODEM
IBM supplies a series of modems,
called line adapters, for IBM data
communications systems. Vadic
offers a complete set of modems
compati ble with IBM line adapters,
but featuring package interchange
ability with Bell types and diagnos
tics unique to Vadic's MDS concept.
By adding a free standing cabinet,
Vadic can replace and augment IBM
2711 installations.

LDA's-Limited Distance Adapters
for use with privately owned lines of
limited length.

SLA's-Shared Line Adapters-up to
four pairs of modems can operate
independently over one privately
owned line, each pair using a differ··
ent frequency.
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S\tVITCHED NETWORK MODEMS
The VA2400 family is fully compati
ble with all Bell 201C configurations
plus provides automatic dialing LJsing
Vadic's VASOl type di<1ler.

LEASED LINE MODEMS
fhe VA2400 Series also is cornpdti
ble with all Bell 201 B modems. Both
2-wire and 4-wire models are
available for use in point-to-point or
multidrop applications. RTS/CTS
delay is strappable for7.1 msec to
optimize throughput .

MDS DIAGNOSTICS
All V A2400 Series modems are
completely interchangeable with
Vadic's standard packaging and
diagnostic hardware. Digital and
analog loopback test in-service
operation without additional
equipment and comprehensive
interface display pictures modem
and network operation.

LOW POWER
CMOS circuits are used to minimize
power consumption, making the
modem ideal for incorporation inside
remote terminals or data communi
cations systems.

SPECI FICATIONS AND MODELS
There are five different models, plus
strapping options via pencil switch
control, to cover all types of switched
network or leased line applications.

;.

Y.:O~2400 SE RIES-
BELL 201
C

0

0MPATIBLE MODEM
\la'dic's VA2400 Series modems
pr6vide synchronous data transmis
siQ11 at 2400 bits per second. Vadic's
rTlQdems utilize unique detection
:.8chniques that improve performance
an~ enable rapid carrier acquisition
oV~'r worst case lines.

VA 1200:
1200 BAUD BELL 202
COMPATIBLE MODEM
ViHlil:'s VA 1700 Series Inir; Jrs the
V1\: ~()() ill concep t (lnd scope. I1l1 iIt
air Ul" Itt V()(jit~'s pI nvull Iillu () I 1:~QO
lJ(IlHI tr<lllsfnitter dlld receiver
rnodules, it offers more than Bell in
performance, flexibility, and test
capabilities.

"SWITCHED NETWORK UNITS
The VA1200 family covers all Bell

. 202 configurations, with or without
5-baud reverse channel. All models in
the MDS series can also be used with
Vadic's VA801 type automatic
°dialer. With its unique modular
construction, Vadic units can be
configured for transmit-only or
receive-on Iy appl ications.

LEASED LINE UNITS
Vadic's V A 1200 series also satisfies
all 2020- or 202R-compatible
r~ements,but adds enough
fl~ Jility to meet virtually all leased
'I~ne 1200 or 1800 baud applications.
~asic units provide field straps for
adjusting Clear-To-Send, carrier
detect, soft carrier, and turn-around
delays. These control features
provide versions for two or four wire
Gonnection, point-to-point or
rhultipoint system arrangements.

NO EQUALIZER
One option Vadic does not require is
a;'strappable equalizer. A new
detection method obviates a compro
mise equal izer for typical phase and
ainplitude distortion. Operation over
both short and long haul circuits is
ex lent-without field adjustment.

oo~~~ .,'_' '~~",
'" .. t '
'.,. <~OOO~~O.



VA1601ACU:
AUTOMATIC CALLING UNIT
Packaging is in the clean and simple
style of other Vadic standalone
chassis, btl tinside tilorn nrn lhr ea
cards any une ul th~ MI)S IllUdulllS,

\l VAHll1 Sl)lil.~s hHlclllunn or pllls(~

type dialer llnd an audible lille t11oni·
tor card. Enough room is left for a
power supply that can even supply
a type CBT data coupler, if necessary.

SPECIAL DIAGNOSTICS
To let you always see what the
modem and dialer are doing, the
VA1601 ACU has separate· diag
nostic indicators for each. The upper
row of eight lights monitors the
dialer and the lower monitors the
modem interface leads. Of course,
th.ese diagnostics are in every way up
With the rest of Vadic MDS and
standalone units. The audible line
monitor card and speaker is an ad
feature that allows you to hear the
dial and connect sequence as it
actually occurs. A rear panel switch
silences it for normal operation.

,.'~fJ;ik

- -

Display all EIA interface lines from
a selected modem

Test any modem locally
Test any modem from remote station
Send built-in test signals to remote,

or use for local test
Busy·out any nlodenl
Watch dynaillic channei status of

any modem
Test remote terminals
Test telephone lines
Vadic adds support hardware to the
VA 1616 that makes Iife easier for
everyone. Standard prewired cabinets
~ith ~ou~ings for Bell Data Couplers
Simplify Installation, maintenance,
and the floor plan.

VA1601 & 2:
1 & 2 CHANNEL CHASSIS
For the remote terminal end Vadic
matches its MDS with a complete
family of standalone modems. These
units express the same sense of style
and performance that sets the M OS
apart. Two basic chassis, the VA1601
and VA 1602, accommodate any of
over 47 different plug-in modem
cards-the enti re Bell 103, 202, and
201 compatible line, IBM modems
and Vadic's advanced VA3400 Series.

The V A 1601 holds one modem and
the VA1602 holds two. Now, add
the VA1601ACU automatic calling
unit chassis and you have more data
c,?~munications and packaging flexi
bility than you can find anywhere.

DIAGNOSTICS AND DISPLAY
Even though they look nice and
small, each standalone chassis has the
same powerful diagnostics as the
VA1616.

Vadic Multiple Data Set Systems
VA1616:
16 CHANNEL CHASSIS
T~e ':A 1616 ~hassis leads the group.
yv,th II~ capacity to hold up tn 16
11l181111lxod Vadil; nHldtHllS, switched
or IOdsHd lillU, 01 dlltlllntltic di~lIers in
one ~even inch Ilinh cfla~sis, i l is truly
() space saver. And of CQUISC, redun
d?nt power supplies, programmable
diagnostics, and selectable front
pa~el display are part of the package.
This means 128 -modems-or 48
modems and 48 DAA cards-in a
standard Vadic 19-inch wide cabinet!

DIAGNOSTICS
Sha~p,diagn.ostics figure keenly in
Vadlc s achievement. We knew we
could no.t just cut Bell's prices-we
had to of1er maintenance techniques
that would make you want Vadic
hardware for superior system
perforrnance. Our integral test and
display system actually replaces
telephone company services and
hardware. Our customers tell us it's
nice to know exactly what's wrong
before phoning Bell. Look at the
VA1616 chassis. With th is elegant
and powerful control panel at the
central site you can:

(vadic] 505 EAST MIDDLEFIELD ROAD, MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA 94043 (415) 965-1620
22 EVELYN AVENUE, VINELAND, NEW JERSEY 08360 (609) 696-1440 -
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Adelin M. Clp.~~e

Hewlett Packard 3352 Gas Chromatograph System to HP 3000 Link

(Micro Processor Communication Link for Data Collection)

A communication link has been established from an HP 3352C Gas

Chromatograph Data System and an HP 3000CX. This link allows scien

tists and technicians running Gas Chromatographs to automatically

transfer their data to a 3000 Disc file.

The purpose of this paper is to de~cribe the hardware/software

problems which were encoqntered and our solutions to those problems.

Of particular interest is the fact that a "link controller" based on a

microprocessor was designed and constructed to interface the two

systems.
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BACKGROUND

In December, 1975, the Scientific Systems Development section

of Norwich Pharmacal Company launched a Laboratory Automation

project which was to aid the Company in its Drug Research and

Development activities. This commitment to computers in the lab

oratory came as a result of an extensive survey and planning period

which closely involved all persons who were potential users of the

system.

The overall configuration which was selected to satisfy the

diverse needs is shown in Fig. 1 and is composed of three separate

Hewlett Packard systems.

The first system, designated as the host, is the HP 3000. The

configuration for this system includes: 48K memory, two 7905 discs

drives, card reader, line printer and the R.J.E. subsystem. The

function of this system is to provide time sharing service to users

in the Research Center running a mix of BASIC, FORTRAN, EDITOR,

assorted data entry programs, limited Image/Query applications and

remote job entry to an IBM 370/145.

The second system is an HP 9600 coupled to the 3000 using the

Programmable Controller subsystem. This configuration includes:

2lMX with 32K of memory, 32 channel Analog/Digital converter, paper

tape reader, and an assortment of digital interface cards. The

purpose of this system is to automate 12 analytical instruments

(Auto-analyzers, Coulter counters, spectrophotometers, electronic

balance, Differential Scanning Calorimeter and CHN Elemental
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Analyzer). Programs to support these various instruments are pre

sently being written by sse personnel.

The third system is the HP 3352 Gas Chromatograph Data System.

This "turnkey" system consists of a 2lMX with 32K of memory, paper

tape reader, five terminals for reports and twelve Analog/Digital

modules required to attach as many instruments. The purpose of

this system was to automate the time consuming task of data analysis

for a specific group of analytical instruments. This group in

cludes gas chromatographs, liquid chromatographs and spectrodensi

tometers. The software as provided by HP collects data from each

instrument and analyses that data (i.e. integrates peaks, performs

baseline corrections, and calculates concentrations). The 3352

system then outputs a final report which identifies the peaks and

indicates their retention time, area and concentration.

The vendor software does not provide a convenient way to man

ipulate data beyond the final report phase. This is in part due to

the diverse needs of the many users. Since the 3000 could provide

this capability, it was decided to perform these additional calcu

lations using that system.

This paper deals primarily with the link which was established

from the 3352 to the 3000 to make these additional manipulations

possible.
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GROUND RULES OR RESTRAINTS

Due to the problems encountered when one attempts to modify

existing vendor software, it was decided that we would avoid

making any changes to the present system software. On the GC Data

System, we would have to use a single user BASIC interpreter to

handle the transfer of data out of that system. For the 3000, we

would use present existing system software and FORTRAN to handle

data entering the system through the asynchronous terminal multiplexer.

Since the 3352 BASIC can process data for only one GC run at

a time (other requests are queued up), the transfer of data would

have to be as fast as possible to minimize any delay in the start

of a new instrument run. One other problem which we encountered

was that the single user BASIC would not allow us to perform

Input/OUtput to more than one serial device. It did, however,

permit the use of parallel interfaces defined as paper tape reader

and punch.

Since the link would be terminated using one of the multi

plexer ports on the 3000, it would be necessary that we programati

cally define the link as a "data device". Once the data had been

entered and stored on the 3000, it would have to be conveniently

available to all users immediately after the termination of that

particular run.

Since the file space on the 3000 is limited, it was decided

that the data would remain available for a limited period of time

(7 days) after which it would be automatically purged.
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The last requirement was that, if a problem develops or main

tenance be required" on either system, the other should continue to

operate albeit without transfer capabilities. For the 3352 this

meant that if the 3000 was not available gas chromatographic data

analysis could continue to be performed without automatic storage

of the generated data.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the link and will be helpful

in describing data flow during transfer operations. The link con

troller shown in the diagram performs a number of functions:

1) Converts data from parallel to serial and serial to

parallel format.

2) Buffers an entire record between the two computers.

3) Monitors current status of the 3000.

4) Maintains synchronization between the two systems.

This controller has been implemented with state of the art

technology. The heart of the controller is a microprocessor with

capabilities similar to many small computers. Amazingly, the cost

of this device itself is only about 20 dollars. Other components

in the controller increase the total cost somewhat. The micro

processor approach is still cost effective due to the flexibility

acquired through its use.

The need for the controller may be more obvious to those who

have tried to enter data through a multiplexer port from a peri

pheral device. Before sending data to a 3000, the device must"



ensure that the 3000 is ready to receive data. This requires at a

minimum that the device file be opened and that a "READ" operations

be pending at that particular moment. The time required to perform

these operations is influenced by system loading. When speed is

essential, unnecessarily long delays are undesirable. One feature

of the multiplexer which we were able to make use of is the auto

matic transmission of a "DCl" when the 3000 is ready to accept

data. This particular sequence is used to trigger 2640 type ter

minals. We have used it to indicate a 3000 ready-to-receive status.

In an idle state, the controller maintains synchronization

with the 3000 by satisfying the pending read every fifteen seconds.

The controller then waits for a new "DCl" from the 3000. This idle

polling sequence allows the Fortran/3000 program to periodically

check a flag file (every sixty seconds). If it finds this flag

"set" the program will close opened files, release the multiplexer

port and terminate itself. This program normally runs as a batch

job with CS priority 23 hours/day.

When a gas chromatograph run is complete, the 3352 system

calculates final results and displays these at a terminal near the

particular instrument. After the final report has been printed,

the single user BASIC is automatically invoked. A short BASIC

program then requests the final report data from the 3352 system

and passes that data to the controller a line at a time.

As each character is sent to the 3000 by the controller, an

echo is received. This echo is then checked with the character
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sent. This verification process guarantees that the data stored on

the 3000, located six hundred feet away, is identical to the data

printed in the final reports.

If the HP 3000 does not respond to an attempted data transfer

within fifteen seconds, the controller will time-out and indicate

the failure to the 3352. If synchronization is lost with the 3000,

any attempt to transfer data will be immediately aborted. For

either condition the 3352 prints. a message at the local terminal to

indicate that the instrument data had not been stored.

When a complete report has been received by the 3000, the data

file is locked and the updating is perfo~ed. After unlocking the

file, a file number and date stamp are sent to the controller to be

used by the scientist for subsequent access to his data. This

information is conveniently displayed at the bottom of his final

report.

A program is executed daily which discards all data stored for

more than seven days. If extended storage is required, the data

can be extracted from the GC link account and stored in the users

own files. This technique allows us to keep the file down to a

reasonable size (132,000 bytes).

To extract data from the file all that a user need do is write

a short BASIC/3000 program which calls a FORTRAN subroutine. This

FORTRAN subroutine opens the file and locks it to assure exclusive

access, reads the required information and then passes that data to
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the calling BASIC program. Since the subroutine has been stored in

the System SL, the scientist is only concerned with his run parameters

and remains completely isolated from the required file manipulations.

TECHNICAL DETAILS OF THE LINK CONTROLLER

The use of a microprocessor for the link controller was not a

part of the original design. The original design was based on a

parallel to serial integrated circuit (UART) with a few other logic

modules for control. It was only after a few unexpected complica

tions carne to our attention that we realized that our digital logic

circuit was getting very complex and difficult to modify. Although

the functions to be implemen'ted by the microprocessor were compli

cated, our experience in solving computer problems made the solution

to our interfacing problems more manageable than if we had used the

very complex digital logic.

The use of the microprocessor allowed us to simplify the

operations in both minicomputers. The link controller could now

easily buffer records, check the echo on serial transmission and

indicate to the 3352 if the 3000 was not available. The link con

troller is completely automatic in that no operator actions are

required for daily startup. The link controller operates contin

uously.

The microprocessor which vle chose for this application is the

National SC/MP (§.imple to use.. f.ost effective !!!.icro~rocessor). We

chose this particular microprocessor for several reasons:
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- Cost: An evaluation kit which included RAM, ROM, clock

components and interface was available for 99

dollars.

- Software Development: A cross assembler was available on

the G.E. Timesharing Network.

- Availability: The above evaluation kit was available

from a local distributor off the shelf.

The evaluation card was functional the same day we received

it. Using the preprogrammed PROM, we were able to load memory,

execute simple programs and list the contents of memory. Our final

configuration is shown in Fi~re 3. It consists of:

The SC/MP microprocessor

- PROM containing the "monitor program" used to enter

programs and start execution.

- RAM 512 bytes containing the programs we wrote to con-

trol data flow from one system to the other. 256 bytes

are used ~s a line buffer.

- Input/Output interfaces to match signal levels with those

on the 2lMX printed circuit assemblies.

Writing programs for a microprocessor is really not much

different from writing for a minicomputer, assuming one has ex-

perience with an assembler language. The interfacing, however,

requires a person who has an in-depth understanding of digital

logic. We were fortunate to l.ave acquired expertise in both of

these areas prior to this project.
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In writing this description of the link controller, I realized

that this particular approach could be used to enter data from a

variety of instruments directly into a 3000. This would be espec-

ially true if only a minimal amount of real time processing of the

data were required. For eXw~ple, if it was necessary to log data

from various temperature sensors, the sensors could be easily

interfaced to the microprocessor and transferred as a record to the

3000.

As a summary, I would like to itemize the Problems which we

encountered and the Solutions to those problems.

3352 GC DATA SYSTEM

P- Single User BASIC did not allow us to specify a particular

terminal for input/output.

s- Use parallel interfaces 'defined as reader and punch.

P- Single User BASIC did not timeout on data entry from reader.

S- Use a "smart ll controller which would timeout and send a

special code to 3352.

3000 SOFTWARE

P- IOPENTERMDEV locked up terminals under certain situations.

S- Use this routine carefully, close terminal file properly and

don't abort the program.

p- "DcI" transmitted by multiplexer.

S- Use this character to our advantage to detect ready status.

P- How do you stop a program running as a job and yet close files

and preserve pointers.
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s- Use a flag file which is set by a short program.

p- Passing string arrays from FORTRAN to BASIC.

S- Learn to manipulate the logical length of BASIC arrays using

an SPL routine.

LINK CONTROLLER

P- Checking echo at 2400 Baud was difficult.

S- Analyze the echo generated by the MPXR for timing variation

at different BAUD rates. (The echo is offset from the incoming

pulse. )

This initial success with microprocessors has encouraged us to

re-examine certain applications which we might have otherwise

ignored. For analytical instruments it is generally not feasible

to dedicate a minicomputer to each instrument. By interfacing

these instruments using microcomputers we could perform a certain

amount of data reduction before sending the data to the larger

computer in serial format. With the cost of micros as low as it is,

I feel that a new dimension has been added to distributed processing.
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Introduction

The ALTER procedure is intended to be used as a replacement for the

EDIT/3000 MODIFY command. The principal features are an expanded set of

flexible editing commands and the capability to perform multiple editing

operations from the same command line. The ALTER procedure has been

implemented through the PROCEDURE command of EDIT/3000.

Definitions used in this document

Original line: the text line as passed to the ALTER procedure from
EDIT/3000.

ALTER line: the ~opy of the original line to which editing
operat10ns are appliea.

Final line: the text line, with alterations, as passed back to
EDIT/3000.

Command line: a line of ALTER commands.

HOLD string: a space that can hold a string of characters and is
used 1n a manner similar to the HOLD file of EDIT/3000.

Z string: a space that can hold a sequence of ALTER commands and
is used in a manner similar to Z:: of EDIT/3000. .

Pointer: a pointer that moves through the ALTER line as the result
of the ALTER commands. The action of most commands
commences at the current pointer position.

Break character: a character used to separate operands and
commands in the command line.

General operating procedures

When altering a line, as many commands may be used in a single line

as desired. A break character (typically a control G) is used to

separate the operand of one command from the subsequent command.

Alteration of a line is terminated by entering a null command line.

Any numbers associated with a command are optional, if a number is

not specified, the default value (typically one) is used.

If a command is incorrectly specified or its use would cause some

limit to be exceeded, all subsequent commands in the same command line

are ignored and an error message is printed that indicates the point in

the command line at which the error was detected. If the user is not

accessing the ALTER procedure interactively, all subsequent commands

pertaining to the current line are ignored.
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When accessing the ALTER procedure in a non-interactive mode

(typically from a JOB) all trailing blanks are stripped from the command

line. In this mode of operation a break character should be inserted

after any desired trailing blanks to ensure their inclusion in the

command line.

Limitations 2!~ ALTER procedure

Maximum line length is 256 characters.

Maximum command line length is 132 characters.

Maximum HOLD string length is 132 characters.

Maximum Z string length. is 72 characters.

No number in a command may exceed 256.

Syntax notation

The elements of the ALTER syntax are described below. Each element

is enclosed in ,,<>.. , followed by its definition and a list of commands

in which the element appears.

<brk-chr> - Any ASCII character; the initial value is control
G(BELL). <brk-chr> is used to separate data from
subsequent commands.

Commands: INSERT
t

JOIN~ LOCATE, MUNCH, REPLACE,
SUBSTI UTE, ~XTEND, Z=

<character> - Any ASCII character except <brk-chr>.

Commands: ADD; BREAK, CHANGE, FIND, GRAB, KILL,
MUNCH

<string> - A sequence of <character>s to be used for input,
compar1son, or commands.

Commands: ADD1 CHANGE, INSERT, JOIN, MUNCH, REPLACE,
SUB~TlTUTE, EXTEND, LOCATE, Z=

<c> - An unsigned integer that indicates how many copies of the
specified characters are to be manipulated.

Commands: ADD, CHANGE, INSERT, JOIN, MUNCH, REPLACE,
SUBSTITUTE, EXTEND, HOLD

<n> - An unsigned integer that indicates the number of characters
affected by the command! the number of times to repeat the
command, or the particu ar occurrence of a character or
string.
Commands: DELETE, ERASE, HOLD, QUASH, SUBSTITUTE, INVERT,

UNDO, Z, SPACE, FIND, GRAB, KILL, LOCATE, MUNCH

<w> - An unsigned integer which represents a field or line width.

Commands: JOIN, OUTLINE, QUASH, WIDTH
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<column> - An unsigned integer which represents a column position
in the ALTER line.

Commands: OUTLINE, POSITION

# - indicates that input for the command will come from the HOLD string
rather than from a <string> following the command, or that characters
are to be appended to the HOLD string.

Commands: INSERT, JOIN, LOCATE, MUNCH, REPLACE, SUBSTITUTE,
EXTEND, HOLD

* - indicates that the string referenced in the last GRAB, HOLD,
or LOCATE command is to be affected by the command) or that the
length of the string is to be used as a field widtn.

Commands: DELETE, ERASE, HOLD, SPACE, SUBSTITUTE, INVERT, JOIN,
QUASH

Elements enclosed in II []" are optional and may be -omitted if the

default value for the element is desired.

Example notation

The examples that follow each command are delimited by II!II. A "U"

at the beginning of the line indicates a user input line, comments

follow the right-hand U!u. Blank lines are used for purposes of clarity

only, and are not generated by the actual ALTER procedure.

For demonstrative purposes, the break character used in the

examples is "/".

Implementation notes

The ALTER procedure is a single SPL procedure named "Mil contained

in the file ITELEDIT.SQURCE.LIB. The procedure should be compiled and

added to an appropriate SL, typically the system SL.

Accessing the procedure from EDIT/3000 is done in the following

manner:

/p M, {G P S} <range list>

The first parameter is the procedure name "M", the second parameter

(G, P, or S) indicates the sequence of SLs that will be searched for the

procedure, and the third parameter is a range list specifying which

lines will be affected.
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ADD

Purpose: Add characters to the line.

Syntax:

Form 1 - [ <c> ] A <character>

Description:

Form 1 - ~dd <c> c9P~es of <character> in front of the current
p01nter pos1t10n.

Defaults - <c> defaults to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned after the last character
added.

Comments:

ADD is typically used to add a single character into the line.

1

2

3

IP M.!.S, 1
ALTEK 1
THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

AS
THIS IS THE SAMPLES LINE.
3A$
$$$THIS IS THE SAMPLES LINE.

I

Examples:

u!
!,

ui
!

u!,
ui

!

1 - Add an "s" in front of the space between "SAMPLE" and "LINE".

2 - Add three "$"s in front of the first character of the line.

3 - End of alteration.
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B <character>

The pointer is unaffected by this command.

3

1

2

BREAK

Purpose: Change the definition of <brk-chr>.

Syntax:

Form 1 -

Description:

Form 1 - Use <character> as the ALTER <brk-chr>.

Defaults -

Pointer

Comments:

<brk-chr> is initially set to a control G.

The break character can be changed to a character that is more
convenient to type than control G. It should be set to a character
that does not appear in the text since the ALTER procedure can not
differentiate between the break character used as text or as a break.

Examples:

U! IP M,S,l
! ALTER 1
! THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

U! BI
! THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

U! IHERE, IF.I??
! HERE, THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE??

U!
! I

1 - Change the break character to be a .. / ...

2 - Insert the string "HERE, II in front of the first character of
the line, find the next occurrence of ..... and insert "??" in front of
it. Note that a break character was used to separate the string of the
first INSERT command from the FIND command but that no break
character was required after the second INAERT command since there are
no subsequent commands on that line.

3 - End of alteration.
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[ <c> ] C <character>

CHANGE

Purpose: Change characters in the line.

Syntax:

Form 1 

Description:

Form 1 - Replace characters of the line starting at the current
pointer position with <c> copies of <character>.

Defaults - <c> defaults to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned after the last character
changed.

Comments:

CHANGE is typically used to replace a single character in the
line.

Examples:

Ol
I
I

O!
I

O!
!

O!
!

IP MJ..S, 1
ALTEK 1
THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.
FACI
THIS IS THE SIMPLE LINE.
F.2C??
THIS IS THE SIMPLE LINE??

I

1

2

3

1 - Find the first occurrence of an "A" and change it to an "1".

2 - Find the first occurrence of a
and the next to "??".

3 - End of alteration.
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DELETE

Purpose: Delete characters from the line.

Syntax:

D

D

*
<n)Form 1 

Form 2 

Description:

Form 1 - Delete the next <n) characters starting at the current
pointer position.

Form 2 - Delete the string recorded by the immediately preceding
GRAB, HOLD, or LOCATE command.

Defaults - <n) defaults to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned after the last character
deletea.

Comments:

If the original pointer position is less than <n) characters from
the end of the line, only the characters through the end of the line
are deleted and the pointer is positioned after the last character of
the line.

~ Examples:

U! Ip M,S,1
! ALTER 1, THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.U! 3FS7D 1
! THIS IS THE LINE.

U! 2LIS I*D 2
! THIS THE LINE.

U! 3
! I

it.

1 - Find the third "S" in the line and delete seven characters
starting at that point.

2 - Locate the second occurrence of the string illS II and delete

3 - End of alteration.
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ERASE

Purpose: Erase (change to blank) characters in the line.

Syntax:

E

E

*
[ <n>Form 1 

Form 2 

Description:

Form I - Erase the next <n> characters starting at the current
pointer position.

Form 2 - Erase the string recorded in the immediately preceding
GRAB, HOLD, or LOCATE command.

Defaults - <n> defaults to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned after the last character
erased.

Comments:

If the original pointer position is less than <n> characters from
the end of the line, only the characters through the end of the line
are erased and the pointer is positioned after the last character
erased.

1

2

3

THE SAMPLE LINK.

E SAMPLE LINE.

I
I - Find the second occurrence of "1" in the line and erase that

character and the next.

Examples:

U! IP M,S,1
! ALTER 1
! THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

Ul 2FI2E
! THIS

U! 2LTH/*E
! THIS

Ul
1

2 - Locate the second occurrence of "TH" in the line and erase it.

3 - End of alteration.



FIND

Purpose: Position the pointer at a specific character.

Syntax:

Form 1 - [ <n> ] F <character>

'Descript ion:

Form 1 - Find the <n>th occurrence of <character> starting from
the current pointer position.

Defaults - <n> defaults to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned at the <n>th occurrence of
<character>.

Failure - The command fails if the <n>th occurence of
<character> is not found.

Comments:

Examples:

U!
!
!

U!
!

U!
1
1
1

Ul
1

IP MJ.S,1
ALTEK 1
THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.
3FECT
THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINT.
4FSIXXX...
*** ERROR *** COMMAND FAILED
THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINT.

I

1

2

3

1 - Find the third "E" in the line and change it to a "Til.

2 - Finding the fourth "s" will fail since there are only three
"S"s in the line. The insert command is not executed.

3 - End of alteration.
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[ <n> 1 G <character>

2

1

GRAB

Purpose: Record the position and length of a string.

Syntax:

Form 1 -

Description:

Form 1 - Record the position and length of the string from the
current pointer position up to~ but not including, the
<n>th occurrence of <character7. This command does not
change the line, but the information it records can be
used by subsequent commands to alter the line.

Defaults - <n> defaults to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is unaffected by this command.

Failure - The command fails if the <n>th occurrence of
<character> is not found.

Comments:

The GRAB command is used to s~ecifiy a string for use by the
DELETE, ERASE, HOLD, SPACE, SUBSTITUTEl or INVERT commands; or to
define a field width for the JOIN and ~UASH commands.

Examples:

U! IP M,S, 1
! ALTER 1
! THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

U! 3FSG *V
I THIS IS THE sample LINE.

U!
! /

1 - Find the third "5" in the line, grab all characters up to the
next" It in the line and down shift the string recorded.

2 - End of alteration.
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HOLD

Purpose: Place characters in a HOLD st~ing from which they may later
be retrieved.

[, <c> ] H

II:- [<c>] H

[ <c> ] H

f~ [<c>] H
*
*

<n>

<n>

Syntax:

Form 1 

Form 2 

Form 3 

Form 4 -

Description:

Form 1 Place <c> copies of the <n> characters which begin at
the current p01nter position into the HOLD string.

Form 2 - Append <c> cqpies of the <n> characters which begin at
the.current p01nter position to the contents of the HOLD
str1ng.

Form 3 - Place <c> copies of the string recorded by the
pre~eding GRAB, HOLD, or LOCATE command into the HOLD
str1ng.

Form 4 - Append <c> copies of the string recorded by the
immediately preceding GRAB, HOLD, or LOCATE command to
the contents of the HOLD string.

Defaults - <n> and <c> default to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is unaffected by this command.

Comments:

Note the difference between Form 1(3) and Form 2(4): in Form 1(3)
the designated string replaces whatever was previously contained in
the HOLD string; whereas in Form 2(4) the designated string is
appended to the existing contents of the HOLD string.

If the original pointer position is less than <n> characters from
the end of the line, only the characters through the end of the line
are held.

The contents of the HOLD string are retained between calls to the
ALTER procedure.

The length of the HOLD string is limited to 132 characters.

The HOLD string is used in a manner similar to the hold file of
EDIT/3000, but the two areas are not related.

Examples:

u!
!
!

u!
!

u!
!

u!,
ui

!
U!

!

IP MJ.S,1
ALTEK 1
THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.
2LIS I*H*D
THIS THE SAMPLE LINE.
4~I
IS THIS THE SAMPLE LINE.
L THIS/*f~H
IS THIS THE SAMPLE LINE.
8DF .~~I
THE SAMPLE LINE IS THIS.

I

1

2

3

4

5
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1 - Locate the second occurrence of "IS II in the line, place it in
the HOLD string and .then delete it from the line.

2 - Insert the HOLD string in front of the first character of the
line.

3 - Locate the first occurrence of .. THIS" and append it to the
HOLD string.

4 - Delete the first eight characters of the line, find the 1t.1I

and insert the HOLD string 1n front of it.
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INSERT

Purpose: Insert characters into the line.

Syntax:

I <string> [ <brk-chr> ]

I

<c>

<c>

Form 1 

Form 2 

Description:

Form 1 - Insert <c> copies of <string> in front of the current
pointer position. <string> must be followed by a
~brk-chr> if additional commands follow on the same
command line.

Form 2 - Insert <c>.copi~s o~ ~he HOLD string in front of the
current p01nter pos1t10n.

Defaults - <c> defaults to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned after the last character
inserted.

Comments:

INSERT is used to add an indefinite number of characters into the
line.

1

2

/P M,lS,l
ALTEK 1
THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.
lIS /2FI3DF.I NOW
IS THIS THE SAMPLE LINE NOW.

Examples:

U!
!
!

U!
!

U!
! /

1 - Insert illS II in front of the first character of the line, find
the second occurrence of "I" (starting after the inserted characters),
delete three characters, find the It." and insert II NOW". Note the use
of the "/" to separate the string of the first INSERT command and the
subsequent FIND command.

2 - End of alteration.
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JOIN

Purpose: Insert characters into a field without affecting the portion
. of the line to the right of the field.

Syntax:

Form 1 

Form 2 

Form 3 -

<w>

*
*

[, <c> ] J <string>

<c> ] J <string>

# <c>] J

<brk-chr> ]

<brk-chr> ]

the

Description:

Form 1 - Within a field which begins at the current ~ointer
position and has width <w), join <c> copies of <string>
to the front of the field. <string> must be followed by a
<brk-chr> if additional commands follow on the same
command line.

Form 2 - Within a field which begins at the current pointer
position and has a width equal to the length of the
string recorded by the last GRAB, HOLD, or LOCATE
command, join <c> copies of <str1ng> to the front of
field. <string> must be followed by a <brk-chr> if
additional commands follow on the same command line.

Form 3 - Within a field which begins at the current pointer
position and has a width equal to the length of the
string recorded by the last GRAB, HOLD, or LOCATE
command~ join <c> copies of the HOLD string to the front
of the Iield.

Any characters that would be moved past the end of the field
because of the insertion will be deleted.

Defaults - <w> and <c> default to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned after the last character
inserted.

Comments:

If the width of the field is not known, the GRAB command can be
used to establish the field width. Examples:

U! IP M
l
S,2

I ALTE 2
! SMITH ,ANN ,F,29

U! FAG,*JMARY 1
! SMITH ,MARYANN ,F,29

U! 2
! I

1 - Find the first "A" in the line, grab up to the next "," and
insert "MARY" at the front of the field recorded without affecting the
portion of the line to the right of the ",".

2 - End of alteration.
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[ <n> 1 K <character>

KILL

Purpose: Delete characters up to a specific character.

Syntax:'

Form 1 

Descript ion:

Form 1 - Delete all characters from the current pointer position
up to but not including the <n>th occurrence of
<character>.

Defaults - <n> defaults to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned at the <n>th occurrence of
<character>.

Failure - The command fails if the <n>th occurrence of
<character> is not found.

Comments:

Examples:

u! IP M,S,l
'ALTER 1
i THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

ui 2KI 1
! IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

U! 2
! I

1 - Delete all characters up to but not including the second
occurence of 111

11 in the line.

2 - End of alteration.
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LOCATE

L <string> [ <brk-chr> ]

# L<n>

<n>

Form 2 

Desc ript ion:

Form 1 - Locate the <n>th occurrence of <string> starting from
the current pointer J?osition. <string> must be followed
by a <brk-chr> if adaitional commands follow on the same
command line.

Purpose: Locate a string of characters.

Syntax:

Form 1 -

Form 2 - Locate the <n>th occurrence of the HOLD string starting
from the current pointer position.

Defaults - <n> defaults to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned at the first character of
the <n>th occurrence of <string> or the HOLD string.

Failure - The command fails if the <n>th occurrence of <string>
or the HOLD string is not found.

Comments:

Examples:

U! IP M,S,l
! ALTER 1
! THIS I S THE SAMPLE LINE.

U! LLINEI *E 1
! THIS IS THE SAMPLE

U! 2
! I

1 - Locate the first occurrence of LINE" in the line and erase
it.

2 - End of alteration.
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MUNCH

Purpose: Replace characters up to a specific character.

Syntax:

M <character>

M <character> <string> [ <brk-chr>

<c>

[, <-c>i <n>

<n>

Form 1 -

Form 2 

Description:

Form 1 - Replace all characters from the current pointer
~osition up to but not including the <n>th occurrence of
~character) with <c> copies of ~string>. <string> must
be followed by a <brk-chr> if additional commands follow
on the same command line.

Form 2 - Replace all characters from the current pointer
position up to but not including the <n>th occurrence of
~chara~ter> with <c> copies of the HOLD string.

Defaults - <n> and <c> default to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned after the last character
replaced.

Failure - The command fails if the <n>th occurrence of
<character> is not found.

Comments:

MUNCH is equivalent to a KILL command followed by an INSERT.

1

2
.~

Examples:

U! IP M,S,l
! ALTER 1
! THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

Uf 3FS2MLHEAD
f THIS IS THE HEADLINE.

Uf ~f~~~~~iMA P.X1'RA flp.AOt.tmL
ttl

J ,

1 - Find the third liS" in the line, replace all characters up to
but not including the second occurrence of ilL" with the string "HEAD".

2 - Replace all characters up to but not including the third
occurrence of liB" in the line with three copies of the string
"EXTRA" •

3 - End of alteration.
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[ <w> ] [, <column> ] 0

2

1

OUTLINE

Purpose: Generate a column position template.

Syntax:

Form 1 

Description:

Form 1 - Generate a column position template <w> columns. wide
starting in <column>.

Defaults - <w> and <column> default to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is unaffected by this command.

Comments:

The template generated by the OUTLINE command is useful when
column dependent editing is being performed.

Examples:

UI IP M,1S, 1
I ALTEK 1
I THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

Ul 300
I 123
I 123456789012345678901234567890
I THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

U!
I I

1 - Print a column template thirty columns wide.

2 - End of alteration.
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<column> P

POSITION

Purpose: Position the pointer at a specified column.

Syntax:

Form 1 

Description:

Form 1 - Position the pointer at <column>.

Defaults - <column> defaults to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned at <column>.

Comments:

The leftmost column of the ALTER line is column one.

Examples:

U!
!
r

Ul
1

ur
1

IP M,lS, 1
ALTEl<. 1
THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.
10PlAB/PCX
XHIS IS TABHE SAMPLE LINE.

I

1

2

1 - Position the pointer at column ten, insert the string "ABu in
front of that column, return the pointer to column one and cnange that
character to an "X".

2 - End of alteration.
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QUASH

Purpose: Delete characters from a field without affecting the portion
of the line to the right of the field.

Syntax:

Form 1 

Form 2 

Description:

<w>

*
[, <n> ] Q

<n> ] Q

Form 1 - Within a field which begins at the current p'ointer
position and has width <w), delete the first ~n>
characters.

Form 2 - Within a field which begins at the current pointer
position and has a width equal to the length of the
string recorded by the last GRAB, HOLD, or LOCATE
command, delete the first <n> characters.

Blanks are inserted at the right end of the field to maintain the
original field width.

Defaults - <n> and <w> default to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned after the last character
deleted.

Comments:

If the width of the field is not known, the GRAB command can be
used to establish the field width.

Examples:

U IP MRS,2
ALTE 2
SMITH ,MARYANN ,F,29

U 2FMG,*4Q 1
SMITH ,ANN ,F,29

U 2
I
1 - Find the second occurrence

characters up to but not including
characters from the field recorded
the line to the right of the 11,".

2 - End of alteration.
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REPLACE

Purpose:" Replace characters.

Syntax:

Form 1 

Form 2 -

<c>

<c>

R <string> [ <brk-chr> ]

R

Description:

Form 1 - Replace characters of the line starting at the current
pointer position with <c> copies of <str1ng>. The number
of characters replaced is equal to <c> times the length
of <string>. <string> must be followed by a <brk-chr> if
additional commands follow on the same command line.

Form 2 - Replace characters of the line starting at the current
pointer ~osition with <c> copies of the HOLD string. The
number of characters replaced is equal to <c> times the
length of ~he HOLD string.

Defaults - <c> defaults to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned after the last character
replaced.

Comments:

REPLACE is used to change an indefinite number of characters in
the line.

Examples:

U!
!
!

U!
!

U!
!

IP MJ.S, 1
ALTEl<. 1
THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.
2FIRPRETTY
THIS PRETTY SAMPLE LINE.

I

1

2

1 - Find the second occurrence of 111" in the line and replace
characters from that point on with "PRETTY".

2 - End of alteration.
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SUBSTITUTE

Purpose: Substitute one string for another.

Syntax:

Form 1 - <n> [, <c> ] S <string> [ <brk-chr> ]

Form 2 - <n> I [ <c> ] S

Form 3 - * [ <c> ] S <string> [ <brk-chr>

Form 4 - * I [ <c> ] S

Description:

Form 1 - Substitute for the next <n> characters starting at the
current pointer position <c> copies of <string>. <string>
must be followed by a <brk-chr> if additional commands
follow on the same command line.

Form 2 - Substitute for the next <n> characters starting at the
current pointer position <c> copies of the HOLD string.

Form 3 - Substitute for the string recorded by the last GRAB~
HOLD, or LOCATE command <c) copies of string. <string~

must be followed by a <brk-chr> if additional commands
follow on the same command line.

Form 4 - Substitute for the string recorded by the last GRAB,
HOLD, or ~OCATE command <c) copies of the HOLD string.

Defaults - <n> and <c> default to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned after the last character
inserted.

Comments:

SUBSTITUTE is most oft,n u,ed when replacing a string of
characters with <string> wh1Ch 1S of different length.

Examples:

ur
r
!

U!
r

U!
!

U!
!

IP M.l.S, 1
ALTEl<. 1
THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.
2FT3SA
THIS IS A SAMPLE LINE.
2LIS/*SILLUSTRATES
THIS ILLUSTRATES A SAMPLE LINE.

I

1

2

3

1 - Find the second occurrence of "T" in the line and substitute
the string "A" for the three characters starting at that point.

2 - Locate the second occurrence of the string illS" in the line
and substitute the string "ILLUSTRATES" for it.

3 - End of alteration.
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TRANSPOSE

Purpose: Transpose two adjacent characters.

Syntax:

Form 1 - . T

Description:

Form 1 - Transpose (reverse the relative positions) of the next
two characters starting at the current pointer position.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned after the two transposed
characters.

1

2
I
1 - Find the first o~currence of "Nil in the line and transpose it

with the next character 1n the line.

UI
!
I

U!
I

U!
1

Comments:

Examples:

IP MJ.S,l
ALTEK 1
THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.
FNT
THIS IS THE SAMPLE LIEN.

2 - End of alteration.
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Syntax:

Form 1 - [ <n> 1 U

Description:

Form 1 - Restore the line to its <n>th previous state. The only
values for <n> currently defined are one and two. A value
of one causes the ALTER line to be restored to the
immediately previous state, a value of two(or any larger
value) causes the ALTER line to be restored to the
original line.

Defaults - <n> defaults to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned at the beginning of the
line.

Comments:

Note that all previous states back to the original are not saved,
only the immediately previous state and the original line. Thus,
issuing the UNDO command twice in succession is equivalent to
performing a '2U' command, the line is restored to its original state.

Examples:

U! IP M,S,1
! ALTER 1
! THIS I S THE SAMPLE LINE.

U! 4V 1 ~! this IS THE SAMPLE LINE.
U! 5D 2

! IS THE SAMPLE LINE.
U! F.S HERE? 3

! IS THE SAMPLE LINE HERE?
U! U 4

I IS THE SAMPLE LINE.
ui u 5

! THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.
U! 6

! I
1 - Downshift the first four characters of the line.

2 - Delete the first five characters of the line.

3 - Find the first occurrence of a II. II and substitute the string'
II HERE?II for it.

4 - Restore the line to its immediately previous state.

5 - The second UNDO command in succession will restore the line to
its original state.

6 - End of alteration.
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INVERT

v<n>

Purpose: Change the case of alphabetic characters.

Syntax:

Form 1 -

v*Form 2 

Description:

Form 1 Invert the case of the next <n> characters starting at
the current pointer position. Upper case characters are
downshifted, lower case characters are upshifted, and
numeric and special characters are unaffected.

Form 2 Invert the case of all characters in the string found
in the last GRAB, HOLD, or LOCATE command.

Defaults - <n> defaults to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned after the last character
scanned, this is not necessarily the last character
actually inverted.

Comments:

If the original pointer position is less than <n> characters from
the end of the line, on!y the. characters through the end of the line
are inverted and the p01nter 1S positioned after the last character of

the line.

IP M1.S,l
ALTEK 1
THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.
6V
this is THE SAMPLE LINE.
7V
THIS Is THE SAMPLE LINE.

1

2

3

the first seven characters in the line.

the first six characters in the line. Note
of any characters-, not the first six

I
1 - Invert the case of

that this is the first six
alphabetics.

2 - Invert the case of

Examples:

U!,
i

U!
!

U!
!

U!
!
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<w> ] W

WIDTH

Purpose: Specify maximum final line length.

Syntax:

Form 1 

Description:

Form 1 - Set the maximum final line length to <w>.

Defaults - <w> defaults to 1.

Pointer The pointer is unaffected by this command.

Comments:

The initial value for <w> is 72.

After alteration of the line is complete. the final line length
is ch~cke4 against <w> •. If the final line length exceeds <w> • ttie
user lS glven three optl0ns:

1) The line may be altered further to bring the line
length down to the specified <w>.

2) The line may be truncated at <w>.
3) The line may be left as is (i.e., longer than <w».

If the user is not accessing the ALTER procedure interactively,
option 3 is chosen automatically.

EDIT/3000 does not issue a warning if the user creates a line
that extends beyond the right margin.

The value of <w> is retained until a subsequent WIDTH command
changes it.

Examples:

UI /P M,S,l
I ALTER 1
! THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

U! 15W 1
! THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE. !

U! .! 2
I ***WARNING*** LINE LENGTH( 24) > MAX( 15),
! ALTER/TRUNCATE/RETURN

UI *A/T/CR?A ! 3
! THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE. !

U! 72W ! 4
I THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE. I

U! ! S
! / !

1 Set the maximum final line length to fifteen.

2 - End of alteration.

3 - Since the final line length exceeds the maximum specifi~d, the
user is given the options of further altering the line, truncatlng the
line at the maximum final line length, or returning the line to
EDIT/3000 as is.

4 - Set the maximum final line length to seventy-two.

S - End of alteration.
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(

l'

"
I )

I I
.,

I //
, ////

y("/.." ._._.----.;._. -._. _-........:.,.:...;..;.:-;,-:-.--..:..~ EXTEND'
/. Purpose: Append cha~~~·ter~· :~~ .the ena~1Sf7t~~ri ~ -

I

"
!
I

<br~-chr> ]
L

<c> ] X <string>

I <c>] X

Syntax:

Form 1 

Form 2

Description:

Form 1 - Append <c> copies of <string> to the en4 of t~e.line.
<str1ng> must be followed by a <brk-chr> 1f add1t1onal
commands follow on the same command line.

Form'2 - .Appe~d <c> copies of the HOLD string to the end of the
l1fte,

Defaults - <c> defaults to 1.

'Pointer - The pointer is positioned after the last character
appended. .

U!
I
!

Ul
I

ut
!

UI
t

Comments:

_.L·~ __ Examples:~

IP MlP., 1 I
ALTE~~. 1 !
THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE. !
X NEXT LINE t 1
THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE. NEXT LINE.!
U4X I XFILLER . I 2
T~IS 1.S THE SAMPLE LINE. FILLER I

I I 3

1 - Extend the line with the string II NEXT LINE".

2 - Restore the line to its previous state and extend the line
with four blanks followed by the string "FILLER...

3 - End' of alteration.'

~-- '. _. - .

I
4

~
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Z

Purpose: Save and use ALTER commands with the Z string.

Syntax:

Form I - Z= <string> [ <brk-chr> ]

Form 2 - ,[ <n> Z

Description:

Form I - Save the seguence of ALTER commands contained in
<string> in toe Z string. <string> must be followed by a
<brk-chr> if additional commands follow on the same
command line.

Form 2 - Execute the commands saved in the Z string <n> times.

Defaults - <n> defaults to 1.

Pointer - Form 1 leaves the pointer unaffected. Form 2.has. the
same effect as <n> copies of <string> in the command'
line.

Comments:

5

6

1

2

3
4IP M,S,I

ALTER 1
THIX IX THE SAMPLE LINE.
Z
THIX IX THE XAMPLE LINE.

The length of the Z string is limited to 72 characters.

The contents of the Z string are retained between calls to the
ALTER procedure.

Examples:

U! IP M,S,I
1 ALTER 1
! THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

U! Z=FSCX
I THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

U! 2Z
! THIX IX THE SAMPLE LINE.

Ul
U!

!
!

U!
I

U!
I I

1 - Assign the string "FSCXII to the Z string. This represents the
commands IIfind next S, change it to an XII.

2 - Perform the commands contained in the Z string twice.

3 - End of alteration.

4 - Invoke the ALTER procedure again.

5 Perform the commands contained in the Z string once. Note that
the previous definition is retained.

6 - End of alteration.
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SPACE

Purpose: Move the pointer left or right in a line.

Syntax:

Form 1 - [ <n> ] -
Form 2 - [ <n> ] <space bar>

Fonn 3 - * <space bar>

Description:

Form 1 - Position the pointer <n> spaces to the left of the
origina~ pointer position.

Form 2 - Position the pointer <n> spaces to the right of the
original pointer position.

Form 3 - Position the pointer immediately to the right of the
string reco~ded by the last GRAB, HOLD or LOCATE command.

Defaults - <n> defaults to 1.

Pointer - The pointer is positioned as described above.

Comments:

In form 1, if positionin~ the pointer would move it past the
beginning of the line, the p01nter will be positioned at the first
character of the line. In form 2, if positioning the pointer would
move it past the end of the line, blank characters are appended to the
end line to the point where the pointer is positioned.

Examples:

U! IP M~S,l
! ALTE 1
I THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

U! F.2-T 1
! THIS IS THE SAMPLE LIEN.

U! CT 2
1 THIS IT THE SAMPLE LIEN.

~
UI LSAM/* 2D 3

I THIS IT THE SAME LIEN.
U! 4

! I
1 - Find the first occurrence of a "." in the line, space left two

positions and transpose the two characters starting at that point.

2 - Space right ~o the second ,"S" in the line and change it to a
IITil • f'~

3 - Locate the first occurrence of the string "SAMlI
, space right

over it and delete the next two characters. .

4 - End of alteration.
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DEBUG

Purpose: Call the intrinsic DEBUG •

.Syntax:

Form 1 - "1

Description:

Form 1 - Call the intrinsic DEBUG.

Pointer - The pointer is unaffected by this command.

Comments:

This allows .poking around in ALTER arid EDIT/3000.
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The pointer is unaffected by this command.

2

1

3

4

S

QUOTE

Purpose: Manipulate ASCII control characters in a line.

Syntax:

Form 1 

Description:

Form 1 - The special characters flag is toggled each time ' is
encountered as a command.

Defaults -

Pointer

Co:mments:

The special characters flag is set to false before each command
line is scanned.

When the special characters flag is true, data tokens of the form
"'nnn" are converted to a single ASCII character with value nnn. These
characters m~y be manipulated in the same manner as any other
characters. When the special characters flag is false, data tokens of
the form "'nnn" are treated as separate ASCII characters. "nnn" should
be the decimal representation of the desired ASCII character.

Examples:

U! IP M,lS,l
! ALTEK 1
! THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

U! 'F.A'10
! THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE
!

U! 'F'10D
! THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

U! A110
! '10THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

U! 3D
! THIS IS THE SAMPLE LINE.

U!
! /

1 - Turn the special characters flag on, find the first occurrence
of "." in the line and add a line feed character ('10) in front of it.

2 - Turn the special characters flag on, find the line feed
character and delete it.

. 3 - Since the s~ecial characters flag is off the string "'10" is
inserted in front of the first character of the line.

4 - Delete the first three characters from the front of the line.

S - End of alteration.
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Charles W. Jackson

SHORTHAN

An easy-to-use utility program that expands simple abbreviations
into COBOL source code without requiring you to learn a new
language.

HOW IT OPERATES

A COBOL programmer codes simple abbreviations rather than lengthy
COBOL code. SHORTHAN then expands these abbreviations into valid
COBOL verbs, syntax, and/or data element names. These abbrevia
tions reside on a permanent tape or disk file and are dynamically
loaded into an internal core table each time the SHORTHAN program
is used. Subsequent table look-ups are performed using an inter
nal binary search algorithm.

You may determine your own abbreviations, use our list of
"STANDARD" abbreviations, or a combination of both. Our abbrevia
tions are simple and easy to use. They are usually the first
letter of each expanded word. For example: CONFIGURATION SECTION
would be coded CS and expanded accordingly.

In some instances a COBOL coder may need one or more abbrevia
tions that are not contained in your list of standard abbrevia
tions. In such a situation, SHORTHAN allows the coder to submit
"TEMPORARY" abbreviations. These "TEMPORARY" abbreviations will
be added to the standard abbreviations each time they are sub
mitted to SHORTHAN.

SHORTHAN will not alter the original coding indentation, line
format, etc. if an abbreviation substitution would cause the
source code to extend beyond column 72, SHORTHAN will automatical
ly generate an appropriately coded continuation card-image.

WHAT IS PROVIDED

The source code is sent directly to you. Complete installation
instructions and System Docpmentation is provided. Since you
are a HP3000 user, no source code changes are necessary. Also
provided is a sample program which is used to verify the SHORTHAN
installation. SHORTHAN also has a one (1) year software warranty/
support. Support for subsequent years is provided for $100 per
year.
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WHAT IT WILL DO FOR YOUR COMPANY

SHORTHAN can save your company time and money in three major areas:

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Development/maintenance programmer time is reduced because
less code is required.

KEY TRANSCRIPTION/VERIFICATION

Key transcription/verification time correspondingly decreases
because the amount of code is reduced. .

• DATA CENTER

COBOL compiler diagnostics and subsequent reruns are reduced.
Less is key transcribed and, therefore, fewer errors are
introduced into yo~r~~~9urce ·code.
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Professional
Computer Services
Incorporated

2321 ·E. 28th St.
Long Beach, Ca. 90806

. 213/426-9561

Professional Computer Services (PCS) is a computer service
company located in Long Beach, and has been providing quality
computer services for 10 years.

PCS has specialized in the business applications of computers,
and has developed package programs for Accounts Payable, Pay
roll, Accounts Receivable and General Ledger/Financial State
ments. These package programs are now running on the Hewlett
Packard System 3000, Series II, and can run on any model' of
of the HP System 3000.

PCS has used the package programs to serve many different
companies of varying sizes and types. The packages are ex
tremely flexible and mature.

The attachment describes the package programs in general.
"For details, further information on custom programming or
questions on the attached, please contact Bob Goodman by
phone or mail at the above address and phone number.
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Professional
Computer Services
Incorporated

PACKAGE SOFTWARE

Accounts Payable

The Accounts Payable package uses a vendor master file which
stores the vendor number, name and address, and terms. When
an invoice or expense has been authorized to pay, it is input

to the system. An Invoice Register is printed. The due date

and discount are computed from the invoice date and the vendor
terms.

When it is time to print checks, a "pay through" date is

provided. The system pays all invoices with computed due
dates less than or equal to the "pay through" date. Pro

vision is made to override the computed decision to payor
not pay. All of the invoices which are to be paid for a
particular vendor are collected and one check is printed

with a remittance advice showing those invoices being paid.
A Check Register is printed.

The system provides for the entry of handwritten checks and

prints a Check Register and a Cash Disbursement Journal.
At the end of an accounting period, a General Ledger Distri
bution is printed. All entries against each account are

listed with a description, and the summary posting for the
account is printed. Entries are generated to the cash,

accounts payable, and discount accounts and the report zero
balances. This General Ledger Distribution becomes input
to the General Ledger and serves as a subsidiary ledger.
The distribution· for more than one month can be accumulated
at the same time so that entries for future periods can be
made before finishing with the current or past periods.
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The following reports can be generated at any time:

• Listing of all open items by due date or vendor

• Ag,ing of open items

.Veri~or file list

.• Vendor labels

..1 .
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Payroll

The Payroll package uses an employee master file to store em
ployee number, name, address, pay rates, tax status, deductions,

and personnel data for each employee. When a payroll is to be
processed, payroll entries are made for each employee to be paid.

The following variables are provided on payroll entries:

• Type Pay - Regular hours, sick, vacation, holiday, exclud
able sick, meals, tips, 1099, miscellaneous gross.

• Rate - Up to five different rates can be stored in the em
ployee master to provide for different rates for different

shifts and job classifications.

• Department - Employee hours can be split across mUltiple

departments.

• Overtime - Time and a half or double time.

The system computes gross payroll, taxes, and other deductions.

Up to nine deductions per employee are allowed on a fixed, one

time or up to a limit basis. A Payroll Register prints a list

ing of all employees showing the gross-to-net computation. A
Deduction Register prints a listing of all employees who have
other deductions with each deduction type listed in a separate

column. The Paycheck includes the employee address, and the.
stub shows the elements ~aking up the gross pay, the current
pay taxes, the year-to-date taxes, and the other deductions

taken.

A monthly Payroll Report is printed which becomes input to the

General Ledger. The account number, the breakdown of qross by
the tax boundar'ies, and the tax and other deductions are listed
for each department.

The quarterly 94lA and DE3 continuation sheets are printed on
appropriate forms and the tax calculations are done. The annual

W2 forms are printed.



The following optional reports can be selected as required:

• Employee Master List
• Individual Earnings Records

• Workmans Compensation Report

• Bank Reconciliation

• Deduction Reports

• Time Cards
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•
Accounts Receivable

The Accounts Receivable package uses a customer master file

which stores the customer name and address and sales analysis

variables. Sales, payments, and adjusting entries are input
to the system. An Invoice Register, Cash Receipts Register,

and adjustment registers are printed. All entries are posted

to an open item file and to sales analysis files which have
~

been selected. Sales analysis is· available by customer,

product category, salesman and department. An account number
is computed from client option parameters and each journal is

posted to a General Ledger Distribution.

At a selected frequency, a trial balance is printed showing

all unpaid items for each customer. Each entry is aged ac

cording to the invoice date and customer terms.

Each customer has a statement frequency and statements are

run at the selected frequency for all qualifying customers.
Sales Analysis Reports are printed at required intervals.
At the end of each accounting period the General Ledger
Distribution is printed. Entries are generated against the
cash and accounts receivable accounts and the report zero
balances. The General Ledger DistribU~on becomes input to
the General Ledger system and serves' ss a subsidiary ledger.
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General Ledger and Financial Statements

The General Ledger system uses a Balance Forward master file
to store account number, descriptions, balances, and report
attributes of the accounts. The output of the Payroll, Accounts

Payable, and Accounts Receivable systems are inputs. Miscel
laneous general entries are input, also.

The system produces journals, General Ledger, and Financial

Statements. Some of the features of the system are listed below:

• Up to two financial statements in different formats and up
to five supporting schedule groups in different sequences

and formats.

••

•

•

•

•
~ •

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Two, four, or six column financial statements for use in
budgetary statements. Annual or monthly budgeting. Whole

dollar option.
Completely. optional financial statement captions and total

descriptions.
Four levels of totals on financial statements. Progressive

totals on all levels. Tabulate or print the accounts making

up any total level.
Page change and line skip options at any point on financial
statements.
Optionally print percentages or dollars per unit above and

below a percentage base accumulation~

Year-to-date net change financial statements.

Source and application of funds statements.
Any chart of accounts up to seven digit account numbers.

Print or nonprint on financial statements.
Detail description on input.
Automatic year-end closing.
Direct entry for corrections without running General Ledger.

Automatic debit and credit of accounts based on percentage
of input or account balance.
Automatic cost of sales entry.

Audit report of invalid and special accounts.
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Computer Services
Incorporated

ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS
PACKAGE PROGRAMS

PRICE SCHEDULE

2321 E. 28th St.
Long Beach, Ca. 90806

2131426-9561

Application Program

General Ledger and Financial Statements
Payroll

Accounts Payable

Accounts Receivable

Medical Billing

Inventory

Notes to Price Schedule

Purchase Price

$3500

3000

3000
3500

2500

2500

2.

1. Four hours of technical support at our Long Beach

facility are provided with each package. Time and
expense for travel outside of the Greater Los Angeles
area is paid by the buyer.

All programs are warranted against program defects for

90 days.

3. Program maintenance contracts are available at 1% of
the purchase price per month or on a time and expense
basis.

4. Programs may be rented. The monthly rental is 10% of
the purchase price plus a $200 installation charge.
Fifty percent of all charges for the first 90 days may

be applied toward purchase.
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Norman \~right

The need for high volume, low cost data ent~ is leading inereasing~ to the

use of optical mark sense equipment in a wide variety of applications. Frequently

the greatest part of the effort of the beginning user goes into assessing the

capabilities of the various available OMR media. Yet in most applications, this

will represent only the opening pages of OMR implementation. This discussion will

concentrate on such factors as the impact of forms design on the accuracy. and com

pleteness of OMR data. Consideration will also be given to philosophies of error

correction as well as the implications of OMR data entry on overall ~stems design.

The main thrust of the discussion is on the non-mechanical aspects of humane~· and

~ accurately "marking sense".
\

''The Moving Finger writes: and having writ, moves on: nor all thy piety

nor wit shall lure it back to cancel half a line, nor all thy tears wash out 8.

word of it." (From The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, Edward Fitzgerald, trans~tor.)

When the poet Omar Khayyam penned these words in 12th Century Persia, he did

not ~le out the possibility that, while we could not change a line of what is writ,

we could at least subject it' to intensive study and re-interpretation. And while

Omar· could not have foreseen the modern corollary, he almost certainly would have

,.. understood it: to capture every line--preferably in machine-readable -form. This
'to

modern need for high volume data entry leads us, not completely Qy punsmanship,

to our modern OMR--the optical mark reader.

Historically the optical mark reader is closely associated with educational

applications. One of its first uses was in scoring the large volumes of standardized

educational tests so familiar to post-war generations of students. At first

mechanical, and later optical mark sensing equipment treed countless teachers and

clerks from the tedious, time consuming, and error-prone task of hand scoring the

thousands of student examinations that went along with mass assessments of student

achievement. The almost immediate acceptance of the mark sense response sheet

may be attributed to its reliance upon the simple and familiar tools of paper and
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pencil, and to its olose analogy to it.s non-machine-seorable oounterpart. The

OMR has continued to dominate this field. Tests, surveys, and questionnaires of

all kinds today remain the most widespread and- familiar of all OMR applications.

Because of its use in education, it is not surprising that educational admini-

strators were one of the first groups to see the value of the technology in gathering

demographic data from students. In schools and colleges around the country, OMR

data entry was soon being used not only to assess students, but to register them,

assign them to classes, and report their final grades as well. This natural

succession of events was perhaps accentuated by the fact that OMR did best what
.'

educators needed to do--to capture large amounts of data in a very short tjm~ at

minimal cost. These non-testing uses of the OMR helped form a broa~e~ base upon

which many more recent applications have been built.

Increasingly optical mark sense technology is finding its way into diverse

appljcation~ in business, industry, and government. It has been used to capture

census, personnel, and survey information closely analogous to its uses in edu-

cation. It has also been used tor many traditional applications in business--

entering routine statistical and sampling data, quality control, inventory, and

ti;me accounting. Recently the OMR has been used to replace hand-counted paper

ballots in a voting system where the legal requirements of ballot layout prohibited ~

conventional voting machines.

OMR media today are available in a wide variety of styles and sizes. Docu

ments range from punched card size, to standard 8t" by 11" sheets, to·documents

which fold out into a. long continuous form. Many of the readers for card-sized

documents accommodate punched as well as marked information.

What all of the available media have in common is requiring the respondant

to record his data Qy gridding--filling in pre-printed boxes, ovals, or circles

with pencil marks. The gridded marks are read qy the photo sensors on the mark

reader and translated qy hardware and software into dicital data. The sample sheet
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(fig. 1), used by the American College Testing Program to regiRter students for

its examinations, shows some or the variety of information that can be captured

in this manner. This is in addition, of course, to the more usual multiple choice

type of responses.

The example is notable for the relatively high amount of ",ritte~.. aJ:1d numerical

iaformation which the applicant is requested to grid. Unfortunately, no studies

have been done, as they have been for GR.T' s, testing the psychological attitude

and tokance of respondants to this form of data entry. Unquestionab13 the gridding

of the information takes longer than printing it-~about 3 minutes for gridding

the sample document, versus about It minutes for simply entering the data i.n

printed form. In aome senRe at least, the respondant jg required to functjon as

a data transcriber as well as to provide the required information. Undeni.ably

this form of data entry depends upon the time, effort, and care of the respondant.

Largely for this reason it was once felt that filling out OMR doc~ents

should take place only in carefully supervised environments•. While this is still

frequently practiced in schools and colleges, many OMR users have recently had

good results with documents filled out by the general public in uncontrolled

situations. The sample document in figure 2 is designed for home use. Users of .

data sheets and surveys find that they can usually rely upon the respondant.' s good

will and his desire for personal data to be ··correctly entered. There is al~o

some evidence to sugge·st that the present population consi.sts increas~ngly of

"trained" data transcribers, since OMR is becoming widespread.

In applications requiring use by the untrafned respondant or the general

public, the layout and design of the printed form. is crucial to the ·success of any

OMR prpject. Essential to successful layout is some ordered and clear method. of

·presenting data for response. With sheet sized documents, the user can frequently

include explanations and examples on the OMR document itself. If the j.nformat:.on

is not to be filled out in a controlled environment, it is almost always desirable

to include accompanying instruetj.ons cl~a.rly Ap8ci:f:yinp t,h~ d~~i..red COT.,.t~nt, of ~8~h
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field. The material should also give the traditiona'l "Grid only one response"

instructions for marking OMR format: . however, too frequently this is done to the

detriment of elaboration on field content.

Almost all OMR projects require that related documents be group~d into some

form or other, whether by classes and schools in educational applications, or by

production unit,s in a business environment. The older method for entering such

control information was to depend on the respondant to enter it correctly on the

response document itself. For example, students would be asked to grid a school

number and the first 5 letters of their teaCher's name. Increasingly, however,

OMR users prefer to enter such control information on separate sheets or documents,

usually ones which are identifiable to the scanning software or hardware itself. ~

Because of its pivotal importance control data is t~us separated from respondant

data. Frequently it may be entered by a more highly trained or carefully controlled

person--a teacher or a clerk at the processing center.

At the U.S. Civil Service Co~ssionls OMR processing center, for example,

written exams are shipped to the center from 65 area offices around the country.

Personnel at the center fi.11 out a scannable document known as an Area Office Header

to identify each group of a.nswer sheets received. The header sheet is color cOded

and corner cut, borrowing techniques from card processing. This header itself

'becomes a record on tape along with job applicant documents. It identifie~ all

subsequent records on tape as being input from a particular area office., as well as

giving processing and control information about the documents.

In the simplest of all imaginable mark sense applicati.ons incorrectly gridded,

data is of two sorts: either an applicant grids more than one response ,on a set

of grid positions requiring only one--known as a set of grid positions requiring

only one--known as a double grid; . or the respondant fails to grid any response-

an omit. In some applications, the software, either at the point of scanning or in

subsequent processing, ca.n be programmed to pr~ictably circumvent or default when
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encountering ~uch data. More usually the data suspected to be in error w:i.ll be

examined to see if some determdnation can be made of the intent of the respondant.

Double grids and omits give greatest problem in demographic data; fortunately it is

also here that they are most like~ to be correctable. Almost universally, OMR

documents requiring gridded data such as name and address reque~t that the respondant

both print and grid hi.s information. In· such cases most errors can be resolved

by resorting to the written information.

Some users of OMR depend on extensive pre-screening of the mark sense documents

in an effort to detect gridding errors before they are input to the machine. Such

an e~nation can never be totally effective, of course. More importantly, it

tends to use a great deal of human time and energy in perusing docunents which

will need no attention. For this reasoD, it is usually much more cost effective to

concentrate on errors after they have been detected by computer.

In most applications, then, the raw data from the scanner will pass through

some kind of edit program designed to detect errors peculj.ar to OMR entry. Usually

other edits and checks on data validity, similar to those for other methods of data

entry, will also be performed. The resolution and correction of the detected errors

will usually represent by far ·the greatest amount of time and effort spent in any

~stem involving OMR entry.

The correction process oan be considerably more complex tl.sj.ng Ql.1R technolor:~ as

where only one side of a document can be read at a time, or where a single respond

ant's data spans several documents or cards. In such applications where the order

and relatedness Qf documents can usually not be depended on, a match ·is done to

bring together the different pages or documents which form data ana single individual.

Many schemes for pre-gridding or pre-punching match information have been devised.

Unless some provision is made for strict control on the match fields, resolution

of mis-matching pages can be a monumental task.

The actual method by which corrections are·'applied to files of OMR data presents

an interesting paradox. Since t,he data is already in machine re8()able form on the
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course, is dra~tically less than the percentage of documents in error.

mark sense document» and since it can usually be corrected by simp~ erasing or

re-gridding the mis-gridded information, it would seem natural to apply the

corrections simply by re-scanning the corrected document. While some OMR users

do opt for this method, most high volume users do not. They object that it

disrupts the production flow of batches and complicates the process of undating

data with corrected informationo They argue that, while OMR is good at the ta.~k

of rapid mass data entry ~ keyed entry 18 more Suitable to correcting t.he dat.a once

it is at a data cantero

In an average, well designed OMR application, the documents containing errors

or suspected errors will' represent somewhere between 5 and 20 percent of the total

"number of documents enterede The exact figures will, of course, depend.on many

factors including the amount of data on each document, the age and experience of

the respondants, and the complexity of the edit criteria themselves. .Typically,

the. number of actual corrections to be applied to the data will be sonderably. less

than the nwnber of documents examined for suspected error. Most systems utilizing

OMR entry today provide for field corrections on erroneous data rather than requir-

ing total record replacemento This design factor brings about important economi.es

in the data entry phases of correctiono The percentage of fields in error, of

~
Recent advances in CRT technology, and the cost reductions which have a·ccompanj ea'

them, open broad new avenues for error detection and correction :l.n OMR:data. A few

of the newest systems have been designed utllizing some form of CRT correction

entry. One can envision the entire process of error detection and correction taking

place at the CRT 0 The stack of OMR documents would provide the only source material

needed· for the correction process. In such a set up, a single ana~st would be

responsible for both the resolution of the error and the actual correction of the

data on file.

Regardless of their differences in application and technique OMR users point

to many of the same advantages.. Data is captured in machine readable form di.rectly
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from the respondant, thus eliminating the time consumjng task of keyed entry. The
OMR document js highly portable and requires no special equipment to fill out.
While data gathered in this manner will almost always contain errors, a well-designed
system can detect and recover from such errors effectively. OMR's are highly
efficient at entering large masses of data at low cost. Thus in many applications
involving information from and about people, optical mark readers will continue
to represent one of the best me~s available for data aqui.sition.
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OGrants Review - reviewing grant applications a~ determining grant awards.
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you choose in the spaces provided.
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blackened.

Refer to Form 10568 instructions. Blacken the
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Charles Van Ausdall

Abstract

It is not our intent to define nor exhaust the possible approaches to

transacti on logging but to poi.nt out the importance of and need for such a factlity,

specifically, in an on-line environment utilizing the HP3000 Data Base subsystem

IMAGE.

I. What is transaction lossing?

II. Why lose transactions?
(batch/on-line implications)
A. Rerun/recovery
B. Audit capability
C. System evaluation, vhoenteredhowmanyofwhatwhen

1. Who - operator/process ID
2. Enteredhowmany - provided by txn. count
3. Ofwhat - transaction m
4. When - time and date stamp

III. What should we lose?
(as a funct10n of why we lose)
A. All transactions
B. Only actual modifications to the "data base"

IV. Who loss the "what" we choose to lose?
(optimization of utility)
A. Users responsibility?
B. Vendors "opportunity"?

V. How do ve lose the "what"?
(the medium chosen as a function of resoUl"ces/hardware)
A. Tape or disc as "system" resources
B. Unsupported (by vendor) device~ configured as terminals

VI • .Summary/Proposal
A. Rellability of interested systems
B. Efficiency
C. Operational considerations

Transaction Logging for On-Line systems
Integrity of Image Data Bases

Welcome to the wonderful world of on-llne computing!! J I am sure that by

now we all believe that on-line processing is possiblY: the greatest thing since

peanut butter. However, as with all "good things" we sometimes find "nits" which

only come to light after making the commi.tment to innovate. One particularly

important such item is the management of system integrity for such an amorphous
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entity as an on-line computing facility.

For our purposes let us define and limit "on-line" ~ystems to be those

facilities providing an operator, typically the end user, with the capabilit.y of

dealing directly with the computer. Further, let u~ provide this capability

in an interactive mode, allowing the user to enter data and providing on the- spot

results. This process is to be differentiated from conventional batch systems

,·,hjch accept data in bulk quantities prepared in advance in some computer compat-

able nonconsumable medium. This data is. typically gathered by the user, "punched"

by a data entry operator via such devices as keypunch, key-tape, key-disc, etc•••

and finally submitted by a computer operator to the "machine" for processing. The

results are· then routed back to the user to be verified and possibly resubmitted ~

to Data Entry for another run.

There ~re many variations and combinations of the batch/on-line mdx and as

many valld arguments for th~ use of each. Our primary interest here is in the

implications of the user dealing directly and interactively with the computer.

Data Integrity

Since the user enters data directly to the computer there is typically no

"computer compatable .nonconsumable medium" produced. This would be the case with

video type terminals. This point is significant in that it implies the possible

loss of the capability to rerun the process. If we are operating in an environment

in which data is entered from a source document, it would be necessary to manually

reenter all data processed since the last backup. In a non-source environment,

however, i.e., phone order processing recovery may not be possible.

The process of lossing each transact:' on as it occurs ",ould provjde us wjth

the required hl~ory of values and sequence in which data was processed against the

data base. Thi s "lose" together with peri-odic system backup procedures should .'

provide us with the information to restore our "environment" to its status at any

given point in time.
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A ::'HHlfld ;1II1"',-1.n,,1 (-"I\~~idf't~l\11"1l L' tllC' 'l1lt·:·t·it"lt1 "I' dflt.n intArt·qy i:~ thp

impltcation of ihn mult:i prograllD1l:1ng env;:ronment. jn which sev~ral procp~~p.~ may bp.

concurrently effect.ing the data environment. Th5.s j s particularly important:: f

the sequence in which transactions are processed again~t the data base effect their

outcome. In this situation, the re~ult of anyone transaction may depend on either

the value of elementn already in the data base or the possibllity that another

transacti on against the data base may be pend~.ng.

The above cons~deratjons may be placed :i.n perspect.::.ve by t.he follow1ng quert~on:

"HOY1 do '",e recover our data base follo\t"dng a system failure? (hardware or soft\-lare)".

We are not so much concerned with who or \rlhat caused the fai.lure but wit.hout

ability to pick up the p:i.eces after the cau~e has been remedied.

Provi d: ne Integri t:y

~~e have attempt.ed to handle th:~ s situat.~ on j n our shop :i n a strai ght fOTl-lard

manner. Simply ~tated: ••• \-le do not. allow system crashes... This pol:cy, how-

ever, has not proven to be entirely successful and we, therefore, have been forced

to consider altp.rnatives.

Periodic backup provides a parti.al ans'Wer allowi.ng us to recover up to ~ome

point in ti.me T( n) at wh5 ch the system was last backed up. c,.Je have even ~.mplemented

an 3.0.P. - Standard Operating Procedure - to provide the backups). However, we

have not been :::ucce~sru1 i.n ~etting the "~ystem" to coopera.te in schedu1~ng :it.s

crashes. (\Jhat about the transactj ons from T(n) to the tjme of craRh?)

Logging

Our next approach was to explore the process of Tran~act:on Lossing. In a

nutshell, Tran~act:!.on Lossing provides a "copy" i.n whjch it occurs. The~e tranr-

actions are then available and together \-1~th the backup from time T(n) prov:'de t.he

jnformat.ion to re~tore the data environment to the status at the exact t~me of

failure (assuming, or cour~e, that Rome faci1jty :~ prov~dp.d to "rerun" the~p. tran~

actjon~ against the data ba~e).

In our survey we found ~everal quest! on roo wh:ch rmJ,·t r)~; 8.'1ked 1,') r]~f:nf! l.h·~

"Lo~sing" process.
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1.-1hat do ~l1e lose? Our answer is primar: ly a funct.: on of why we lose. If

we lose transactions for data recovery only then we need lose only those tranR

acti on~ whi ch modify our dat.a base and more exactly onl~T that data wh; ch haf; been

actuall~T updat.ed. If we would also lj ke t.o analyze all activi ty agai.n~t the sy~tem

we must necessarily store more transactions with more informatjon. This approach

could provide information for audit trail or system evaluation as in whoenteredhow

manyofwhatwhen.

Havjng defined the why and what we move to the next logjcal proce~s, the

def5ni.t5 on of h~" \rle 1.rnplement logging and implicit.ly the restore procedures.

We considered several avenues of approach. At the outset lossing appeared to be a

relatively application dependent process, similar to yet sufficiently d:i.fferent

for each proce~s to require many lose and restore procedures and involve much

effort to create and maintain the recovery software.

After studying the data storage technique chosen, HP Image 3000, We developed

what appeared to be a generalized lossi.ng/recovery process usjng the data bar,e

~tEelf to define the structure and content of the data base at recovery time.

Our approach was to provide user callable procedures with which to accomplish the

file handling and transactj.on record output. However, in our attempt to implement

thi.s facility we have encountered some difficulties yet to be resolved to our

satisfaction:

1. Multiple processes must be able to concurrently share a single file

(of variable record length to allow maximum blocking effj cieney) and

to maintain a single I/O buffer for that file to insure that records are

lossed i.n the sequence the transactions are processed. The overhead

(coding, maintenance and executi.on) required to deri.ne, open and write

to the lose file might possj.b1y be more efficiently performed by IMAGE.

2. ~Vhere do we create the lose file? Preferably offline to cassette or

discette or some similar relatively inexpensive medium.
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3. User wrjtten los~jng procedtrres cannot inteface with the Data Base

inquiry subsystem QUERY. Our cho5ce must then be to either strictly

control the use of QUERY since QUERY modifications to the Data Base would

not be·loased or to prohibit the use of this program.

In Summary

The subject of integrity in the data environment of an on-line computer

facili ty should weigh heavily in the des5 gn of that fac;.l:i.t,y and in its dai.ly

management and operation. Data base management technology is one area in which

there is currently great interest and with whi ch an attempt has been made to

integrate user data into a common working structure to improve cohesion, reliab11ity

and availabili.ty. It is felt that by providing a lossing and restore facility

to the data base structure would greatly improve the reliability of on-line

processing, and add significantly to the market potential of the system.

Further, on the basis of our experience in attempt5.ng to provi.de this

capability, we believe that optimization requires that the lossing utility take

advantage of operating under s,ystem rather than user control.

:~e feel the subject of data integrity to be of sufficient importance to the

user in an on-line envi.ronment to warrant the interest of the vendor and request

endorsement by the HP 3000 International Users Group jn the request that He\llett

Packard i.nitiate a hi-priority project to provide a transaction loasing facility

as an enhancement to the IMAGE/QUERY 3000 Data Base Management Subsystem.

FolloWing are our lossing procedure definitions and the code developed to

perform the loasing function. Please note this code was developed with the concept

of sharing a common buffered vari~.ble record length dj sc fj.le. It is currently

our belief that the process should lose to an unbuffered shared device possibly

a tape cartridge to provide an inexpensive offline lossing medium.
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********************************************************************* DATA BASE LOG 06.08.76:C.R.Van Ausdall *
********************************************************************All activity which in an~ way chanses an~ of the supported

(b~ program reference) H.P. 3000 IMAGE data bases with the
exception of H.P. QUERY access will be lo~Sed to provide the
capacit~ to restore data base intesrit~ subseQuent to s~stem

or proSram crashes

* the format of the 10~Sed record will be as follows:
1) Current time and date from sYstem clock

DATE YYDDD (Julian date from procedure CALENDAR )
lword-inteser

TIME HHMMSSTT (from procedure CLOCK) 2word-inteser
(see s~stem procedure definitions for description )
(of format in MPE OPERATING SYSTEM reference manual)

2) DATA BASE NAME 6b~te-character

3) DATA SET NAME 16b~te-character

4) MODE - add, chan~e, or delete code lword-inte~er

5) STATUS - contents of status .arraY returned bw
last D.B. call 10ward-inteser
(see IMAGE reference and D.B. Call ie ••• DBPUT)
(for definition of format )

6) LIST - a concatenated strins of item names passed
as a parameter to the D.B. call ie ••• DBPUT

(see IMAGE reference for definition
7) LIST LENGTH - an inteser, the value of which is the

lensth of the array LIST includin~ delimeters
and terminator.

8) BUFFER - is an arra~ containin~ the values of the
fields defined b~ the arra~ LIST in a
correspondin~ seGuence

9) BUFFER LENGTH - an inte~er, the value of which is
the len~th of the arraw BUFFER.

* procedure DBLOG(MPEFNO,DBASE,DSET,DMODE,DSTAT,DLIST,DLSTLEN,
DBUFF,DBUFLEN)

ARRAY(word) : DBASE, DSET, DSTAT, DLIST, DBUFF
INTEGER : MPEFNO, DMODE, DLSTLEN, DBUFLEN

All variables with the followin~ exceptions are defined'
. in the IMAGE reference manual.

MPEFNO - the ffiPe file number of the 10s~inS ¥ile
as opened b~ DBOPNLOG.

DMODE - the value of mode is d~termined bY the
transaction a~ainst the data base which
preceeded (tri~~ered) the call to DBLOG.
This may have been a DBPUT, DBUPDATE, DBDELETE
MODE = 1 if a DBPUT is to be lo~Sed.

MODE = 4 if a DBUPDATE is to be lossed.
MODE - 7 if a DBDELETE is to be losSed.

This procedure will actually write a los record to the
Data Base lo~sin~ file LOGFIL.
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* procedure DBOPNLOG(MPEFNO)

INTEGER : MPEFNO

This ?roceduredefines and opens ~ ~ari.ble len~th

MPE file desiSnated as the file LOGFIL.~roup.account

and returns the MPE tile number to the callin~ routine,
to bj us~d in calls to the lo~~in~ procedUre DBLOG.
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GE 0001 HEWLETT-PACKARD 32102A.01.6 FORTRAN/3000 WED, JUL 14, 1976, 7:25 PM

c
c********************************************************************c
C This proSram is an example of the use of
C D.B. LosSin~ procedures DBOPNLOG and DBLOG ••• 06/30/76:cv
C

c********************************************************************
C

001000
002000
003000
004000
005000
006000
007000
'OOBOOO
1009000
'010000
1011000
012000
013000
'01.4000
o1::.:jOOO
O:l60()0
'017000
'018()()()
1()19000
'020000
'021000
'022000
1023000
1()24000
t()25000
~():~~)OOO

'027000
1028000
1029000
IO~~()()OO

103:1.000
~()320()O

1()33000
)0:~400()

~035000

)036000
)()36500
)03'7000
)0~58()OO

)039000
)040000
)041000
)042000
)()43000
)()44000
)045000
)046000
)047000

SCONTROL USLINIT,MAP,LABEL
PROGRAM DRIVLOG

IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
CHAF~ACTE:R *1

DBASE *26,
DSET *16,
DSTAT *20,
DLlST *24,
DBUFF *24

DIMENSION
IBASE (13),
rSET (8) ,

ISTAT (10),
ILIST (12),
IBlJFF (12)

EQUIVALENCE
(IBASE(l),DBASE),
(ISET (l),DSET ),
(ISTAT(l),DSTAT),
(ILIST(l),DLIST),
(IBlJFF(l),DBUFF),
(ISTAT(2),I)

DISPLAY aBEGIN DRIVLOG ••• DBLOG DRIVER PROGRAM"
c
C OPEN LOG FILE AS SHARED AND RETURN MPE FILE NUMBER.

CALL DBOPNLOG (MPEFNO)
DISPLAY aI'VE OPENED THE LOGGING FILE a
DISPLAY apLEASE ENTER DATA BASE NAME XXXXXXXX·
ACCEPT DBASE
DSET = "SET NUMBERXXXXXX·
DLIST = aLIST XXXXX123456789 1234 a
DBUFF = aBUFF XXXXX123456789 1234·
LSTLEN = 12
BUFLEN = 12
DO 30 I = 1,100,2
[10 ~30 J = 1,7,3
MODE :::: ..J

c
C KILL TIME •••

no 20 K = 1,100
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04BOOO '
049000
050000 ~~O

() ~;jj. ()00
()~.;;20()O

() ~.:; 3()0 ()
()~;.clOO() ·:;0
()~:;~~;OO() ,
056000

Y == Y+:l
Y == y._j.
CONTINUE
CALL DBLOG (MPEFNO~IBASEpISETpMODEpISTAT,ILIST,

\LSTLEN\,IBUFF~\BUFLEN\)

RtC::: I:~E:C + 1
CONTINUE
DISPLAY aEND DRIVLOG·
DISPLAY REC, a RECORDS LOGGED.u

GE O()()2 DF~IVL()G

057000 STOP
058000 END

SYMBOL MAP
ME TYPE STRUCTURE ADDRESS NAME T
FLEN INTEGER SIMPLE VAR Q+ 1" DBASE C......

LO~ SUBROUTINE DBOPNLOG
UF· CHARACTER SIMPLE VAR 0+ 11,1 DLIST C
ET CHARACTER SIMPLE VAR 0+ 4,1 DSTAT C

INTEGER SIMPL.E VAR 0+ 7,1 IBASE I
UFF INTEGE:J~ ARRAY Q+ 10,1 ILIST I
ET INTEGEF~ ARRAY (~+ 3,1 ISTAT I

INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0+ 14 K I
TLEN INTEGER SIMPLE VAR 0+ 19 MODE I
EFNO INTEGEF~ SIMPLE VAR Q+ 13 REC I

INTEGER SIMPLE VAR Q+ 15

LABEL MAP
STATEMENT CODE

L.ABEL OFFSET
STATEMENT COIlE

LABEL OFFSET
STATEMENT CODE

LABEL OFFSET
STATEMENT CODE

LABEL OFFSET
ST~

L

20 324 30 345

:*~~!~ ERRORS, NO WARNINGS; PROGRAM UNIT COMPILED ****
MF~_ArION TIME 2.344 SECONDS ELAPSED TIME 5.706 SECONDS
ITAI... COMPILATION TIME 0: 00: 03
ITAL ELAF'SED TI ME 0: 00 : 07
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to

HEWLETT-PACKARD 32100A.06.0 SPL WED, JUL 14, 1976, 7:26 PM (C) cor

SCONTROL NOWARN,INNERLIST
SCONTROL MAP,SUBPROGRAM

« PROCEDURES FOR RESTORING FROM THE LOG FILE WILL BE FO~ >:
« IN THE LOGGING SYSTEM REFERENCE AND OR THE RELOAD PROGth..M>::
« •DBRERUN· • >:

« NOTE THAT ONLY TRANSACTIONS WHICH ACTUALLY MODIFY THE >~

« CONTENT OF THE DATA BASE SHOULD BE LOGGED ••• IE DB UPDATE >~

« ••• DBPUT AND DBD~LETE. >:
:>:

::;.::

000600
041402
021001
021345

035003
171700
010201

- 051402
03500~

1734<' J
170003
01.0201 .
140000
0461:1.7
043501.)
0445:1.4
020040
021007
020043

-:::.:::

« DBOPNLOG ••• 06/29/76: CV >::
« THIS PROCEDURE WILL OPEN AN MPE VARIABLE LENGTH FILE >:
« aLOGFILG TO BE USED BY PROCEDURE ·DBLOG A TO RECORD >:
« TRANSACTIONS AGAINST AN. IMAGE DATA DBASE. THIS LOG FILE >~

« TOGETHER WITH A STORE TAPE OF THE DATABASE SHOULD PROVIDE>~

« DATA INTEGRITY VIA A RESTORE PROGRAM ·DBRERUN· TO RESTORE>~

« A CRASHED DATA DBASE TO THE STATUS PRIOR TO THE CRASH. >~

BEGIN
PROCEDURE DBOPNLOG (MPEFNO);
INTEGER MPEFNO;

BEGIN
INTEGER E;
BYTE ARRAY LOGFIL(0:6);
INTRINSIC FOPEN,FCHECK;
MOVE LOGFIL:=DLOGFIL a;

00000 ADDS,003
00001 LRA S- 000
00002 LSL ,000,001
00003 STOR Q+ 002
00004 ADDS,003
00005 LRA Q+ 002,1
00006 LRA P+ 003
00007 LSL ,000,001
00010 BR P+ 000
00011 INSERT OR FIXUP
00012 INSERT OR FIXUP
00013 INSERT OR FIXUP
00014 INSERT OR FIXUP
00015 LDI ,007
00016 MVB ,000,003

00017 2 MPEFNO:=FOPEN(LOGFIL,1,~345);

00017 ZERO, NOP
00020 LOAD Q+ 002
00021 LDI ,001
00022 LDI ,345

00000 ()

00000 0
00000 0
00000 0
00000 0
00000 0
00000 0
00000 0
00000 0
00000 0
00000 0
00000 0
00000 0
00000 0
00000 0
00000 0
00000 0
00000 0
00000 0
00000 0
00000 :I.
00000 1
00000 :I.
00000 2
00000 2
00000 2
00000 2

00029000

C
PAGE 0001
o
00002000
00003000
00004000
00005000
00006000
00007000
00008000
00009000
00010000.
00011000
00012000
00013000
00014000
00015000
00016000
00017000
00018000
00019000
00020000
00021.000

. 00022000
00023000
00024000
()0025000
0002c!)()00
00027000
00028000
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00023 ADDS!I 0:1.3 O:~50:l. 3
O()024 LOAD P+ 000 040()()()
()O()2~) perl!...., O()() OO()()()O
O()O26 STOI:~ n···· 0('4 r I 053/)04

00030000 00027 r) JF -::::::. THEN BEGIN~-

00027 BE P+ 000 14:1. :~:.~oo

00031000 00030 3 FCHECK(MPEFNO,E);
00030 LOAD Q_. 004,1 043604
0003:L 1..1:~A (~+ OOt :1.7:1.40:1.
()O()~~2 ADDS ., ()():~ o:3 ~::j () 0 :3

:I.
Pf.lGE: 0002
o

HEWLETT-PACKARD

SIMP. VAR.
PROCEDURE
PF~(]CEDLJRE

ARI~AY

SIMF'. VAR.

00032000 00035 3
00033000 00035 2 END;

E
FCHECK
FOPEN
I...OGFIL.
MPEFNO

00034000 00000 1 END.

CLASS

00033 LIII ,030 021030
00034 PCAL.,OOO 000000

END;

OOO~55 EXIT,OO:L ()~5:1. 40:t.

TYPE ADDRESS

JNTEGEF~ n +OOl

INTEGER
BYTE Q +002
INTEGER (~ -004

IDENTIF:rEI:~

~ I.DBOPNI...OG

CLASS TYPE ADDRESS

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%OOO;
NO~. EI="\RORS::::OOO;
PROCESSOR TIME=O:OO:03;

SECONDARY DB STORAGE=%OOOOO
NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSED TIME=0:OO:12
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C
F't~GE 000 :1.
o

HEWI...ET T--PACKARD 32:L OOA. 06.0 SPL WED y ,JUL 1. 4, 1976, 7: 26 PM (C) COF

035011
171700
0~)·:J.403

040000
O~~~j()O()

O()()0:1.000 00000 ()

oO()():~::'()O 0 OO()()() 0
0000:3000 00000 ()

.:JOOO4000 00000 0
00005000 00000 0
00006000 00000 0
OOOO}OOO 00000 0
00008000 00000 ()

':)0009000 00000 0
OOO:LOOOO 00000 0
000:1.1000 O()()OO 0
OOO:J.2000 O()OOO ()

OOO:l.30()() O()()()() ()

000:1.4000 00000 0
()OO15000 00000 0
00016000 00000 0
000:1.7000 00000 0
00018000 00000 0
00019000 00000 0
00020000 00000 0
0002:1.000 00000 0
O()O2:~000 O()()OO :to
00023000 00000 :I.
C'OO2400() 00000 :I.
00025000 00000 :1.
0OO2bO()O O()OOO 1
0OO270()() 00000 :l
00028000 00000 1
00029000 00000 1
O()O30000 00000 1
'J;) 031..000 00000 :to
OC,O:320()0 OOO()O 2
00033000 00000 2
00034000 O()OOO 2
00035000 00000 2
0OO360(H) 00000 ~.~

0OO370(JO O()OOO 2
I,) () 03B()0 0 00000 2
00039000 O()OOO 2
00040000 00000 2
00041.000 00000 2
00042000 00000 2

'CONTROL NOWARNyINNERLIST
SCONTROL MAPySUBPROGRAM

« DBLOG ••• 06/24/67: CV >::
« This procedure will lo~ transactions a~ain5t an IMAGE >~

« Data Base to a previousl~ defined and opened Shared MPE >~

« variable len~th file referenced b~ the MPE file number >~

<..:: MF' EFN() ,- This LOGFI L. toS (~t h €.~ p with theST0 REta p f.~ 0 f :> ::
« the Data Base taken prior to D.B. modifications should >~

« p I'OV ide n FAI L SOFT n capabi 1 i. ty and allow T'estoration of >::
« data inte~rit~ to the instant prior to the failure. :>~

« NOTE THAT ONLY TRANSACTIONS WHICH ACTUALLY MODIFY THE >~

« CONTENT OF THE DATA BASE SHOULD BE LOGGED ••• IE DBUPDATE >:
« ••• DBPUT ANn DBDELETE. >::

::;<~ pr~OCEDURES For~ F~ESTORING FROM THE LOG FILE WILL BE FOU:) ~>;
« IN THE LOGGING SYSTEM REFERENCE AND OR THE RELOAD PROGRAM>:
« "DBHEf~UN 11 • >:

BEGIN
PROCEDURE DBLOG(MPEFNO,DBASE,DSET,DMODE,DSTAT,DLIST,DLSTlENv

DBUFF,DBUFLEN);
VALUE DLSTLEN,DBUFLEN;
INTEGER DMODE,MPEFNO,DLSTLENyDBUFLEN;
I~F~F~AY DBASE;
AF~I:~AY DBET;
AI~RAY [lSTAT;
ARRAY DLIST;
ARRAY DBUFF;

BEGIN
INTEGER DATE,LiNGTH;
ARRAY LOGREC(O:1023);
LOGICAL PARM,WAIT;
INTEGER POINTER SDATE := @LOGREC(O);
INTEGER POINTER LMODE := @LOGREC(24);
DOUBLE POINTER STIME := @LOGREC(l);
INTRINSIC FWRITEvFUNLOCK,FLOCK;
INTRINSIC FCHECK,FCONTROL;
INTRINSIC CALENDAR,CLOCK;
« BUILD LOG RECORD AFTER GETTING TIME STAMP
PARM := TRUE;

00000 ADDS,Oll
00001 LRA S- 000
00002 STOR Q+ 003
00003 LOAD P+ 000
00004 ADpS,OOO
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~.

()()()O~:; l...DF1D (~+ 003 041403
O()()OI.> ST(]F;~ Q+ O()6 ()~~; 1401.>
0000"7 I... 0 (':,D (~t 003 04:1.403
OOO:J.O ArtDI,,030 022430
() () () :I. :1. ST()I:~ (~+ () () .)' 0~5 :1. 40'/
OOO:L2 1... Di~D (~+ 003 041403
000:1. :3 ADItIsr001 02240:1.
O()014 ST(]F~ Q+ 0:1.0 0514:J.O
noo:l. ~:; LDNIl'OO:l. 02~:;OO :I.
000:1.1.> B'rDF~ C~+ 004 O~;1404

1
F'~lGE OO()2 HEWLETT ,-P(.lCKARD
0
000430()() OOO:l.l r) WAIT + .... TRUE;A.. + .m

00017 LDNI,OO:I. 025001
00020 STOR Qt 005 05:1. 40~:;

00044000 00021 ,.\ LENGTH ·.... DI...STI... EN + DBUFI...EN + 3~:;;II::. +-

O()O2:1. L. 0(.1 [I Q.... 001.> 04:1. ,SOb

r' 00022 ADDM Q.- 004 O?:l.b04
00023 ·(.l[lD I l' 043 022443
00024 STOf~ (~t 002 05:1.402

0OO4~:';O()0 00025 r) SDATE + _.
C(~I...ENDAR;,:.. ·.-

0OO2~) ZERCl" NOP 000(,)00
00026 PC(.ll... " 000 000000
0002'7 STOF~ Q+ OObsrI O~7i:34()1.>

00046000 00030 2 STIME +- el."OCK;+ _.

00030 DZf,O S' NOP 000700
0()O31 PCALl'OOO OO()()OO
OO():~2 STD Q+ 010,I 1634:1.0

00047000 00033 2 MOVE LOGREC(]) +- DBABE I' ( :1. 3) ;+-

0()()33 LDXI,003 021403
00034 L.F~A Q+ 003, I ,X 177403
00035 LI:~A Q.- 0:1.:5, I 1'736:1.~5

O()()36 LDI ,0 :1. 5 ()2:1.()l~)

~J48()OO
O()O3'? MOVE, ()()·4 ,003 020023

00040 2 ~1()VE L.OGF\EC ( 1. (,) ) ·.... nSET y (8) ;+ ....

()()O40 L..DXI,020 021420
00041 LRA Q+ 003,I,X 177403
00042 1..1:~ '::1 (~._. 012,I 1731.>:1.2
0004:3 I... DI ,0:1.0 021010
00044 MOlJE, 004,003 02002:3

(0041)000 0004~:) 2 LMODE + .... DMODE;·....
0004~~j LOAD l~"" 0111'1 0431.) :1.1
00046 STCH~ Qt 007vI 053407

0OO500()() 00047 2 MOVE LOGREC(25) +- DSTAT,(10);+ Moo

00047 I..DXI,03:J. 02:1.431
OOO:iO I...RA 0+ 003,I,X :L 7'140:3
0005:1. LRA Q- 0101'1 173(,):1.0
00052 LDI ,012 021012
00053 MOVE,004,003 020023
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()4~~1.>1.4

04:1.40~:.;

000000
l~

04361.-, .

021.043
071606
004300
177403
173605
041604
020023

02:1.44:5
:1.77403
l7~3607

04:J. 601.)
020023

:= DLIST,(DLSTLEN);
LDXI,04:3
L.j~A (~+ OO~~!I I , X
LF;~A [~ .... OOl? 1
LDf.in t~ ..·· 006
MClVE,004,003

I1BUFF,(DBUFLEN);
L[lI ,()43
ADDM (J- 006
STI~X" NOP
LF~A Q+ 003, I , X
LRC-i Q-; 005, I
LOAD C~- 004

. MOVE,004,O()3

MOVE LOGREe ( 3~i )
00054
0()0~7j~:;

oo()~)f.>

O()()~:j7

O() 0 I.) 0
MOVE LOGREC(35+DLSTLEN>:=

0001.) :I.
00062
O()06:~

00064
00065
ooot')(!)
00067

FLOCK(MPEFNO,WAIT);
00070 LOAD Q- 014,1
00071 LOAD Q+ 005
00072 PCAL,OOO

FWRITE(MPEFNO,LOGREC,LENGTH,O);
60073 LOAD Q- 014,1

00051000 00054 2

00052000 00061 2

00054000 00073 2

00053000 00070 2

:L
F'~~IGE 0003 HE~JI...ETT.... P(.lCKARD

00055000 00100 2

00056000 00:1.04 2

00074
00075
O()071.)
000'77

FCONTROLCMPEFNO,6,PARM);
OO:LOO
0010:1.
00102
00103

FUNLOCKCMPEFNO);

L.OAD Q+ 003
LOAD Q+ 002
ZERO" NOP
PCAL"OOO

I... 0 rol D [l··.. 0:1.4, I
LI:tI ,006
I... RA Q+ 004
F'CAL9000

04:1.40:3
04:1.402
000600
000000

04361.4
02100f.>
1.71404
000000

00057000 00106 2

00104
00 1 O~j

END;
OO:L06

LDAD (~_.. 0:1.4,1
pcrolL ,()OO

EXIT"O:l.:1.

0436:1.4
OOOO~

():~:L 4:1. :I.

IDENTIFIEI:~ CLASS TYPE ADIHi:ESS

CI~L.E:NDAF~

CLOCK
DATE
DBASE
DBUFF
DBUFL.EN
DI...IBT
DI...STL.EN
DMODE

PI:~OCEDLJF~E

PROCEDURE
SIMP. VAR.
ARF~AY

ARRAY
SIMP. VAR.
AF~RAY

SIMP. VAR.
8IMP. VAF'<.

LOGICAl...
DOUBL.E
INTEGER
LOGICAL
LOGICAL..
INTEGER
LOGICAl...
INTEGEF~

INTEGEF~

Q +001
(~ --01~3

(~ -005
(~ -004
[~ ..··()07
(~ -006
(~ -0 :1.:1.
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D~:iET

DSTAT
FCHECK
FCONTF:DL
FI... OCI'~
FUNI...DCI',
FWRITE
LENGTH
l..MDDE
LOGI=<EC
MF'EFNO
PARM
BDI~TE

GTIME
WAIT

)0058000 00000 1 END.

r-'
JDENTIFIEI:;~

DBl.Uc;

(~IF;:I:;:AY

rll=<R~\y
PF-:()CEDUF,[
F' F~ 0 CF [IU I:~ E
PI:;:neE n u I:~ F
PI:;:OCEDur~E

PI=< 0 CE[IUI:~ E
SIMP + VAF~.

POINTEF,
ARRf.\Y
S IMP. VA I:~ •
SIMP. VI~F~ +

POINTEH
POINTER
S I MF'. VI~~I:~.

CLASS

F'F~OCEDURE

LOG I Ct11..
I.. DGICAI...

INTEGER
INTEGER
LClG I CI~L
INTEGEF~

LOGICAL
INTEGEI:;:
DDUBLE
LDGICAL..

TYPE

n -,():I. 2
[) .... 0:1.0

[~ +002
Q +007
o +003
Q "MO 14
Q +004
[~ +O()6
[~ +010
Q +OO~=:;

ADnl:~ESS

PRIMARY DB STORAGE=%OOO;
NO ~ EF,F:CJRS::::O()() y
PROCESSOR TIME=O:OO:05;

!

SECONDARY DB STORAGE=%OOOOO
NO. WARNINGS=OOO
ELAPSED T I ME::::(): O(): 20
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ARTICLE FOR HP 3000 USER'S GROUP NEWSLETTER

At the Baltimore User's Group Meeting, questions were submitted to HP
concerning the operation of, and enhancements to, the HP 3000. Responses
to those questions which deal with how the system works, how to work
around an error condition, what an error message means, etc., are given
below. HP's response to questions regarding enhancements or new products
are either included in the User's Group Questionnaire or are considered
confidential information which we do not feel comfortable releasing to
our User's Group (and thus potentially our competitors).

SECTION I. Questions on MPE/SYSTEM

1.

2.

Some computers log disc hardware/software retries to enable the user
or CE to monitor the error rate of a particular disc. In many cases
preventative maintenance can be performed before the disc actually
fails and crashes the system. Since the Series II has memory chip
error logging, would it be possible to expand this concept to other
physical devices?

[Unlike memory, the system devices return error conditions
via the controller to the I/O system in MPE. If I/O error
logging is enabled, such errors are recorded in the current
log file for subsequent listing using the system Utility
LISTLOG2. Note that each error is listed, and no analysis
performed.]

A tape read error during a RELOAD is absolutely fatal, even though only
one file is usually involved. Why can't error recovery be included to:

1. attempt several rereads, and
2. if the rereads fail, purge the affected file from the

directory and go on to the next?

[During a RELOAD, tape parity errors detected within a user
file actuates a purge of the file and a forward space to
the next file. Currently, no retries take place but we are
intending to perform this function in the near future.
Realize that a parity error occurring within the MPE part
of the RELOAD will be fatal .... always.]
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3. OUTCLASS parameter on JOB card. Can this be used to get all output to
a file other than $STDOUT? We have not been able to make thi~work, but
the documentation in the manu~l. indicates this··should be possible.

[The OUTCLASS parameter on a :JOB commands provides a means to
define·$STDLIST for ~ job. The documentation is~not too
specific in places - ·in surmnay·y, the device specified must
be configured as a serial output device.]

4. A Series II from CX change you cannot drop the outfence to zero in the
Series II machine, to print priority one files. Why not print => outfence,
and allow the user to put priority zero on his file command for complete
deferment of output?

[The feature to enable users to completely defer output by
specifying an OUTPRI=l was considered to be the simplest
mechanism, enabling an operator to distinguish between User
and System deferments.]

5. LOG files. Why is old log file not reopened and closed properly after a
crash? At least why not a utility program that the System Manager can
direct toward the improperly closed file? How does the System" Manager
reset the numbering of the log files? .

[Log files are not automatically cleaned up after a system
crash because of two reasons. First, it is not at all
obvious as to which was the last open log file and secondly,
the internal structure prevents a simple file open/file close
mechanism. We recognize the suggestions to provide this
facility, plus a reset of the log file number by the System .
Manager and both will be implemented.]

6. lISTF: Why do LISTF options 0 and 1 not indicate which files are
currently in use, as the manual says they should?

[A :LISTF with option> indicates by an * which files are
currently open. -

Option 0, disagrees with documentation, in not doing the
same. The reason is that we decided not to access every file
label in order to detLct an open file. Disc access overhead
is thus the trade-off. If it is universally felt that it should
be done, it shall be, otherwise the documentation will be updated.]
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7. What is the remedy to the following message on the System Console:
(3000 CX) JOB OVERLOAD, TYPE 4

(lino job process count table JPCNT entry ava i 1ab1ell says the .
Operator's Manual.)

[uJob overload type 4. 11 It appears that this would occur
having the job LIMIT set to the maximum configured limit,
executing the maximum number of jobs plus at least one HIPRI
job. To remedy this, keep the operator established job LIMIT
less than the total configured limit with a negative adjust
ment allowing for the maximum number of concurrent HIPRI jobs.]

8. Is there any way to configure the Card Reader Driver IOCDRDO, so that
it will accept punched cards in COLUMN BINARY CODE FORMAT (supported
by the hardware with Operating Mode 1)1 If not, is there any other way
to read binary cards?

[Would need to change Filesize and Driver to do binary open.]

9. Is the Series II multiplexer limited to a max of 2400 baud?

[Yes.]

MPE/SYSTEH

10. I'm running RPG and I get spoofles which go over the 32 extents which
are normally allocated. Therefore, my report just quits printing
prematurely. How can I stop this from happening?

[The only current solution to prevent reaching the 32 extent
limit on spoofles is to reconfigure the system and increment
the "# of sectors per spoofile extent". Note that the document
is incorrect - there is no upper limit of 1024.]
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SECTION II .' Commun i cati ons

1. Is HP considering software to support an IBM link that allows a 3000
to appear like a HASP .workstation?

[HASP workstation is in investigation phase.]

2. European Modems: Compatible with 30001 Will distributed processing
'work in Europe?

[Distributed processing project is in development and will be
supported in Europe.]

3. On Series II HP 3000, will the running of 3780 Emulator degrade the
system as it does on Series CS when it is locked in memory while you
wait online for mainframe response? ~

[No, a different line driver is used on Series II.]

4. How far will terminal I/O advances go? Many smaller, less powerful
systems have faster I/O than the HP 3000. What are your objectives or
goals in this area? Some terminals (264X) will go 9600 baud. live
heard rumbles of 19200 baud in the future. Is this high speed I/O
being considered for the HP·3000?

[High speed terminal I/O is considered an important area
for HP 3000 enhancement, and several projects are in develop-
ment phase.] .
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SECTION III. Data Base Management System

1. Does HP plan in QUERY to chain detail data sets based on a search item?

[There is no short term plan to modify QUERY.]

2. When will IMAGE be improved to lock only records for update, putt delete?
The IMAGE enhancement allowing "read only" accesses not to lock the entire
data base was great. Set locking is now under consideration. Locking
only particular records is the next logical step. Is this possible?
How soon? This is absolutely necessary to make a truly online system
run efficiently. .

[Th~re is nd plan to add record locking at this time because it
would require major modifications to IMAGE. Data set locking
is a simpler enhancement, and it is currently under investi
gation.]

3. IMAGE UTILITY ERRORS: Should display what the error was, i.e., wrong #
at data sets. The octal address of where the error occurred is of little
use to the customer ... he doesn't have the source code/compile list to
find what the error was. This problem has cost us many hours in situ
ations where the manual does not indicate whether the proposed change
to the schema is allowed or disallowed, especially in common situations
such as adding a data set, changing set type or changing set linkages.

[In some cases, these errors are associated with unsupported
capabilities. Check with local HP support personnel.]

4. IMAGE SCHEMA RESTRUCTURE: Experience (a very costly teacher!!!) has
proven that many seemingly simple data base instructural modifications
are prohibitively costly due to the lack of utility flexibility (i.e.,
DBLOAD/DBUNLOAD) or sequence/occurrence (i.e., add/delete) sets in schema.

1. We feel it is a must that these considerations be explained in the
Manual.

2. We feel the vendor should demonstrate greater interest in making
the product it has provided more human engineered in terms of the
implications of restrictions in real life situations.

[An attempt will be made to make this information more visible
in future manuals. The next enhancelrent release will provide
a utility for quickly modifying password and security scheme.]
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5. IMAGE DATA INTEGRITY: In the area of system/product enhancement t it
is felt that the subject of Data Integrity subject to system relia
bi1ity ..• i.e. t the cost of system crash in a data base environment t

be reviewed. We feel an integral function to data base maintenance
(add/delete/update) should be to log these modifications to a non
volatile media (tape/diskette). A major limitation in the approach
to user designed/written logging systems would be the inability to
interface to QUERY.

[Transaction logging and recovery are currently in development.]

6. Empirical evidence indicates that QUERY locks the data base while
performing a find operation without regard to the mode in which the
data base was opened. The implication being that system management
while attempting to provide optimum system response concurrent with
system accessabi1ity is· faced within our case an online order entry.
process accessing the data base in Mode 1 which can be locked out for
up to 10 minutes by a user opening the D.B. in mode 5 and performing
a serial read. ~

1. Why lock the D.B·. for a FIND operation?
2. Why lock the D.B. if your mode of access doesn1t require it?

[QUERY has not been modified to include the latest IMAGE
enhancements. These enhancements are currently under
consideration.]

7. I have a problem with QUERY/IMAGE - Is there any way to allow different:
users to update data t find information and report information and report
information concurrently? I'm using modes 1 and 5. Mode 1 for update t

mode 5 for finds and reports.

[Modes 1 and 5 allow concurrency if used in a user written
program; QUERY enhancements are currently under consideration.]

8. IMAGE schemas have to be changed. How about a DBLOAD program that will
load data to a changed schema? (Additions of data sets should pose no
problems.)

[A restructuring enhancement is possible but it requires
substantial effort. These enhancements are being considered.].

9. Is there any reason HP cannot write and support a general purpose program
that will allow a user to modify a search item in a detail data set?

[No, however this can be done simply with two IMAGE calls today
and it is low on our enhancement list.]

10. Is the data entry language (DEL) project continuing? What enhancements are
planned? When can we expect new releases, and what, if any, planpare there
to support other than 2640 terminals?

[Yes, work is continuing on improved data entry facilities. Direct
entry to files is being considered.]
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SECTION IV. languages/Utilities

COBOL

1. Will HP improve the object code generated by COBOL? For e~~mp1e, a
figurative character comparison always generates at least 21 words of
code including a peAL when 12 or less are sufficient for equal lengths
strings. There are more common statements that need simple optimization.
(We have COBOL Ver. B).

[COBOL object code optimization will be released through MIT 1646.
The constructs that will produce more efficient object codes
include:

1.1 Character comparisons of the same length,
1.2 Literal moves,
1.3 CaMP moves of the same size and characteristics.]

2. When can we expect system intrinsics which will interface with COBOL
and the provision of good usable examples in the manuals?

[The CO~OL-74 compiler will be able to interface with system
intrinsics directly.]

3. When can we expect a COBOL compiler-which will produce compile time
messages, rather than just ignoring the statement?

[We need an example that the COBOL compiler ignores an erroneous
statement without producing a compile time message.]

4. I understand that the COBOL project is alive and well. When can we
expect the next version and what will be the improvements? When can we
have ANS compatibility and improved debug features?

[We are hard at work on a COBOL with ANS 74 compatibilities and
the debug feature.]

BASIC/FORTRAN

1. Is there a way, besides using an SPl subroutine, to get the PARM value
from the RUN command by FORTRAN and/or BASIC programs? An example in
the FORTRAN manual indicates this may be possible but does not actually
show how to do it.

[Compiled BASIC programs are intended to execute exactly as they
did in the BASIC Interpreter. For this reason, no new features
were added for the singular use by compiled programs. Since it
would always be necessary to input programs which are intended
to be compiled through the Interpreter, any new language constructs
must have equally valid and equivalent meanings in the BASIC Inter
preter. This requirement rules out some ostensibly "nice" extensions
such as programmable use of control-Yo To' permit programmable control
over this function would necessitate giving up the debugging capa
bilities which the Interpreter offers.]
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[The compiled BASIC programmer cannot make use of the PARM
because the PARM is already being used for another purpose.
See the BASIC Compiler manual, p. 2-1.]

[There is no way to get the PARM value in FORTRAN.]

2. Valid need exists for BASIC Interpreter to have the equivalent of the
EDITORls K-files. Feasible?

[Since the BASIC workspace (roughly equivalent to the
EDITOR K-file) is currently maintained in the program
data stack rather than in a file, a disc back-up
mechanism would impose a significant overhead which
would have a very noticab1e affect on the BASIC response
time. For this reason, we feel that a reliable back-up
mechanism is not feasible.]

4. BASIC-CONVERT: We have found the bug which permits a II number" like
uOA" to be converted to a numeric zero with no error branch taken to
be a problem. Is this now being corrected? If not, why not?

[With regard to the uOA" bug: this is not a BASIC bug. It
was first discovered by FORTRAN programmers and was a problem
in the Compiler Library. The bug was fixed in Compiler Library
32211C.04.02 dated July 12, 1976.]

5. BASIC-CONVERT: We have had, under some circumstances the conversion
of a number to a blank. How can this be possible? Is it a known bug?

[Has a bug report been submitted? We are not aw~re this problem
has occurred.]

6. Are there any plans for expanding I/O option? e.g., READ USING (at
INPUT USING) similar to PRINT USING? Is there a possibility that BASIC
will ever be [updated] ?backdated? to use FORTRAN type input/output
formatting, as is done on the HP 9830A?

[There are no plans to incorporate fixed-field or formatted
input into BASIC at this time. Nonetheless, we will keep
this suggestion on file for consideration with other uSeful
con~ercia1 features.]
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ETC. (SORT, FCOPY, EDITOR, STAR)

1. STAR: Will STAR be available on Series II? If not, why not? Is
there a convenient way of converting ASCII files to STAR files? If
currently available, could a subroutine be implemented, callable from
any language?

[We have no plans to make STAR available on HP 3000 II, because
of its low usage and generally inferior specification relative
to other packages available. Users of STAR are encouraged to
contribute utilities to the Users Group Library.] .

2. By what date, if at all, does HP plan to enhance EDIT/3000 to include
the type of capabilities used at ITEL leasing?

[Ross Scroggs has contributed an intra-line editing feature
to the contributed library which is usable through the
PROCEDURE command of the Editor.]

3. What is HP's )~esponse to Ross Scroggs' fixes and new features?

[Editor A.S.01 contains many fixes, int1uding those from Ross
Scroggs of Itel.]

4. FCOPY
a) Why must the program loop forever when copying a variable length

record of length zero as produced on the LOG file when there is
a system failure?

b) Why can one not space forward in a variable length record file?
c) Why can I not fool FCOPY by using a file equation and MR to space

forward in a log file?

[a) Has a bug report been submitted? We are not aware of this
problem.] ~

[b) FSPACE spaces the b10cksize when record is variable, and not
record size, viz.
BUILD X; REC = -80, 10, V, ASCII
lISTF X, 1

REC = -800 BF = 1]
c) Probably because of b) above.]
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